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Preface WASC 2019-20
Saratoga High School sits at the western edge of Silicon Valley up against the Santa Cruz
Mountains. It is one of two high schools in the Los Gatos-Saratoga High School District. With
approximately 1350 students and a staff of highly qualified teachers, administrators, and
classified workers, the school measures success not only by the accomplishments of its students,
but also the connections among its stakeholders. From District to site administration, to staff, to
students and to parents, the evidence shows that things work well here. Of course, there are
things to work on, but the stakeholders are not afraid of honest conversations to tackle the
challenges our students face.
Our 2019-20 School Accountability Report Card captures much of the essence of the school:
● Saratoga High School is a high-performing public high school serving 1,342
students and more than 100 staff members. While test scores and college
admission rates are something to be proud of, SHS is more enthusiastic about the
stimulating learning environment that promotes collaboration, academic inquiry,
student support for healthy lifestyles, and service in the community.
● The SHS staff and students have taken collaboration to the level of sharing best
practices, researching innovative learning programs, and continuing to grow
social-emotional learning and student support services. In all departments, students
have open access to curriculum with choices of College Prep, Honors and
Advanced Placement courses. The Media Arts Program (MAP) continues to grow
in number and courses by combining English, social studies and multimedia
classes in a project-based learning environment. This grade 9-12 program is a
showcase for Common Core State Standards education because of its strong
academic content, multiliteracy focus and collaborative foundations. Teamwork is
the strength of this program from its teachers to its students.
● SHS is a high-ranking STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
school that has developed a four-year Project Lead the Way program. Current
courses offered are Introduction to Engineering, Principles of Engineering and
Digital Electronics. The capstone course, Engineering Design and Development,
was added in 2016-17. Performing arts continue to be one of the strongest areas of
achievement for SHS students. Close to 40 percent of our students perform on
stage through theater arts, vocal ensembles and instrumental music. Many of our
students have marched in the Macy’s and Rose Parades, and performed at the
prestigious Midwest Clinic in Chicago.
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● More than 60% of SHS students participate in athletics at the highest level of
California Interscholastic Federation (CIF) Central Coast Section (CCS)
competition. In the last five years every varsity team has competed in the CCS
playoffs bringing home titles or runners up in Boys and Girls Basketball, Boys and
Girls Tennis, Boys Cross Country, Badminton, Boys Volleyball, and a number of
individual medals in Wrestling and Boys and Girls Track and Field. Boys
Volleyball claimed two NorCal Championships in 2016 and 2017, and one of our
Boys Swimmers brought home two state swim titles. The Boys Golf Team finished
in the top four in the state in 2019.
● Student activities and more than 75 clubs and service organizations on campus
make student involvement a high priority each year. SHS has a privately supported
Service Learning Coordinator to help students and staff develop community
service opportunities for classes and individuals. SHS teams have fed the
homeless, planted trees, cleaned beaches and parks, and made meals to stop hunger
across the world and in the community. In 2018-19 more than 60% of the student
body were involved in a Service Learning project directly connected to a
classroom activity. In addition to program strength, the diversity of the student and
staff population creates a campus that acknowledges and works together to
overcome global challenges.
● Counseling and Support Services for Youth (CASSY) has brought professional
support to SHS students and staff over the last six years. These professionals help
students with moderate to severe mental-health issues as they cope in the
challenging world teens face today. Therapists work with more than 300 students
each year on a one-time to continual basis providing social-emotional assistance.
Sources of Strength has trained our peer-to-peer group, Common Roots, in
supporting students through researched-based activities and strategies.
● The SHS family works together to celebrate student growth and to help each
individual to be better than he or she could be alone. This year’s theme—Just
Learn It—emphasizes learning and growing the right way, through effort and
determination rather than by taking shortcuts.
As for the 2019-20 WASC Self-study process, we began in earnest in 2018 as the administration
recruited a teacher as strong coordinator for the process. With her help, focus group leaders and
parent and student leaders either volunteered or were nominated to lead respective stakeholder
groups. Our registrar and another staff member pulled together the profile, staff members signed
up for focus groups, and parent and student groups formed and appointed representatives to join
the Chapter III focus groups. In February 2019 the coordinator provided a full day training for
focus group leaders and parent and student leaders. In March, focus groups made up of all
stakeholders met for a full release day to review the profile, review and revise the prior
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Schoolwide Learning Outcomes, and begin deconstructing and responding to the various Chapter
III prompts. The work continued throughout the spring and was the centerpiece of our fall
professional development days prior to the school’s opening in the fall. Staff, parent and student
surveys were administered and compiled in the fall, and focus groups met over the course of 5
mornings from August to December to review the data. Volunteer staff members spent time
shadowing students, and the administration and interested focus group members met with
randomly selected groups of students during two different sessions to elicit input on areas of the
student survey that Parent and student groups supplied their own recommendations to the WASC
Focus Groups and Leadership Team, and they became a part of the review and consideration
process when determining school’s strengths and areas of growth. An additional full day release
for all staff in October to solidify focus group recommendations to forward on to the WASC
Leadership team and a visit from the WASC Visiting Committee Chairman propelled the work
toward the creation of the Schoolwide Action Plan. Over the course of two morning collaboration
hours and separate subcommittee work by the WASC Leadership team, the action plan took
shape. The resulting tasks are grouped in three significant areas: to strengthen student well-being
and learning, to broaden and bridge communication amongst school community stakeholders, and
to fine tune pedagogical practices to prepare students to become adaptable citizen learners
equipped for the demands of the rapidly changing world.
Over the past year, much of the work done has kept in its focus the District’s LCAP and two new
initiatives around developing true Professional Learning Communities, as well as a new District
Graduate Profile to guide the development of a new District Strategic Plan. We are confident that
the Action Plan supports the work we are heading into, while honoring the recommendations put
forth in other areas.
While many data points used to monitor student success look bright, the school staff and
administration are critically concerned with the mental and emotional health of our students.
Encouraging students to value balance among the rigors of the courses they select and the number
of extra and co-extracurriculars has become an ever increasing priority has become a priority in
recent years. Evidence of this focus came in our recognition as a 2017 State of California Gold
Ribbon Award School. The signature practice identified in that application is an "umbrella"
program designed to formalize social-emotional learning (SEL) and its related softer skills.. The
"ribs" of this umbrella include: 1) a faculty team dedicated to enhancing, educating, and sharing
practices as well as leading events related to more engaged teaching, learning, and parenting; 2) a
student led club, Common Roots, that sponsors monthly connectedness activities and is supported
by the Sources of Strength curriculum; 3) Speak Up For Change Week, a student designed week
involving two school-wide assemblies,, lunch activities, and cross curricular classroom lessons, 4)
multiple professional development courses conducted in the areas of creating engaged cultural
responsiveness in the classroom, and attended by all members of the staff, with nearly half of the
staff attending at least one three day training over the past three years; 5) the ASSIST
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(Accommodating Saratoga Students with intervention, Support and Therapy) program that serves
students with mental health issues that might have otherwise been only served in out -of -district
placements; 6) the establishment of a coordinated relationship with CASSY resulting in the
addition of four therapists on site; 7) several evening whole stakeholder events such as three
World Cafés, as well as speaker events with the likes of former Stanford admissions dean and
author of How to Raise an Adult, Julie Lythcott-Haims; 8) home visits and parent interviews, and
9) administrative training and commitment to restorative justice practices for students who fall
prey to seemingly unmanageable academic pressures. All of these relatively new initiatives,
paired with the ongoing good work by our Guidance department, consciously focus us on the area
of student social-emotional development and its impact on academic performance.
We are so fortunate to have a supportive parent community, generous in both their financial and
time resources in supporting students and the programs on campus. We continue to have strong
leadership on our parent organizations and benefit from the giving nature of the community. The
commitment and motivation of the student population, the parental support, and the professional
and collaborative nature of the staff sets Saratoga High School apart as a dynamic institution
willing to look within for ways to improve as well as celebrate the wide array of
accomplishments.
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Chapter I: Progress Report
●

Describe any significant developments that have had a major impact on the school and/or
specific curricular programs since the last full visit.
Comment on the process for implementing and monitoring the schoolwide action plan
aligned with LCAP.
Summarize progress on each section of the current schoolwide action plan that
incorporated all schoolwide critical areas (growth areas for continuous improvement) from
the last full self-study and all intervening visits.

●
●

Three Year Report issued in early spring of 2017 (in black);
Updates/modifications (spring 2017-fall 2019) (in blue):

Saratoga High School has continued to work on the areas of focus brought forward by the Visiting
Committee and the Schoolwide Self Study in 2013-14. The three main areas of focus identified by
students, parents and staff were:
1. Provide ongoing support in attaining high academic achievement through a variety of best
instructional and assessment strategies.
2. Value learning over “doing school.”
3. Be able to make healthy choices and create a life of balance.
Recent data shows that Saratoga High School continues to provide students an excellent academic
experience, and the opportunity for higher education.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

99% and higher graduation rate for SHS
98% of graduates attending college
93% of graduates meeting all UC/CSU requirements for admission
85% of graduates attending 4-year colleges
Over 30% of graduates in 2017 achieving semifinalists or commended status in the National
Merit Scholarship Program
92% of 9th – 11th grade students scoring proficient or higher on the schoolwide writing
assessment
94% of students taking AP exams achieving passing scores of 3 or higher

UPDATE: 2019’s school profile indicates the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

99% and higher graduation rate for SHS
97% of graduates attending college.
93% of graduates meeting all UC/CSU requirements for admission
77% of graduates attending 4-year colleges, 21% attending community colleges
32% seniors in 2019-20 achieving semi-finalists and commended status in the National Merit
Scholarship Program
93% of 9th – 11th grade students scoring proficient or higher on the schoolwide writing
assessment
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●

95% of students taking AP exams achieving passing scores of 3 or higher

Saratoga High School was named a Gold Ribbon High School in 2017 for the strong Student Support
Programs and schoolwide emphasis on Social Emotional Learning. The staff’s focus on impacting
student wellness and lowering student stress has led to the many collaboration sessions on providing
strategies that help students cope with stress in healthy ways to promote balance. SHS has opened a
Tutoring Center within the Library and met with at least one hundred students per week. The Tutoring
Center is supported by a classified coordinator who organizes and oversees several community and
student volunteers. It is open every day for tutorial, lunch, and after school. The success of the
program necessitated moving it to a larger room in the Library to meet the growing student demand.
The SHS Foundation also funded all furniture and computing needs to outfit the center with
comfortable seating and better instructional technology.
CASSY, our contracted service for Counseling and Support Services for Youth, has also grown its
influence on campus. A new Wellness Center in the heart of our campus houses our full time therapists,
and helps bring mental health services to the forefront of our school. The Wellness Center is modeled
after the service provided by the Wellness Centers of San Francisco. CASSY served over 350 students
on a regular or drop-in basis last year. Our new Wellness Center opened in the spring of 2019 as a part
of our new Student Center.
The Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) continues to support the WASC Goals and
Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-Up. Below is the most recent progress of the WASC and SPSA
Goals.
Goal One (G1): Provide ongoing support in attaining high academic achievement through a variety of
best instructional Practices.
G1: Action Item 1: Develop site professional development plan that includes weekly collaboration.
Plans will focus on CCSS and NGSS strategies.
At the end of the 2015-‐2016 year teachers were given the collaboration schedule for the following year
(2016-‐2017). At the first staff meeting in August, teachers were given another copy of the
collaboration calendar for this year. During the first semester there have been eight department
collaborations, three all staff meetings, seven Leadership Team meetings, one Leadership retreat, three
full staff development days, four all-staff collaborations and two district-wide collaboration days.
G1: AI 1 Update: In 2018-19 a calendar similar to earlier years was used with a growing concern that
the loss of morning collaboration was hindering progress and collaboration in general. In 2019-2020,
the district has agreed to pilot five morning collaborations during the fall semester in order to address
the WASC process needs and to initiate a district scheduling committee, which will, as part of their
research, consider bringing back a morning collaboration schedule. (See Collaboration calendar in
Appendix.) In terms of content, the district has increased emphasis on developing a more focused
approach to professional learning communities on site and has provided administrative and leadership
training to gear up for that work. Currently, professional development is guided by departments that
submit detailed plans in the spring for the upcoming year. (See Appendix for sample plans.)
In addition to the other department work on campus, the school formally created the STEM
Department. Each of the four year-long courses covers a unique set of topics in a variety of engineering
fields. The curriculum of each course has been designed to be independent of other engineering courses.
This allows students to take any or all of the three introductory courses (IED, POE, or DE) without
11
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having taken the prior course(s). (Note: Freshmen may only take IED.) The capstone course, EDD, is an
open-ended design course and requires students to have taken two prior engineering courses or have
permission of the teacher. Each course is rooted in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math –
STEM. All of the four courses use project-based learning and focus on the 4 C’s: critical-thinking,
creativity, collaboration, and communication. Enrollment data for the STEM program is available in
Chapter 2 of this Self-Study.
G1: Action Item 2: Department Goals will focus on Best Practices
English: English is a subject that covers instruction in the following: reading (fiction and nonfiction)
and analysis; writing-‐-‐expository, analytical, persuasive, creative, research based, and synthesis of all
of the above; speaking-‐-‐ formal and informal; language skills, such as vocabulary enrichment,
grammar and conventions; and media skills, both for developing as critical and discerning consumers of
media, as well as ethical, intentional and thoughtful users and producers of media. Our primary focus in
our collaborative meetings this year has been prioritizing those many components of our instruction,
given both the reduction of class time and the opportunity for in-depth learning offered by the block
classes. Since current best practice values depth over breadth, grade level teams focused on identifying
those works that will provide the richest potential for in-depth analysis and giving them priority. For
example in English 9 the team chose to formalize lyric poetry analysis and make The Odyssey (a
narrative poem) optional. In addition, we have continued to meet as a department and in grade level
teams to vertically and horizontally align curriculum while working collaboratively on adapting new
core texts such as Beloved at the English 11 Honors level, creating new activities that focus on best
practices for current texts, creating and updating shared essay prompts, revising rubrics, etc.
UPDATE: A major focus of professional development time during recent years has been an effort to
increase media literacy at all levels and do so in a way that builds on what students learned in previous
grades. We started the process by articulating key media literacy skills and knowledge we want our
students to know upon graduation. We then spent time vertically aligning these specific skills. Next,
teachers broke into grade-level teams to create assignments and lessons that help us explicitly teach
these. Ninth-grade teachers have created units that focus on social media and appropriate online
etiquette. Tenth-grade teachers have added a unit on persuasion and propaganda in rhetoric, as well as
lessons for assessing the credibility of online sources while conducting academic research and while
seeking out reliable news. Eleventh-grade teachers developed lessons to teach students how to analyze
visuals and also focus on helping their students understand the importance of proper sourcing in
conducting research. Teachers of seniors have them analyze films for their implicit messages. In
addition to this major media literacy effort, five members of the department have become Google
masters by passing the level-1 exam, and two who have passed Google level-2 certified training test.
Other teachers have gone to conferences such as NCTE and brought back innovative teaching practices
and ideas. The department has also adopted a new online flip teaching grammar program called “No
Red Ink,” which gives students high engagement, differentiated instruction with immediate feedback on
their mastery of specific skills of grammar and usage. Additionally, 9th and 10th grade teachers met
over the summer to develop classroom lessons and assessments using this program and meeting the
standards for each grade level’s grammatical skills.

Math: Several teachers are observing other colleagues in the math department. Two professional
development days in the 2016-‐17 school year are working on vertical and horizontal alignment of the
courses.
UPDATE: The math department is continually working on and modifying vertical and horizontal
alignment of our curriculum as needed. We have been sharing best practices as well as training on
12
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technology and online tools we use in our classrooms during our PD days.
SPED: Several teachers are observing other colleagues in the math department. Two professional
development days in the 2016-‐17 school year are working on vertical and horizontal alignment of the
courses.
UPDATE: Currently, math does not have push-in classes with Special Education. The Math and
Special Education Departments do, however, collaborate regarding student progress and
implementation of the IEP in the s

pecific content areas. Teachers have been trained in best practices for accommodation and
modification access in general education classes.
Social Studies: Several teachers in the department have worked hard to incorporate new material and
methods into their courses. Three teachers attended training at Harvard Business School on how to
incorporate the case study method into teaching high school history. Thus far the inclusion of this
method has been met with positive feedback from students across several grade levels. In addition,
teachers are collaborating this year in record numbers. Teams that teach the same courses, specifically
APUSH and APGOV, are working closely together to ensure they are sharing best practices and are
keeping a similar pace and rigor.
UPDATE: The Social Studies Department has sent an additional two members to the Harvard
Business School training and are continuing to incorporate the lessons and materials from that training
into our department curriculum. The inclusion of this curriculum continues to be met with positive
feedback from students across grade levels. Collaboration and alignment of teach-alike courses
continues to be a focus for our department this year. In addition we are working on scaffolding skills
from 9th-12th grade to vertically align with a focus on skill development.
World Language: The department uses collaboration time to meet as a whole department or as
mini-‐groups depending on the situation. Groupings may include but are not limited to all Spanish,
French/Chinese, or course level depending on need. Informal meetings occur during lunch or after
school on blue days. Teachers discuss common issues/needs and share practices that have worked. Our
Spanish text series and online site provide teachers with a wealth of resources that alone represent best
practices as well as an opportunity to ‘tweak’ to meet individual class and student needs. Online
Supersite provides teachers with new ideas daily of how to utilize the text, video, and interpersonal
communication. French/Chinese work together to discuss common themes/concepts and share as a
team and with the department. Department makes efforts to keep pacing, content, and grading scales
similar among levels. Department continues to have conversations about pacing and alignment both
horizontally and vertically.
UPDATE: The French/Spanish teachers have had three trainings about the Online Supersite in the last
three years. Chinese teachers are starting work with a textbook series that includes a supersite this
year. We have also had training on Flipgrid and Canvas. In the last three years most members have
attended a World Language teacher conference and brought back a wealth of new technology resources
such as Google Cardboard, Plickers, Ver-taal and Marco Polo. More and more the World Language
department works as a whole department, rather than Spanish working separately from French and
Chinese. This year the WL goal is to write one thematic unit per level across languages.
Science: We have been collaborating in like‐class groups to evaluate our curriculum in light of the
impending NGSS that have recently been adopted by the State. As part of this work, we have been
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reviewing labs: technology used and expectations for student in lab write-ups and presentations.
UPDATE: The Science Department is implementing the three course NGSS (New Generation Science
Standards) model, which divides the teaching of the Earth Science standards among the biology,
chemistry and physics classes. New lessons and units are being developed to incorporate these
standards and will be introduced into the curriculum for each discipline. Teachers went to an NSTA
(National Science Teaching Association) training in June, and learned how to develop
three-dimensional lessons and units that incorporate content standards, scientific practices and
concepts that cut across courses. Teachers will be using the Claims-Evidence-Reasoning rubric to
evaluate at least one lab across the district.
PE & Health: Both PE and Health are using technology more frequently to enhance student learning
and are expanding required student reflection to demonstrate their understanding of the course
curriculum.
UPDATE: Both PE and Health teachers are working collaboratively in course-alike teams to develop
common assessments. We continue to enhance our education through workshops. (PE is planning on
attending a weightlifting certification this fall.)
Visual and Performing Arts: Authentic Assessment in real time is the most common tool in
achieving timely feedback. Through an “analyze-‐diagnose-‐and prescribe” method, immediate
feedback is regularly given in the form of a “Feedback Sandwich”:
Compliment-‐Correct-‐Compliment.
UPDATE: Drama has been soliciting more feedback from students, particularly in levels 2-4 Honors,
as to which units and assignments are helping students the most to make progress in their individual
goals for acting. For example, many students have expressed a desire to be more versatile as
performers and to work on new kinds of material, so Drama introduced the Range of Roles unit, in
which students expressed a character type they would like to play and scenes are assigned based on
that. The teacher also attended the California Educational Theatre Association conference last year
and learned some new practices for creating more diverse artistic pieces, including lessons on Devised
Theatre, which seeks to engage more with current artistic and social issues.
Art 1-AP, Animated Graphics, Digital Photography, Media Arts, AP Art History (APAH) are working
together to create cohesion and connections between visual art classes that are both traditional and
digital. Here are some of the ways they are working to do that: improving animation skills via basic
drawing skills and figurative drawing; improving storyboard skills via basic drawing skills, linear
perspective, volume, and figurative drawing; improving digital 2D design skills via composition, color
theory, design principles and elements, and sketching concepts; integrating digital media into art
classes in traditional projects, using iPads for animation, sketching, and painting, and photographing
artwork.
ART--Canvas is used to introduce new projects. Each new project includes viewing and critiquing former
students' work. Students will see what is expected at the beginning of the project and then will receive
individual feedback from the teacher as they work on their own project. When projects are completed,
they are displayed and critiqued as a class. In AP Studio, students complete group critiques every two
weeks on completed and ongoing pieces.
MUSIC--Music has been using Canvas and Youtube Limited Access in tandem to allow more
individualized feedback (formative) in all Instrumental Music classes. Performance Proficiencies are
defined within basic fundamental concepts, as well as performance repertoire, to allow faculty to provide
14
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an individualized narrative for each student, once per quarter. Instrumental music students record
themselves (video) and submit via Canvas on a Youtube Limited Access link through which faculty are
able to view their work and respond with feedback and suggestions for improved performance
demonstration in the form of a live performance (Summative). Choral students do likewise in quartet
assessment through Canvas in similar fashion. Choral Music now begins the academic year with a
pre-assessment (pretest) to solicit knowledge of basic musicianship and musical vocabulary in guiding the
lesson plans and performance repertoire, which essentially becomes the curriculum each semester. We
use Canvas for quick feedback and an individualized narrative for each student.
G1: Action Item 3: Departments will focus on summative and formative assessments.
English: Since best practice suggests that formative assessment is more effective as a learning tool, our
teams have been collaborating on developing a variety of formative assessments. The more
technologically advanced team members have been exploring new ways to use Canvas and Google to
achieve this end in addition to sharing their expertise with the department. For example, some
department members are using Canvas discussion boards and the Turnitin.com feedback option for
student and teacher feedback.
UPDATE: The department is in the middle of a two-year transition to an online grammar and writing
program called NoRedInk at the freshman and sophomore levels. Besides replacing an out-of-print
workbook, NRI allows students to focus on areas of weakness and make improvements over time as
they advance through the online curriculum. These formative assessments provide data to teachers that
allows them to re-teach concepts some students may have trouble with. Teachers have also created a
variety of lessons that support the online content. At the ninth-grade level, teachers have created a
vocabulary development program that emphasizes Greek and Latin roots and prefixes. Another major
effort the department continues to benefit from is the writing assessment given to grades 9-11 at the
beginning and end of the year. This assessment is graded on a rubric that guides the development of
writing skills throughout the year and serves as a road map for general writing instruction in the
department. With the addition of Chromebook carts in many of the English classrooms, teachers are
more able to use Google docs and forms for quick formative assessments in effective ways.
Math: The Math Department utilizes a wide variety of formative and summative assessments such as
warm ups, openers, in class practice, exit tickets, spiral review in addition to chapter tests and quizzes.
UPDATE: Math teachers are continuously providing formative assessment in the form of warm-ups,
openers, investigations, guided practice, exit tickets, review assignments, homework and enrichment.
Teachers provide lower stakes summative assessments in the form of a quiz before the end of a chapter
and provide quick feedback to students. Math teachers also provide summative assessments at the end
of a chapter or unit, as well as at the end of each semester. We have developed, for the majority of
courses, common finals.
SPED: Formative assessments within the CBI program include classroom activities such as
written/reading/math tasks, role-‐playing, and group activities that check for understanding and are
based on Common Core standards. Summative assessments are comprised of community-based
activities where student learning is demonstrated through generalization of skills from the classroom to
the community. For example, students are assessed on their ability to make a purchase, dine in a
restaurant, or go grocery shopping.
UPDATE: The Special Education department has worked diligently to develop a new Executive
Functioning curriculum. The CBI program has adopted a new math online service to help with
differentiation. With the introduction of the new PACT for full time RSP teachers, and emphasis on
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reducing Ds and Fs, and the development of the ASSIST Program, the department has found new ways
to support assessments overall.
Social Studies: Department course‐alike groups have been working on developing more formative
assessments to use throughout the year in order to keep closer tabs on student achievement of learning
objectives during a unit. Some of the more technologically advanced teams and teachers are exploring
use of clicker systems or cell phone check-ins that check student understanding quickly. In addition,
course-alike teachers are working towards creating more similar summative assessments. This helps
teachers to co-plan and revise units or adjust objectives as they go.
UPDATE: Social Studies continues to provide as many opportunities as possible for formative
assessments/feedback in as many forms as possible. Teachers in the department are continuing to share
resources and ideas for adding more formative assessment through our collaboration. Several teachers
are using Kahoot and other online or mobile based programs that allow for immediate feedback for both
students and teachers. Course alike teams are still working on creating similar summative assessments
to facilitate co-planning and evaluation of test results together.
World Language: Level teachers meet to discuss summative assessment (final exam) to reflect on
student progress and student needs. Online Supersite allows for formative reflections nicely. Students
are allowed to do/redo assignments multiple times in an effort to earn a better grade. Students are given
immediate feedback. Supersite allows teachers to assign items as a formative and/or summative activity
depending on circumstances. Teachers can study time spent, number correct, problem questions and
outcome results for a single activity or multiple activities. French has similar Supersite and can do the
same. Chinese has a textbook website with flash cards, online audio files, vocabulary, grammar and
sentence writing practice. Chinese has similar online scenario. The department utilizes the computer lab
to provide students with a variety of formative activities that target areas of reading, writing, listening
and speaking in preparation for the summative in-class formal presentations.
UPDATE: World Language is starting to focus our formative assessments around the three modes of
communication (interpretive, interpersonal and presentational) and hoping to create some common
formative assessments across the levels. Teachers are also discussing the idea of doing away with a
multiple choice summative assessment as a final exam.
Science: We use a variety of formative assessments including homework, warm-‐up exercises, lab
work, low-stake quizzes, and “clicker question” exercises. We continue to modify and adapt these as we
trial new techniques. We use summative assessments only after several formative assessments and are
sure the class is ready for a formative assessment.
UPDATE: Teachers continue to use formative assessments such as warm-up exercises, low stake
quizzes, “clicker question” exercises, mini-whiteboard problems, random calling, group review, Canvas
quizzes w/immediate feedback,and small group review/sharing. Summative assessments are given at
the end of a chapter or unit.
PE & Health: PE uses formative assessment to determine students’ movement comprehension.
Formative Assessment goes both ways, as Health uses the canvas survey feature to get feedback on
class curriculum as well as on student progress. Health also uses exit tickets as a formative assessment.
Health has made it a goal to give students feedback via Canvas every two weeks.
UPDATE: PE is currently planning a pre assessment (formative assessment) day that will provide us
with student data that can and will be compared to future student progress. Our hope is that this will
give us as teachers and students valuable information about student learning over the year.
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Visual and Performing Arts: Guiding Questions through Authentic Assessment of growth:
a.
What can the student do?

b.
c.
d.

What can’t the student do?
How does the student's progress compare to the norm?

How can the student do better?
Constant feedback of the above through Canvas record is kept, as well as constant classroom feedback.
UPDATE:
The Music program has developed a curricular plan for instrumental students that outlines Objectives
and Assessment levels and tools for the first two years within the program. Students will demonstrate
competency and practical use of specific techniques and vocabulary in class repertoire (performance
and sight-reading) by playing for the class teacher in small groups or alone. Students will demonstrate
knowledge of the connective tissue of the playing test repertoire through brief discussion questions as
part of the playing test. Additional formative and summative assessment includes:self-assessment, peer
critique, rehearsal critique, listening reflection, concert review, evaluation rubric, score analysis, and
connection project in which students will illustrate historical and cultural connections of class repertoire
or other assigned musical examples.
In Drama, teachers have been working to include more formative assessments working toward
summative assessments, particularly when it comes to assessing student acting performance. For
example, when students are working on a Monologue package for auditions and competitions, they first
complete several assignments related to the textual analysis and the character's objectives, before they
even begin staging their piece. They have check-ins with the teacher and their peers at each phase of
the process to get more feedback so that the finished product, where they are graded based on quality of
performance, can be very thoughtful, thorough, and well-prepared. A goal since the last WASC, the
Drama Honors class has lessons on each of the major preparatory steps for planning a production, such
as creating a rehearsal schedule and budget, and creating and implementing a set design.
Media Arts classes in the MAP program utilize interim critiques called “fishbowls” to gauge
students’ progress on projects and to give feedback to help improve the projects before they are
completed. Media Arts classes in the MAP program utilize rubrics for final assessments that outline the
goals and objectives of all projects. Also, multiple formative assessments are embedded in all classes
that preface any summative assessment. For example, in Media Arts classes, when a new program is
introduced to the students, students are assigned small tasks to complete. During this introduction, the
teacher checks in with every student to assess their progress and modify each assignment accordingly.
Once these initial formative assessments have been completed, the class will then dive into a summative
assessment, such as creating a logo or campaign poster inside of an Adobe program.
Multimedia Journalism (SHSTV) gives weekly feedback to students using a rubric and comments to
let them know how they are progressing in their media and storytelling skills.
APAH utilizes class discussions, group projects, writing assessments, and regular exams to give
students feedback and to check understanding.
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In Art, feedback to students is offered on a daily basis on whatever project they are working on as they
progress towards completion. The students are not given any written exams or tests, but their
understanding of concepts will be evident in their finished artwork. They have the opportunity to write
about their work when they upload images of their completed projects on Canvas.

G1 Action Item #4: Timely Feedback to students.
English: Recognizing that the majority of English assessments are writing-based and require an
extensive amount of time to assess and provide feedback (*data available upon request) and
considering the recent increased class sizes, here are several strategies the English Department has
explored and employed: teacher use of comment feature in Canvas; guided peer and self-evaluations;
Socrative on‐line quick checks for understanding using student’s personal devices (smartphones);
revision opportunities through multiple drafts; tutorial writing conferences, taking advantage of
expanded tutorials within the block bell schedule; in-class writing conferences; practice on shorter,
more focused close reading writing activities (such as Close Reading Logs and/or QPAs-‐quick
passage analyses) that allow for quicker, more focused feedback leading up to or into major writing
assignments; use of student examples and exemplars in writing lessons; student work with specific
feedback posted in classrooms with post-it notes indicating specific skill areas highlighted (in-‐class
and through the use of Turnitin.com, Canvas, and Google); and despite limited availability (one laptop
cart shared among ten teachers), teachers who have access to the laptop cart can have students
participate in activities that provide immediate guided peer and teacher feedback using Google and
Turnitin.com.
UPDATE: English teachers seek to give accurate, helpful feedback to students as quickly as possible,
even in classes of thirty-two students and above. Canvas, Google Docs, and Turnitin.com are all ways
that teachers can slightly shorten the time it takes to have student work graded. At the same time,
English teachers have much better access to laptop carts than three years ago. There are now eleven
carts for twelve teachers. This upgrade helps with peer editing, peer review, and in-class writing, to be
sure, but does not make grading 130 to 150 four-page essays any easier or faster. Finally, NRI (No Red
Ink) is a good tool for providing timely feedback since students are able to check their understanding
of grammar almost immediately as they work through concepts. The daily tutorial period has helped to
provide more time and more regular time for teachers to meet with students on writing in progress, and
to support students with feedback during the writing process, and not only on summative assessments
(after essays are finished are turned in).
Math: The Math Department uses Canvas as the course gradebook, which is accessible to students
and parents in real-time. Additionally, tests and quizzes are graded and returned to students as soon as
possible. Teachers update their grades typically after tests/quizzes.
UPDATE: All members of the Math Department are using the Canvas Learning Management System
and gradebook. Teachers are working to update grades in a timely manner; however, due to large class
sizes, the grading load can be exceptionally time consuming. Teachers return assessments to students
to review or keep during the semester; however, if there are students who don’t take the assessment on
the assigned date, test returns are delayed.
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SPED: Basic English and Social Studies Modified Curriculum focusing on Common Core Standards.
UPDATE:English 9/10 is a small-group course in which all students with an Individualized Education
Plan (IEP) will focus on progressing at their own pace within the course while exposed to a highly
scaffolded, grade level curriculum aligned to Common Core State Standards in Reading Literature and
Information, Speaking, Listening, and Writing. English 11/12: Students will practice their reading,
writing, and speaking ability through various literary activities in this course. Many English language
activities will also be covered in English 11/12 by reading various genres that will include fiction and
nonfiction texts, short stories, plays, poetry, and novels. Students will also participate in vocabulary
activities, grammar, composition, and enhance overall communication skills. Concepts/skills taught
will be adjusted to meet the needs of all individual learners. Students in this course will also focus on
career exploration and will create a cover letter and resume as well as write about a selected career of
interest. This is a small-group course in which all students with an Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
will focus on progressing at their own pace. United States History: The Special Education US History
curriculum follows the California State Standards and Common Core Standards, but is modified to
address students with specific learning differences. Adaptable resources and other supplemental
materials are available to help students understand the key concepts and themes covered in each unit.
Accommodations are offered as stated in the IEP plan, and student achievement is measured through
student actions in independent study, documentaries, class discussion, research projects, current events,
and class presentations.
Social Studies: Several teachers in the department have started using the online grading feature of
Canvas. This feature allows teachers more flexibility with regards to where they grade and therefore
teachers feel like they are able to provide better and more timely feedback to students. In addition,
teachers have made concerted efforts to cut down on work that is not essential for learning. This means
that there are potentially fewer assignments coming in which allows teachers more time for valuable
and timely feedback.
UPDATE: Every teacher in the department is continuing to use Canvas. Many teachers also utilize its
discussion functions and timely feedback functions to continue to maintain and even improve our
standards for timely communication and feedback with students.
World Language: Students are given feedback daily when using resources. Students are able to
practice reading, writing, listening and speaking and receive feedback in a variety of ways from the
website and/or teacher. Enhanced site feedback may include but is not limited to pronunciation
repetition, listening activities, fill-in-the blank, sentence creation and comprehension questions. Work
is site graded with immediate feedback. Online teachers are offered a variety of ways to give feedback
verbal, written and/or video for most activities. As a department every effort is made to update grades
at least every two weeks.
UPDATE: The department continues to use the Online Supersite, which provides immediate feedback.
Canvas grades are updated every two weeks.
Science: We all strive to keep Canvas updated regularly (every two weeks), return tests and lab work
in a timely fashion, and allow students to review all tests in the classroom during tutorials.
UPDATE: The department uses Canvas to update grades on a biweekly basis. Some teachers have
students track their own grades. Quizzes are returned for feedback prior to major assessments; tests
and lab work are returned in a reasonable time frame. Students may review assessments during
tutorial.
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PE & Health: Health has made it a goal to give students feedback via Canvas every two weeks.
UPDATE: Both PE and Health continue to use Canvas and update grades every two weeks. In
addition, PE is using video and rubric features on canvas that gives students the opportunity to watch
themselves and others demonstrate movements and then give immediate feedback on those
movements. Students may also review assessments during tutorial.
Visual and Performing Arts: One-on‐One proficiency (benchmark) meetings with students in which
they model their growth on given technical material and repertoire.
UPDATE: Canvas is used in all levels of Drama to communicate feedback in a timely manner, and
also to ensure that students do not lose the feedback they are given. When feedback is sent in Canvas,
the students can keep a running record of comments that they have received on their work, and can
thus track their progress more effectively. Canvas has also helped the teacher differentiate between
different course levels that meet in the same period. Media Arts 2 fishbowls and projects are graded
and returned with comments within one week. Multimedia Journalism (SHSTV) gives feedback
within one day of each broadcast. APAH assignments, projects, and exams are graded and returned
with comments within one week.Art students get ongoing formative feedback from the teacher as she
circulates around the classroom throughout the class period and from their peers through formal and
informal critique. Once their work is complete, students upload images of their work on Canvas where
it is graded in a timely manner.
G1: Action Item #5: 100% use of CANVAS by staff.
The technology team provided summer trainings and professional development trainings to staff
throughout the fall semester. Individual 1:1 and small group sessions were offered as needed too. 100%
of staff is now using CANVAS.
UPDATE: While we met this goal in 2016-17, we continue to refine our practice. We offer staff
sessions on Canvas course set-up and best practices at the beginning of each semester. Our TOSAs also
offer weekly optional sessions during lunch and on our district professional development days in
October and March. Below is a sample of these options from our recent District Professional
Development Days:
Canvas Gradebook’s NEW Features (2018)
Canvas is rolling out an improved gradebook with all the things: crosshairs to easily spot the student,
sorting and filtering. Using the new Gradebook features is optional this year. Canvas Gradebook
Tutorials (Links to an external site) are shared with staff.
Canvas reminders, intro, set up gradebook/ARC and Quizzes (2019)
Two sessions: The first will be a review and tips about setting up CANVAS gradebooks. The second is to
introduce ARC, a new feature of a Canvas that allows you to know if students are watching a video you
assign, or not. It has a built in discussion feature and you can even insert your own questions throughout
the video.
G1: Action Item #6: PD with Instructional Technology for staff.
G1: AI 6 Update:
SHS teachers have had numerous professional development opportunities around instructional
technology. Canvas summer training sessions were offered for the second year. Over seventy individual
and group training sessions were also conducted throughout the semester. Additionally, the district held
two District-wide PD days focused on instructional technology; LGSPN (Convocation) and our annual
FOCUS day. SHS also had an afternoon mini-conference on Canvas and Google.
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At Convocation there were four presenters from CUE plus in house staff.
● Michael Miller: STEAM Classroom: Maker Projects and Maker spaces
● Elizabeth Brumbaugh: Pokemon GO, Badging and Student Engagement
● Krystal Diaz: A Little Prototype Goes A Long Way
● Nishantha Unantenne: 25 Easy ways to Collaborate with GAFE Tools
● Nicole Dalesio: Digital Storytelling with Adobe Spark
● Jon Corippo: A Foodie Approach to Lesson Design
th
At the November 16 afternoon PD Session we had in house staff present.
● Nicole Dalesio: Google Bells, Google Bells, Google All the Way
● Julie Grenier: Canvas for the Holiday.
● Tony Specific: Media and video demonstration lessons for English9 MAP classes (2 days x 5
classes)
● Interactive projection system demonstration for teachers.
● Demonstration lesson using Google sheets in statistics classes (2 classes)
● Demonstration of in-‐class video recording system for instructor use (1 class)
As for in-class demo lessons at SHS, the ILC taught Patrizia D’Antona’s Geometry class to make
Educreations math videos, and spent two days teaching in Lisa Cochram’s class on how to make videos
and collaborative Google Photos albums. The ILC will go back again in January for a follow up with lab
videos.
UPDATE: Instructional Technology professional development between 2017 and 2019 included the
following:
2017: As a part of the District’s GO ‘17 Professional Development Day, departments designed their
sessions. Instructional technology included a training on Illuminate for the Math Department, World
Language had an in depth training on SuperSite (technology tools) provided by Vista Higher Learning
for the Spanish classes. Chinese teachers and French teachers participated in Illuminate education
workshop.
2018: TOSA created “1 Cool Thing” spotlights quick technology hacks, tricks and tips on a regular
basis.
Nov 7, 2018 Before school session on Google Docs along with individual department workshops on
technology related topics at the two District PD days.
2019: February 8, 2019: Lunch session on Google Suite Tools along with individual department
workshops on technology related topics at the two District PD days. February 15, 2019 Lunch session
on Google Suite Tools. April 29, 2019: Before School, Lunch, and after school sessions on Google
Suite Tools. Also, starting December 2018, monthly newsletters with IT topics emailed to staff that
included video tutorials on YouTube and blog posts teaching various instructional strategies and tools,
especially relating to Canvas and Google Tools.
Goal Two (G2): Focus on relevant and engaging learning that promotes healthy academic perspectives
for students.
G2: Action Item #1: Identify Learning Outcomes for each course.
On ten different occasions departments met during the fall semester to discuss curriculum and
instruction. In those meetings some departments moved along further than others with the design of
learning outcomes for each unit. Many departments have asked for more time to work on this goal
during the 2017-‐2018 year. As a result, departments met in March of 2017 to plan their department
meetings for 2017-‐ 2018, which will include more time to align curriculum goals and content.
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UPDATE: The shift to department-based professional development plans has supported not only
individual teachers but also course-alike teams to design and present learning outcomes that are more
aligned. The District is moving toward the true Professional Learning Community model and that will
also support the continued focus on not only strengthening learning outcomes for students, but also
provide more concrete means of focused remediation.
G2: Action Item #2: Project-based curriculum for MAP.
Project-Based Learning in central to the MAP curriculum at all grade levels. Here’s a not-quiteexhaustive lists of PBL MAP students engaged in over the past semester.
MAP 9:
● Deadly Spelling Posters: Students created visual aids to address common spelling pitfalls.
● Principles of Design Presentations: Students created PowerPoint projects for teaching
aesthetic principles.
● Flip-Teaching Grammar: Students created a PPT or brief video to teach a grammar
concept from the grammar program (Glencoe Grammar and Language Workbook)
● Of Mice and Men Teaching Projects: Students chose from a broad project menu to build a
lesson around a key concept in the novel through 2-D, text, or multi-media.
● Mythology Research Projects: Students presented key stories from Greco-Roman and Norse
myths that are popular as lit allusions while demonstrating understanding of principles and
research.
MAP 10:
● Speculative Fiction Project: Students pinpointed a pressing issue in society and made social
commentary through an original fiction story and book cover design.
● Imperialism Simile: Students demonstrated their understanding of African Colonialism
through a visual simile.
th
● Daveyland: Students developed historically accurate party platforms for a 19 century – ism,
wrote and delivered speeches using rhetorical strategies, and designed a persuasive logo. The
project culminated in a mock-rally and election.
● Caesar performance project: Students took a scene from Shakespeare’s play from page to
stage, with a focus on close reading.
● Choices of War animation – Students address a historically plausible ethical dilemma through
a stop-animation piece set during WWI.
MAP 11:
● Crucible Poster: Students applied aesthetic principles to original graphic design of a key
quotation from the play.
● Crucible Simulation: In the “The Crucible Roast,” students explored how humans face moral
dilemmas and practice marshalling evidence in support of a claim.
● Early Native American Infographic Design: Students synthesized and conveyed key facts
and ideas about a particular Native American group through an original graphic design.
● Video Poem: Students created an original, interpretative short film, incorporating video, audio,
effects, and animation to make appropriated work personally expressive.
● Social Issues Documentary: Students chose relevant social issues and wrote, filmed, and edited
an original documentary on the topic of their choosing.
MAP 12:
● Shark Tank: Students designed and pitched original business plans in this multi-week, team
project, demonstrating an understanding of principles of economics and product development.
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● American Presidential Simulation: Student engaged in a month-long election process that
included writing major party platforms, crafting and developing speeches (and spin), developing
advertising campaigns, participating in press conferences and debates, and voting.
● Dystopia Project: Students explored specific trends (political, technological, social, etc.) in our
own society and how these critiques be represented in a dystopian fiction.
● Senior Capstone Project: Students have begun their year-long senior project by presenting
their pitches, outlining their process, developing their own rubrics, and producing their first
“deliverable” in the first semester. Final projects are due in April.
UPDATE: Project-Based Learning remains at the foundation of the Media Arts Program curriculum
and instruction. Faculty have continued to finetune existing projects to meet learning goals,
replacing projects with new ones as needed. A few examples of these innovations include:
● Grade 9: The Of Mice and Men Project has evolved to become the “Salinas Project,”
beginning with a field trip to a working farm and the Steinbeck Museum. Students are tasked
with capturing a key concept from the unit through photography, iMovie, and editing.
● Grade 10: Visual component added to existing Speculative Fiction assignment provides
students opportunity to address essential question regarding storytelling.
● Grade 11: Infographic project expanded to include Early American settlements to meet the
needs of differentiated AP/College Prep American History classes.
● Grade 12: Dystopian Fiction project replaced, as it was too similar to 10th grade Speculative
Fiction project. Addition of Motion Graphic Banner in which students apply what they have
learned about advertising in English and graphic design in Media to create a motion graphic
banner ad for a product. This project serves as a stepping-stone to the Shark Tank project.
In their Civil Liberties Documentary, students apply their knowledge and interest of civil
liberties and ethics issues discussed in Government and English to create a mini-documentary
on a topic that most interests them.
G2: Action Item #3: Support and Monitor CASSY
During the fall semester CASSY did mental health presentations in six Health classes. CASSY
checked in with over 150 students and provided ongoing therapy to over sixty. CASSY staff
presented to parents at the four Guidance nights. CASSY helped to support the student group
Common Roots. CASSY assessed students for suicidality and facilitated at least five
hospitalizations.
UPDATE: CASSY therapeutic counselors now average approximately 350 clients on an annual
basis. We have added an additional therapist for the school year to bring our total to four CASSY
therapists. Three of the four counselors are housed in the new wellness center in the middle of
campus. The fourth therapist works in our ASSIST Program. CASSY staff continue to present in
Health classes and at Parent nights as well as PTSO sponsored events. We continue to find ways to
streamline our referral process and maximize classified staffing. We have moved one classified
position into the Wellness Center to provide a person to triage the needs as they arrive.
G2: Action Item #4: Support and Monitor ASSIST
The ASSIST program provides direct therapeutic and academic support to the students it serves. The case
manager and therapist maintain consistent communication with parents, teachers and service providers in
order to support students in making progress toward their goals. Both individual and group therapy are
offered weekly to guide students in developing healthy coping skills. Students' grades, attendance, and
emotional needs are monitored daily through student reflection and data from Aeries and Canvas.
Opportunities to build connections and develop social skills were facilitated through class events such as
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lunch activities and celebrations, a kayaking field trip and a service-learning excursion.
UPDATE: The program has expanded for the 2019-2020 school year including an additional part-time
teacher and expanded facilities. The work continues in much the same fashion, supporting students who
might otherwise need an alternate placement.
G2: Action Item #5: Social Emotional Learning (Staff Focus).
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) team was established prior to the start of this school year. Early in the
semester team roles such as librarian, mood adjuster, data collector, social media rep, town crier, Barbara
Walters of SEL, distiller and department cheerleader were created. Once the team was established the
SEL group began planning the following events:
● Parent Interviews: A number of parent interviews were done with more to be completed
during the second semester.
● All Staff Collaboration: Staff went through an activity called “holiday huddles,” designed to
have staff members interact around specific questions.
● World Café 2016: There were over 60 parents/students in attendance. The idea of “Run Your
Own Race” emerged and was adopted as the slogan for “Speak Up For Change” week.
UPDATE: The District created a Wellness Team and offered stipended positions last year to better
support adult SEL needs. There were four afternoon events in 2018-19 designed to address the needs
of staff. Three of the events were hosted on site with various workshops from cooking quick meals and
yoga to financial literacy. A sample agenda can be found HERE. The fourth event was an all-District
social held in late spring on the lawn of our sister school, Los Gatos High.
G2: Action Item#6: Social Emotional Learning (Student Focus)
The SEL team recruited and encouraged students to participate in the World Café 2016 event. At the event
the students developed the idea of “running their own race.” This concept evolved into the slogan for the
“Speak Up for Change” week. During the weeklong event the SHS student body created activities, a
media campaign and a school-wide assembly. The Student Leadership class also joined the staff PD team
to plan events for the “MovEmber” activities during the month of November.
UPDATE: The SEL team added an equity arm and worked with Epoch Education to bring added focus to
inclusion on campus. World Cafe events were held annually from 2017-2019 with members of all
stakeholders coming together to discuss the impact of home and cultural influences on students. Notes
from the evenings are shared annually with the staff Leadership team and emphasis on researching and
implementing ongoing strategies to better support students were endorsed and then returned to the SEL
team to implement. This process in part yielded a 2018 State of California Gold Medal award to SHS for
its emphasis on Social Emotional work. In 2018-19, the SEL team developed an Equity and Inclusion
rubric for students to use for their ASB events and clubs, they also, along with the ASB produced a short
film on the topic of microaggressions, which can be viewed HERE.
G2 Action Item #7: Guidance Department Increasing Information to Students.
The Guidance Department focused their department collaboration time on student outreach. The
following were specific items they worked on during the fall semester:
● Updated public materials on school website
● New items on “Buzzworthy” on Guidance webpage – most recently, included crisis hotline
information for students and families during the holidays.
● NEW: Canvas presence – grade level specific materials, as well as grade-‐ specific
updates and calendar items. In particular, the freshman quiz about accessing school
resources/reviewing graduation requirements was created on Canvas this year instead
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of in a paper format.
● Wednesday office hours for seniors/college apps
● Individual meetings with all seniors, juniors, and sophomores
● Small group meetings with all freshmen; provided freshman hygiene kits
● Regular attendance to SST’s/504’s/IEP’s for individual students
● Student survey on homework load since the adoption of the new bell schedule.
UPDATE: In addition to continuing with many of the above practices, Guidance continues to research
and beta test new ways to disseminate information to our community. Here are some of our highlights:
Parent communication
● We use FaceBook live to stream parent info nights
Linking the Guidance FaceBook page to the school guidance website: these posts include meeting
and event reminders, as well as links to parent and wellness education articles.
● We use Google Meet to provide a flexible forum for families who cannot attend school events.
We’ve used this as a way to do Q&A sessions for our parent community.
Student communication
● We’re building our Canvas presence: We’ve put all of our course selection materials in a module
on Canvas, in line with current instructional practice in classrooms. We’ve also created a module
to assist students with applying to private/out-of-state public colleges. This helps to ensure
students have the information they need at their fingertips, even if they cannot come to our
regular presentations.
● We continue to utilize Naviance as our primary college/career planning tool. We make sure to
keep up with new practices and communicate with colleges regularly via Naviance.
● We’re using Google Suite to help facilitate our meetings with students by implementing a Google
Form sign in when students request appointments. This lets us know when they want to be called
in.
Goal Three (G3): All stakeholders will work together to support students in developing resiliency skills
when managing stress.
G3: Action Item #1: The development of the new leadership class.
The new Leadership class hosted two activities in the summer (Pokemon Walk and Homecoming Reveal).
The class was able to improve participation during Homecoming Week. The students joined forces with
the staff PD Team to help plan and host November actives for the “MovEmber” event. Leadership
students organized three dances, rallies, and rally tailgates. They also hosted the Family Giving Tree
during the holiday season. They sponsored Speak Up For Change Week with speakers, activities, and a
school-wide assembly.
UPDATE: The Leadership Class proved to be too large with almost sixty students in each class after the
first few years, and now we have downsized our class to a more manageable size. Students suggested the
change, and the Activities Director supported it. Students eliminated two “representative” positions as
they felt there was too much “standing around,” and the ASB eliminated positions in our commissions.
The entire class has more accountability with more assignments. In addition, we have eliminated events
that have lost interest and participation such as Mr. Saratoga and SHS Talent Show to combine into a new
“SHS’s Got Talent.” We have added our Service Day (whole school) for all students as well as the Trunk
or Treat. (About sixty students participated.). This year we included “Just Say Hello Week.”
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G3: Action Item #2: Staff PD team to incorporate explicit opportunities for developing resiliency skills
when managing stress.
In complement to the resources and systems in place to help students and faculty in combating and coping
with stress, the staff PD team has incorporated opportunities to “play” together and incorporate
opportunities for a wide range of stress-relieving and balance-emphasizing activities. In one example, the
Staff PD team worked with the leadership class, departments, and parent groups in the month of October
to plan “MovEmber” events. The schedule of events is listed below:
Monday 11/14
@ Tutorial
“Open Gym”
Large Gym
Small Gym
Social Studies

Monday 11/21
@Tutorial
“Fitness
Challenge”
Quad
PE/VPA

Tuesday 11/15
@ Lunch
“Kickball &
Ultimate
Frisbee”
Softball &
Upper Field
Leadership Class
Tuesday 11/22
@Tutorial
“Pielooza”
Upper Field
MAP

Wednesday 11/16
@ Tutorial
“DodgeBall
” Quad

Thursday 11/17
@ Lunch
TBA
Quad

Friday 11/18
@ Tutorial
“Hula Hoop”
Quad

Special Education

Leadership Class

Science

Thursday 12/1
@ Lunch
“Soccer”
Lower Field
Upper Field
Leadership Class

Friday 12/2
@ Tutorial
“Macarena
Walk” Quad To
Track
World Language

(THANKSGIVING)

@Lunch
“Turkey Trot”
Track
Guidance/Admin
Monday 11/28
@ Tutorial
“Scavenger
Hunt” Quad
English

Tuesday 11/29
@ Lunch
“Surprise!!!”
Quad
Leadership Class

Wednesday 11/30
@ Tutorial
“Line
Dancing”
Quad
Math

The staff PD team is currently working on the ABC’s of Resiliency with the staff. Listed below
is an example of what the ABC’s of resiliency are.
A
B
C
D

ADVERSITY
BELIEFS
CONSEQUENCES
DISPUTE

What is the challenge or setback?
What are the beliefs, thoughts and worries around this challenge?
How are these thoughts impacting you?
Argue with yourself.
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E
A
I
U

EVIDENCE
ALTERNATIVES
IMPLICATIONS
USEFULNESS

What functional evidence is there for these thoughts and beliefs?
What are the alternative ways you can look at this?
What is the worst-‐case scenario? What if the belief is true?
Was it a motivating belief? If so, keep it.
Was it a harmful belief? If so, get rid of it.

UPDATE: A shift in the approach from discipline toward a more restorative justice option for certain
offenses has allowed for more opportunities to have one-on-one conversations with students when they
make an error in judgement and face a consequence. Developing resilience has also been a focus of our
Wellness center coordinator, who has sponsored a mindfulness course after school in 2018-19, and who
pushes-in to classes when invited by teachers to run a session or provide tools for self-management.
G3: Action Item #3: The Leadership class has been looking at peer pressure/tolerance on campus.
The Leadership class discussed and planned “Celebrate Diversity” to be held during spring semester. In
addition the “Speak Up For Change” Week introduced new cultures to students on campus. Of the
eighty clubs, about half are cultural clubs where diverse languages, traditions, and ideas are discussed.
We have added a Cultural Awareness position within our Outreach Commission. Rally Commission
organizes two hour-long activities with our CBI students. Rally also involves CBI students in their own
game in the rally.
UPDATE: Leadership Class has supported so many cultural clubs, we now separate our Club Day into
two days with cultural clubs on the first day. These clubs now host a variety of cultural activities
including Cinco de Mayo, Denali celebration, and Chinese New Year activities on campus that are open to
all students. Leadership Class spend a day in August in training on making school more tolerant and
open for students of all walks of life. Leadership hosts three “game days” with CBI students, as well as
eats lunch and plays games at tutorial with CBI students through clubs as well as spontaneous student
initiatives.
G4: Action Item #4: Increase student participation on campus.
The Homecoming and Winter Ball had over a hundred more students at each event when compared to the
previous year. Our prom tickets reached the $200 limit so we set in motion a four-year plan HERE to
lower the prices by combining the Junior and Senior Prom. Student feedback has been lukewarm, but
they understand the dramatic increase in cost is prohibitive. We are increasing the class activities on
campus such as free movie nights, sports nights, and Pokemon Walks. We are also monitoring student
participation at Homecoming so as to reward broad participation with rewards. Leadership holds ASB
meetings once a month; the agenda always includes class officers to report from their respective classes.
UPDATE: Homecoming and Winter Ball have had 600-700 students regularly the last several years. To
stimulate this increase, we lowered the cost of entry to dances and increased our advertising. Our proms
also have seen a small but steady increase because of class effort to lower the costs of prom tickets, which
hover around eighty percent participation. A few activities saw declining participation, such as Mr.
Saratoga, so we eliminated it after years of decline as a fundraiser. Our voting participation struggled
with 5-Star, but after a few years, we are increasing to sixty percent voting participation.
Conclusion: Saratoga High School continues to support the three WASC Action Goals and Critical
Areas for Follow-Up with its focus on a variety of best instructional practices and assessments that value
learning over “doing school,” and to help students make healthy choices for balance in their lives.
Updated Conclusion: The school and its stakeholders are committed to supporting the achievement of its
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Learner Outcomes and continue to value and focus on the goals set forth in the last WASC self-study.
While the 2019-20 self-study may yield goals that are more focused or moving in slightly new directions,
the concerns and hopes for our students remain that they gain a stellar education in a safe, welcoming
environment that encourages them to achieve and pursue worthy goals of their own.
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Chapter II Student/Community Profile
2018-19
(Prepared for 2019-2020 WASC Report)
Team leads: Kelly Nicholson, Robert Wise
A. General Background and History
A.1. Community
A.1.a. A Brief Description of the Community Served by the School
Saratoga High School (SHS) is a grade 9-12, public high school within the Los Gatos-Saratoga
Union High School District. The Los-Gatos-Saratoga Union High School District is governed by a
five member board chosen in a general election whose members serve two year terms. The school
serves families in the cities of Saratoga and Monte Sereno, California, upper-middle class
communities set near the base of the Santa Cruz Mountains bordering the western edge of Silicon
Valley. The school first opened in 1959 and has enjoyed over 60 years of success in the classroom,
on the athletic court and field, and on the performing arts stage.
A.1.b. Family and Community Trends
Parents of SHS students value education. While many current parents are first generation
immigrants who work within the high-tech industry, the community has historically been families
headed by college-educated parents. While ethnic demographics have changed over the years, the
community expectations for the high school have always been to achieve and maintain an
academically focused and successful school.
A.1.c. State/Federal Program Mandates
English Language Learner Mandates, Title IX, and Individuals with Disabilities Education Act,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, its Local Control Accountability Plan and the Williams Act.
A.1.d. Parent/Community Organizations
There are several parent organizations that support the school through fundraising campaigns. We
are also fortunate to have an active Parent Teacher Student Organization (PTSO) that boosts over
600 members, many of whom volunteer on campus and whose donations provide significant
grants for classroom teachers and other schoolwide efforts to address prevailing concerns. SHS
has many activities that require significant parent volunteer and donation support , yet there are
legal limitations related to requesting financial assistance, and fewer parents are volunteering as a
result of dual-income households. From the SHS Accountability Report Card (SARC): “The
Saratoga High School Foundation (SHSF) and PTSO banded together to provide over $200,000
in grants annually to the school for technology, field trips, guest speakers and many other services
to enhance learning for all students. The PTSO sponsors six staff lunches, two student lunches,
final exam snacks, parent education, volunteer recognition, school forums and Grad Nite
activities for graduating seniors. Parent groups such as Sports Boosters, Saratoga Music Boosters,
Saratoga Theater Arts Boosters, MAP Boosters, [MSET Parent Support Group], and Speech and
Debate Boosters are essential to the many extracurricular programs. They provide invaluable
support in terms of time and resources. The presidents from each group meet monthly with the
principal to collaborate and inform the community of events and needs from each group. Together
they have supported and collaborated with one another for the benefit of SHS students.”
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A.1.e. Community Foundation Programs
The Saratoga High School Foundation (SHSF) supports projects from school beautification to
technology enhancements to facility upgrades. Managed by a board of volunteer parents and
community members, the SHSF sponsors an annual funding drive that brings in significant
resources that can be accessed by the school and staff via an application process. Last year, the
Foundation contributed funds for a whole school immersion into the Breaking Down the Walls
(BDTW) experience. They tackled facilities projects such as our Stadium Plaza and our two
performing arts spaces, and they have a keen interest in our learning environments and
technology as well as social-emotional learning (BDTW). Their contributions list can be found on
the WASC Shared Google Drive “Foundation Grant Summary”.
A.1.f. School/Business Relationships
The school receives significant support from local businesses who donate to our Booster and
Parent Support Organizations in the forms of auction items or discounts, matching grants from
employee contributions, and financial and expert assistance in the form of speakers and technical
experts in a variety of fields from theater, music, and the arts to mechanical engineering, science,
and athletics.

Sampling of Community Businesses/Organizations that Support Student Programs
Sports

◦ Saratoga Sports Boosters
◦ Saratoga Music Boosters

Music

Map

Speech &
Debate
MSET

◦ Corporate matching from:
• Adobe
• Altera
• Apple
• Applied Materials
• Broadcom
• Cadence

• Cisco
• eBay
• Google
• Intuit
• KLA-Tencor
• Oracle

◦ MAP Boosters
◦ Nilou Day Spa
◦ Nothing But Nails
◦ Trends Salon
◦ Facial at Skin Spirit
◦ San Francisco Drone School
◦ COREvolution
◦ Capture What You Love Photography
◦ Jeff Cable Photography

• PG&E
• Qualcomm
• Sandisk
• Synopsys

• Visa
• Wells Fargo
• Western Digital
• Xilinx

◦ Scott McGrew (NBC Bay Area News)
◦ Karen Disher (Blue Sky Studios)
◦ Courtney George (Adobe)
◦ Carolina Zeleski (Cryptic Studios)
◦ Eddie Codel (Eddie.com and The Flying Robot
International Film Festival)
◦ David Mandell (Blank Slate Pictures)
◦ Kendall Milton (The Eskimo Sisters)
◦ Eric Wong (BoBCat Studios)

◦ Speech and Debate Boosters

◦ MSET Support Organization (ASB Club)
◦ Apple
◦ Google
◦ Dialog Semiconductor
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◦ KLA
◦ Intuitive Surgical
◦ Saratoga Rotary Club
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Saratoga
Theater Arts

◦ STA/Drama Boosters

The school also partners with many organizations during its annual Service Fair. Below is a list of the
organizations who participated during the Fair. Students are able to sign up for community service opportunities
directly on this day, and our Service Learning Coordinator works with a variety of these organizations and many
classroom teachers to provide opportunities for Service work within the community.

Service Fair Organizations Present for April 2018 Event
• BAWSI (Bay Area Women's Sports Initiative)
• Breathe California of the Bay Area
• Bridge Builders (Disability support)
• Charter School Tutoring
• City of Saratoga
• City Team
• Downtown Streets Team
• Family Giving Tree
• Family Supportive Housing
• Girls On The Run
• House of Hope
• Just Serve
• Leukemia and Lymphoma Society

• LGBTQ Youth Space
• Life Moves
• Los Gatos Recreation
• Montalvo Art Center
• Our City Forest
• Salvation Army
• Saratoga Library
• Saratoga Senior Center
• Second Harvest Food Bank
• Sleeping Bags for Homeless
• Walden West
• YMCA Camp Campbell
• Youth Science Institute

A.2. Staff Description
A.2.a. Number of Certificated Staff

Number of Certificated Staff
School Year

Enrollment

Total Certificated FTE

2017-2018

1334

74

2018-2019

1341

77.4

2019-2020

1353

74

A.2.b. Number of Classified Staff

Percentage of Classified Staff by Gender and Ethnicity1
2016-17
Ethnicity
Asian
African American
White
Hispanic
Gender Total
Grand Total
1
as reported to DataQuest

Female

Male

5.25
0.50
1.63
16.94
10.76
5.13
6.75
28.95
18.01
49.96

2017-18
Female

Male

5.50
16.50
12.50
2.62
6.00
26.12
18.5
44.62
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2018-19
Female

Male

4
2
15
6
26

12
8
20
46
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A.2.c. Number of Qualified Personnel for Counseling and Other Pupil Support Services
Number of Qualified Personnel for Counseling and Other Pupil Support Services
Academic Guidance
Counselors

CASSY
Therapists

Speech Therapists

School
Psychologists

Health Clerk/ School
Nurse

4

4

1.2
(one 1.0, one .2 FTE)

1.2
(one .8 FTE, one .4 FTE)

5 hour: Clerk
1 day week: Nurse (RN)

A.2.d. Ethnicity of Staff

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information - Staff Count
2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

# Staff

FTE

# Staff

FTE

# Staff

FTE

78
4
6

69.580
4.0
5.800

75
4
6

67.880
4.0
5.800

74
4
6

69.400
4.0
5.800

6

3.110

6

3.110

3

2.600

93

82.5

90

80.8

86

81.8

Teachers
Administrative
Pupil Services
Itinerant or Pull-Out/
Push-In Teacher
Total

(unduplicated)

(unduplicated)

(unduplicated)

A.2.d. Ethnicity of Staff (continued)

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information - Ethnic Groups
Administrative

Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or
Latino
African
American
White (not
Hispanic)

Two or
More
Races
None
Identified
Total

16-17

17-18

-

-

-

18-19

Teachers

Pupil Services

Itinerant Pull-Out/
Push-In Teacher

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

-

13
1

14
1

17
1

3
-

3
-

3
-

-

-

3

3

3

-

-

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

4

4

58

55

51

-

-

-

5

5

3

-

-

-

2

1

1

3

3

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

4

4

78

75

74

6

6

6

6

6

3

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information – Years of Service
Administrative
16-17 17-18 18-19

16-17

33

Teachers
17-18 18-19

Pupil Services
16-17 17-18 18-19
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Average Years of
Service in District
Average Years of
Service - Total
st

11

12

13

10

11

11

8

8

10

20

21

22

15

16

16

12

13

14

A.2.d. Substitutes
The District’s Human Resources department reports that there are 103 substitutes on record with
the district.
A.3. School Purpose and ACS WASC Accreditation History
A.3.a. School Purpose - Beliefs and Mission along with Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SWOL’s)
Mission Statement
The mission of Saratoga High School is to optimize the learning of each student. As a community of
learners committed to excellence, we promote life-long learning, personal integrity, social responsibility,
and good physical and mental health.

SHS School-Wide Learning Outcomes (SLO’s or SWLO’s)
Saratoga High School will prepare its graduates to be:
1. Responsible, Self-Directed Learners who:
1.1 Make realistic choices/informed decisions based on factual knowledge and awareness of their strengths and
weaknesses, and accept responsibility for those choices
1.2 Are committed to life-long learning
1.3 Exhibit study and work habits, including regular, punctual attendance and effective time management
1.4 Explore a wide range of possible careers and are able to investigate the relationships between their
education and their personal goals
1.5 Participate in a wide-range of intellectual, artistic, practical, and physical activities/endeavors
2. Ethical/Effective Citizens who:
2.1 Respect cultural, physical, economic, intellectual, age, gender, religious and sexual diversity
2.2 Adopt and value ethical principles and attitudes (i.e. honesty, integrity, responsibility, compassion) and
apply them in their daily lives
2.3 Recognize and value their responsibility to society and make positive contributions to their community (i.e.
register to vote, care for the environment, drive responsibly, volunteer)
3. Healthy Individuals who:
3.1 Maintain a positive self-concept, recognizing the uniqueness and worth of themselves and others
3.2 Resolve conflict through non-violent action
3.3 Recognize the consequences of sexual behavior and make responsible choices
3.4 Recognize the consequences of the use of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco and make responsible choices
3.5 Recognize the need for and seek appropriate help as needed for mental health issues
3.6 Plan and maintain a balanced approach to life and a commitment to proper nutrition, sleep, hygiene, and
physical fitness
4. Complex/Critical Thinkers who:
4.1 Have mastered the fundamentals of language, history, math, science, world language, and the arts, and use
them effectively to enrich their daily life
4.2 Demonstrate the ability to collect, analyze, and organize resources and information
4.3 Effectively evaluate and analyze data from multiple sources to develop solutions to problems
4.4 Use logical decision-making processes
4.5 Demonstrate the ability to apply decisions or solutions to future situations by making predictions,
connections, and/or recommendations
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5. Effective Communicators who:
5.1 Read, write, speak, and listen analytically, thoughtfully, empathetically, and reflectively
5.2 Use technology thoughtfully, critically, and appropriately as a tool in communication (i.e. correspondence,
display of information, expression of ideas, creative self-expression)
5.3 Explore, develop, and demonstrate creative expression in a variety of forms
6. Collaborative Workers who:
6.1 Perform in a variety of roles as a member of a team: setting goals, facilitating group process and producing a
high-quality product
6.2 Demonstrate sensitivity to different cultural mores and work effectively with diverse populations in a variety
of settings
6.3 Provide and accept constructive criticism
Updated 5/2019

A.3.b. ACS WASC Accreditation History
Saratoga High School received a six year accreditation with a mid-term written progress report
for at least the past 5 cycles including the most recent 2013-14 Self-Study visit. In an effort to
maintain a dynamic Action plan, our SSC, Leadership, and administrative teams are charged with
monitoring the goals and revising them annually through the Single Plan for Student
Achievement (SPSA). The SPSA is also directly correlated to the District’s LCAP.
A.3.c. Comments on Revision or Refinement of Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SWOLs)
The SWOLs undergo periodic review. Stakeholder input informed the revision process beginning
in the spring of 2019. The SHS WASC Leadership team was charged with refining the SWOLs
after reviewing collected input. Debate about the number of identified outcomes has led to the
current revision. The District is moving to create a “Profile of a Graduate” document that may
alter things altogether; however, for the purposes of this self-study, these SWOLs are what has
been used to help craft the Schoolwide Action Plan.
A.4. LCAP Identified Needs and a Description of Goals, Actions and Services
A.4.a. The Process of Gathering Parent and Community Input
All stakeholders are invited to participate annually in both a spring survey and a face-to-face
meeting to review progress and provide input to the LCAP. The most recent community forum
was held at SHS on March 6, 2019 in the school library.
A.4.b. State Identified Needs and Goals from the District LCAP (that apply to SHS)
Three key goals have been identified as strategic areas of focus within the next three years in
order to improve outcomes for all students:
GOAL 1 - LGSUHSD will foster and support excellence in academic achievement with relevant
and engaging learning experiences with a focus on the4Cs: critical thinking, creativity,
communication, and collaboration.
GOAL 2 - LGSUHSD will develop and integrate social emotional learning, including a life
balance and healthy wellbeing, into the school experience.
GOAL 3 - LGSUHSD will engage all students with everyday access to “21st Century” learning
modalities and tools.
A.4.c. The Metric Used to Measure Progress
Progress toward the LCAP goals is measured through the SBAC performance intervals for targeted
populations including Special Education students and Hispanic/Latino students. our results from
the most recent California Healthy Kids Survey and our internal SEL surveys also help us guide
resources and practices to enhance student academic and social-emotional experiences.
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B. School Programs Data
B.1. Regular Program
Saratoga High School’s curriculum is an academically challenging, college preparatory program.
Classes meet for 90-minute periods on alternating block days. Students may take up to seven classes
per semester and elect to participate as upperclassmen (10-12) in an additional period with limited
course options in music or athletics. Eight AP or Honors courses total in a student’s four years of
high school is considered the most rigorous course load for college reporting purposes. Students are,
however, still allowed to take more if they so choose. Students are required to complete a minimum
of 220 semester units in order to graduate. Finding a balance for electives and academics is often a
logistical struggle. Specifically, the requirements are:
• English - 40 units
• Visual/Performing Arts/World Language - 10
• Social Studies/History - 35 units
• Applied Arts -5 units
• Mathematics - 20 units
• Health/Driver Ed – 5 units
• Science -20 units
• Elective Units – 65 units
• Physical Education – 20 units
B.2. College and Career Program
All students are permitted to transfer up to 30 credits of outside coursework (online or otherwise) to
their Saratoga High transcript for the purpose of meeting graduation requirements. This coursework
is often completed through concurrent enrollment programs at our local community colleges.
Students with an IEP or 504 have access to online coursework to meet a-g requirements (e.g.
CyberHigh, APEX). For general education students this is mostly used as remediation.
Saratoga High has a partnership with the West Valley College Middle College program, which
allows students to complete graduation-required coursework and college classes on the campus of
our local community college. Saratoga High also partners with the local vocational education
program, Silicon Valley Career Technical Education, allowing students to spend half their day in a
specialized career education program.
B.2.a. Types of Instruction and Learning Opportunities
Saratoga High’s courses are available in an “open access” format. Though there are suggested
prerequisites for taking advanced classes, students may opt-in to these classes even when not
meeting the prerequisites.
B.2.b. Curriculum Offered both Onsite and Outsourced
Summer school is for remediation only, although IEP students may enroll in a course to mitigate
the workload during the coming school year upon IEP team approval. Summer school is
considered to be the prior school year for most (e.g., summer of 2018 is school year 2017-18).
Additionally, there are a few students who earn Independent Study Physical Education credit.

Summer School Enrollment
Course
P-Algebra 1
P-Geometry
Health
P-Biology
P-English 9

2015-16
0
17
0
28
18

2016-17
14
29
1
61
21

36

2017-18
6
10
0
30
21

2018-19
3
10
0
11
4
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P-English 10
English 10
P-English 11
P-US History
P-World History
Total

7
0
6
28
8
123

42
1
12
17
36
235

10
7
32
27
143

2
0
3
13
10
56*

*Numbers have not been finalized for 2018-2019 at the time of writing this report.

Courses Taken Elsewhere for Credit
Course

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019*

Applied Arts

100

79

139

36

English

983

64

61-

40

Health

10

1

6

3

Languages

125

67

82

63

Math

270

257

260

100

25

18

16

17

Performing Arts
PE

45

32

38

26

Science

108

107

93

44

Social Studies

92

61

32

32

Visual Arts

51

36

47

14

Total

925

723

803

375*

B.2.c. How Courses Support College and Career Preparedness and Other Goals
Since most of our students are college bound, the pathways through SHS focus on academic
options and graduation that includes fulfillment of the University of California a-g requirements.
Students, however, can also participate in the Silicon Valley Career Technical Education (SVCTE)
program during their junior and senior years. Many students receive career related exposure in
courses linked to the Project Lead the Way engineering pathway, the Media Arts Program pathway,
or through their elective courses.
B.2.d. Support for Equal Access, Academic and Personal Counseling, College and Career
Preparation Support, and Health Services, if applicable
The Saratoga High Guidance Department meets both individually and with groups of students to
explain course options, open access practice, and the need to take a balanced approach to
scheduling. Students have three weeks to drop a course or shift to a different level of rigor (e.g.
moving from Chemistry Honors to Chemistry.) The guidance department also hosts parent nights
by grade level in September and early February to explain course options and pathways, college
requirements, and school culture messages.
Guidance also uses Naviance as a college and career planning tool for students and an interface for
sending college application materials to private and out-of-state public universities.
The SHS tutoring center adjacent to the library also provides students access to academic support
during the school year.
Saratoga High contracts with a local non-profit, CASSY (Counseling and Support Services for
Youth) , to provide therapeutic counseling for its students; the school has a Health clerk who is
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also a registered nurse, and the district provides for a weekly visit by a designated Registered
Nurse.
B.2e. Partnerships Including Business, Industry, Community and Higher Education
Saratoga High students connect frequently with business, industry and community professionals
on activities including: service learning projects, economic product “pitches,” and field trips.
Additionally, Saratoga students benefit from robust concurrent enrollment agreements with our
local community colleges. Students also connect with the community through community service,
part-time employment, and mentorship and internship opportunities. Examples include the MAP
11 Documentary project that serves as a service connection to community organizations, our
Leadership class partnering with our local elementary schools around literacy, science, and other
classes that have partnered with Sacred Heart Community Services and the food pantry there, and
so on. Other internships, service events and opportunities are available on the school website and
communicated to the student body via Naviance. Additionally, Saratoga students benefit from
robust concurrent enrollment agreements with our local community colleges.
B.3. Online Instruction
The Saratoga High teaching staff uses an online learning management system, Canvas, for the
purpose of posting classroom resources such as syllabi, lecture notes, interactive lessons and
documents. Canvas also features an online gradebook for the purpose of communicating student
progress. There is significant blended learning occurring in some classrooms through Canvas.
Students with IEPs also have access to online coursework through CyberHigh or APEX.
Credit Recovery may occur through online providers, most commonly CyberHigh.
Tables represent Canvas semester usage from 2016 through early fall 2019

Canvas Usage from 2016 through Early Fall 2019
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B.4. Support and Intervention Programs
B.4.a. English Learners
Though Saratoga High provides an ELD class, many parents of identified students choose to opt
out of the class in exchange for more academic classes. While we currently have 15 qualified
students, only six are enrolled in the class (2019-20120). The English Department maintains a
small reading library with high-interest, low-level reading material for students in the beginning
and early stages of English language development. We have a site ELL coordinator and one
section of ELD instruction. In prior years we held monthly DPAC meetings for parents. With a
new coordinator this year and a small number of parents, we have been able to meet individually
with parents to address concerns. The school does provide translation services in Mandarin, the
most widely spoken home language. The only other language represented in our ELD population
is Spanish for an exchange student we have from Spain.
B.4.b. Low Income/Socio-economically Disadvantaged Students
According to the California Dashboard, SHS has 2% reporting socio-economically
disadvantaged. Financial assistance is available for all programs and offerings to these students
including free and reduced lunch. SInce all field trips and course related expenses are on a
donation basis, events such as dances or other cost items are discretely handled through the
Guidance counselors and the activities office.
B.4.c. Foster Youth
All district and site foster youth qualify for Free and Reduced lunch as well as financial assistance
for costs associated with school attendance and participation. Grant money for low-performing
students is funnelled into supporting an after school, credit-recovery program for students who
may be in need of remediation or support because of their status as foster youth. There are
currently no foster youth attending SHS this year (2019-20) nor in the past three years.
B.5. Services Available for Students Designated with Special Learning Needs
Tier 1 - Strong classroom instruction, including the English Department high interest-low ability
library , tutorial, tutoring center.
Tier 2 - 504 Plan accommodations, SOAR class, VIP courses during “8th” period, Basic Resource
classes in English and Social Studies, Collaborative classes in Biology, Earth Science,
English 9, and World History, Speech, Occupational Therapy, CASSY therapeutic support,
Behavioral support plans, TLC, CyberHigh for credit recovery or alternative curriculum
available to all students.
Tier 3 – IEP accommodations, TLC, CyberHigh access, IAS classes, Wrap Services
Tier 4 – ASSIST (Emotional Disturbance/Mental Health support program), CBI (Community Based
Instruction is for students with Moderate to Severe disabilities—district wide).
Home-Hospital instruction, Independent studies
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C. Demographic Data
C.1. Socioeconomic Status of the School According to the District Data
The Los Gatos Saratoga High School District benefits from its status as a Basic Aid School,
which means it collects funding directly from local property taxes rather than from the Average
Daily Attendance formula used throughout the state. Per pupil spending was $12,750 in
2017-18.
C.1.a. Parent Education Level

Parent Education Level
2016-2017
Not HS Graduate
HS Graduate
Some College
College Graduate
Grad School/Post Grad training
Declined to State/Unknown
Grand Total

1
13
19
415
862
12
1,322

2017-2018
1
10
22
438
851
12
1,334

2018-2019
0
9
22
464
830
16
1,341

C.1.b. Percent of Eligible Free and Reduced Lunch

Percent of Eligible Free and Reduced Lunch Students
Free & Reduced Meal Program
Foster
Homeless
Migrant Program
Direct Certification
Total Eligible
Enrollment
% of Enrollment

2016-2017
3
0
0
0
6
9
1322
0.7%

2017-2018
2
0
0
0
24
26
1334
1.9%

2018-2019
4
0
0
0
24
28
1341
2.1%

C.2. Student Enrollment
CBEDS numbers from the last three years. Complete data is an appendix to this chapter.
C.2.a. Student Enrollment by Grade Level

Student Enrollment by Grade Level
Grade
9
10
11
12
Total

2016-17
361
306
326
329
1,322

2017-18
340
365
302
327
1,334
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2018-19
344
344
353
300
1,341
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C.2.b. Student Enrollment by Gender

Student Enrollment by Gender
Grade

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

177
158
153
162
650

184
148
173
167
672

138
181
147
150
616

202
184
155
177
718

167
142
173
147
629

177
202
180
153
712

9
10
11
12
Gender Total
Grand Total

1,322

1,344

1,341

SHS has a few self-identified Gender Neutral students. Numbers available upon request.

C.2.c. Student Enrollment by Racial/Ethnic Designation

Student Racial/Ethnic Designation
Race/Ethnicity

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

American Indian or Alaskan Native

8

0.6%

6

0.4%

4

0.3%

Asian Indian

267

20.2%

295

22.1%

315

23.5%

Black or African American

8

0.6%

11

0.8%

9

0.7%

Chinese

432

32.7%

396

29.7%

419

31.2%

Declined to State

4

0.3%

29

2.2%

40

3.0%

Filipino

5

0.4%

3

0.2%

4

0.3%

Japanese

20

1.5%

16

1.2%

17

1.3%

Korean

63

4.8%

63

4.7%

56

4.2%

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

6

0.5%

5

0.4%

7

0.5%

Other Asian

22

1.7%

31

2.3%

28

2.1%

Vietnamese

36

2.7%

31

2.3%

25

1.9%

White

416

31.5

414

31%

390

29%

Hispanic/Latino

35

2.6%

34

2.5%

27

20%

Grand Total

1322

100.0%

1334

100.0%

1341

100.0%

Class Enrollment by Ethnicity - 2018-2019

Asian
Classes % Grand
Taken
Total

20
1
82
0
1
9

Black or
African
American,
Not of Hispanic
Origin
Classes
Taken

% Grand
Total

Hispanic
or Latino

Multiple
or
Declined
to State

Native Hawaiian
or Other Pacific White, Not of Grand
Islander
Hispanic Origin Total

Classes % Grand Classes % Grand Classes % Grand
Taken
Total
Taken
Total
Taken
Total

Classes
Taken

% Grand Classes
Total
Taken

Year Total

3580

62.8%

16

0.3%

174

3.1%

651

11.4%

12

0.2%

1270

22.3%

5703

English Subtotal

943

62.6%

5

0.3%

47

3.1%

172

11.4%

3

0.2%

336

22.3%

1506

AP

123

72.8%

7

4.1%

15

8.9%

2

1.2%

22

13.0%

169

Honors

182

70.8%

2

0.8%

3

1.2%

31

12.1%

39

15.2%

257

Regular

638

59.1%

3

0.3%

37

3.4%

126

11.7%

1

0.1%

275

25.5%

1080

4

0.2%

Math Subtotal

1031

63.3%

45

2.8%

189

11.6%

2

0.1%

357

21.9%

1628

AP

374

82.2%

5

1.1%

29

6.4%

1

0.2%

46

10.1%

455

Honors

237

76.7%

3

1.0%

40

12.9%

29

9.4%

309

43
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Regular

420

48.6%

4

0.5%

37

4.3%

120

13.9%

1

0.1%

282

32.6%

864

Science Subtotal

868

63.0%

3

0.2%

45

3.3%

154

11.2%

4

0.3%

303

22.0%

1377

AP

321

74.1%

1

0.2%

6

1.4%

40

9.2%

2

0.5%

63

14.5%

433

Honors

152

76.8%

1

0.5%

1

0.5%

23

11.6%

21

10.6%

198

Regular

395

52.9%

1

0.1%

38

5.1%

91

12.2%

2

0.3%

219

29.4%

746

Soc. Studies Subtotal

738

61.9%

4

0.3%

37

3.1%

136

11.4%

3

0.3%

274

23.0%

1192

AP

283

68.4%

1

0.2%

12

2.9%

43

10.4%

3

0.7%

72

17.4%

414

Regular

455

58.5%

3

0.4%

25

3.2%

93

12.0%

202

26.0%

778

Class Enrollment by Ethnicity - 2017-2018

Asian
Classes % Grand
Taken
Total

20
1
72
0
1
8

Black or
African
American,
Not of Hispanic
Origin
Classes
Taken

% Grand
Total

Hispanic
or Latino

Multiple
or
Declined
to State

Native Hawaiian
or Other Pacific White, Not of Grand
Islander
Hispanic Origin Total

Classes % Grand Classes % Grand Classes % Grand
Taken
Total
Taken
Total
Taken
Total

Classes
Taken

% Grand Classes
Total
Taken

Year Total

3372

61.0%

22

0.4%

199

3.6%

663

12.0%

13

0.2%

1255

22.7%

5524

English Subtotal

894

60.9%

6

0.4%

56

3.8%

181

12.3%

3

0.2%

329

22.4%

1469

AP

116

72.0%

6

3.7%

15

9.3%

24

14.9%

161

Honors

162

74.0%

8

3.7%

20

9.1%

1

0.5%

28

12.8%

219

Regular

616

56.6%

6

0.6%

42

3.9%

146

13.4%

2

0.2%

277

25.4%

1089

952

62.2%

6

0.4%

48

3.1%

182

11.9%

3

0.2%

339

22.2%

1530

AP

324

80.4%

5

1.2%

27

6.7%

1

0.2%

46

11.4%

403

Honors

258

77.5%

1

0.3%

3

0.9%

34

10.2%

37

11.1%

333

Regular

370

46.6%

5

0.6%

40

5.0%

121

15.2%

2

0.3%

256

32.2%

794

Science Subtotal

4

0.3%

42

3.2%

152

11.6%

4

0.3%

301

22.9%

1312

7

1.9%

34

9.3%

3

0.8%

42

11.5%

366

21

10.1%

208

Math Subtotal

809

61.7%

AP

280

76.5%

Honors

166

79.8%

1

0.5%

2

1.0%

18

8.7%

Regular

363

49.2%

3

0.4%

33

4.5%

100

13.6%

1

0.1%

238

32.2%

738

Soc. Studies Subtotal

717

59.1%

6

0.5%

53

4.4%

148

12.2%

3

0.2%

286

23.6%

1213

AP

272

69.9%

2

0.5%

16

4.1%

40

10.3%

1

0.3%

58

14.9%

389

Regular

445

54.0%

4

0.5%

37

4.5%

108

13.1%

2

0.2%

228

27.7%

824
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Class Enrollment by Ethnicity - 2016-2017

Asian
Classes % Grand
Taken
Total

20
1
62
0
1
7

Black or
African
American,
Not of Hispanic
Origin
Classes
Taken

% Grand
Total

Hispanic
or Latino

Multiple
or
Declined
to State

Native Hawaiian
or Other Pacific White, Not of
Islander
Hispanic Origin

Classes % Grand Classes % Grand Classes % Grand
Taken
Total
Taken
Total
Taken
Total

Classes
Taken

Grand
Total

% Grand Classes
Total
Taken

Year Total

3297

61.4%

15

0.3%

220

4.1%

623

11.6%

11

0.2%

1202

22.4%

5368

English Subtotal

884

60.7%

5

0.3%

61

4.2%

175

12.0%

3

0.2%

328

22.5%

1456

AP

147

76.6%

6

3.1%

17

8.9%

22

11.5%

192

Honors

144

75.4%

5

2.6%

16

8.4%

26

13.6%

191

Regular

593

55.3%

5

0.5%

50

4.7%

142

13.2%

3

0.3%

280

26.1%

1073

4

0.3%

3

0.2%

314

21.5%

1460

31

8.1%

382

Math Subtotal

917

62.8%

55

3.8%

167

11.4%

AP

316

82.7%

7

1.8%

28

7.3%

Honors

222

82.8%

4

1.5%

18

6.7%

2

0.7%

22

8.2%

268

Regular

379

46.8%

4

0.5%

44

5.4%

121

14.9%

1

0.1%

261

32.2%

810

Science Subtotal

4

0.3%

3

0.2%

279

21.9%

1272

52

14.2%

366
176

785

61.7%

52

4.1%

149

11.7%

AP

267

73.0%

13

3.6%

34

9.3%

Honors

134

76.1%

6

3.4%

11

6.3%

2

1.1%

23

13.1%

Regular

384

52.6%

4

0.5%

33

4.5%

104

14.2%

1

0.1%

204

27.9%

730

Soc. Studies Subtotal

711

60.3%

2

0.2%

52

4.4%

132

11.2%

2

0.2%

281

23.8%

1180

AP

320

72.9%

15

3.4%

44

10.0%

60

13.7%

439

Regular

391

52.8%

2

0.3%

37

5.0%

88

11.9%

2

0.3%

221

29.8%

741

C.2.d. Predominant Primary Languages Other than English

Predominant Primary Languages Other Than English
Non-English Language
Mandarin (Putonghua)
Korean
Farsi (Persian)
Cantonese
Hindi
Spanish
Tamil
Russian
Vietnamese
Telugu
French
All Non-English Languages less than 2%
(24 languages)

2016-2017
277
47%
48
8%
29
5%
27
5%
23
4%
21
4%
25
4%
15
3%
22
4%
12
2%
12
2%

2017-2018
291
46%
49
8%
31
5%
23
4%
25
4%
24
4%
18
3%
24
4%
19
3%
16
3%
12
2%

2018-2019
312
48%
41
6%
30
5%
29
4%
26
4%
29
4%
23
4%
18
3%
14
2%
19
3%
13
2%

77

100

100

13%

16%

C.2.e. Title I
Saratoga High School does not receive Title 1 funding.
C.2.f.
Special Needs and Other Focused Programs
(e.g., online instruction, college- and career-readiness, IB, AP, Honors, AVID, GATE)
45
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The school is home to the District’s Moderate to Severe Disability Program. This program is focused on
Community Based Instruction (CBI) and learning, with a focus on life skills. We also house the ASSIST
program for students with higher mental health needs on IEP. We offer AP and Honors courses in multiple
disciplines.

General Education Classes for Mainstreamed CBI Students
Course
Art
Band
Ceramics
Choir
Computer Programming
Dance Fitness
Digital Photography
Drama
Earth Science
History in Film
Marching Band
Physical Fitness
Spanish

2016-2017
0
0
0
1
0
0
3
11
0
1
3
18
3

2017-2018
10
4
6
2
1
7
1
3
0
0
4
11
0

2018-2019
5
2
4
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
15
0

Enrollment in Special Needs and Other Focused Programs
2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

9
10
11
12
Total
9
10
11
12

2
1
6
7
16
26
21
31
44

2
2
1
5
10
32
35
25
34

1
2
3
6
12
22
32
37
26

4
3
2
6
15
26
21
31
30

Total
9
10
11
12

122
3
1
5
2

126
7
3
1
4

117
6
6
3
1

118
11
5
7
3

English Language
Learners

Total
9
10
11
12

11
7
2
6
0

15
3
1
2
3

16
4
3
2
2

26
6
5
3
1

Strategic Learning
(S.O.A.R.)*

Total
9
10
11
12

15
4
15
8
3

9
10
12
16
3

11
0
9
9
2

15
5
5
10
3

Honors
Courses

Total
9
10
11

30
131
340
280

41
128
415
331

20
151
378
384

23
114
406
370

ASSIST

SAI Students

CBI Students
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Advanced
Placement
Courses

12
Total
9
10
11
12

131
882
9
84
520
856

14
988
10
137
491
763

113
1026
10
119
622
798

118
1008
3
160
593
709

Total

1469

1401

1549

1465

* The SOAR class is designed as a support class for students with a 504 or who need added support to
achieve academic success.

C.3. Language Proficiency Numbers

Language Fluency
English Only
Initially Fluent (I-FEP)
Redesignated Fluent (R-FEP)
English Learners (EL)
To Be Determined
Grand Total

2016-2017
753
(57.0%)
342
(25.9%)
212
(16.0%)
15
(1.1%)
0
(0.0%)
1322

2017-2018
700
(52.4%)
373
(28.0%)
248
(18.6%)
9
(0.7%)
4
(0.3%)
1334

2018-2019
687
(51.2%)
361
(26.9%)
281
(21.0%)
11
(0.8%)
1
(0.1%)
1341

2016-2017
1322
15
(1.1%)

2017-2018
1334
9
(0.7%)

2018-2019
1341
11
(0.8%)

2017-2018
1334
373
(28.0%)

2018-2019
1341
361
(26.9%)

2017-2018
1334
248
(18.6%)

2018-2019
1341
281
(21.0%)

C.3.a. English Learners (EL)

English Learners
Total Student Enrollment
English Learners (EL)

C.3.b. Fluent – English Proficient (FEP)

Fluent English Proficient
Total Student Enrollment
Initially Fluent (I-FEP)

2016-2017
1322
342
(25.9%)

C.3.c. Re-designated FEP (R-FEP)

Redesignated Fluent English Proficient
Total Student Enrollment
Redesignated Fluent (R-FEP)

2016-2017
1322
212
(16.0%)
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C.3.d. English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC)

ELPAC and CELDT
Number of Participating Students

Grade

9th
10th
CA English Language Development Test
11th
(CELDT)
12th
Total
9th
10th
English Language Proficiency Assessment
11th
for California (ELPAC)
12th
Total
9th
10th
Initial English Language Proficiency
Assessment for California (IELPAC)
11th
Total

2016-2017
8
6
12
26

2017-2018
20
9
3
4
36
3
3
3
2
11

2018-2019

13
3
1
17

Scale Score
CA English Language Development Test
(CELDT)

English Language Proficiency Assessment
for California (ELPAC)

Initial English Language Proficiency
Assessment for California (IELPAC)

1
2
3
4
5
9th
10th
11th
12th
1
2
3

2
5
9
9
1

0
2
3
13
18
0
3
3
5
0
1
16

D. Data Addressing the Eight State Priorities
1. LCFF Priority 1 - Basics
D.1.a. The Degree to Which Teachers are Appropriately Assigned and Credentialed
1

as described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card – published in 2018-2019
1
Three-Year Data

Teacher Credential Information

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

Teachers with a full credential

81

70

75

Teachers without a full credential

0

0

0

Teachers teaching outside subject area of
competence (with a full credential)

0

0

0
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This table shows information about teacher credentials and teacher qualifications. Teachers without
a full credential include teachers with district and university internships, pre-internships, emergency
or other permits, and waivers.

Teacher Mis-assignments and Vacant Teacher Positions1

Three-Year Data

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

Teacher mis-assignments for English learners

0

0

0

Total teacher mis-assignments

0

0

0

Vacant teacher positions

0

1

0

This table displays the number of teacher mis-assignments (positions filled by teachers who lack
legal authorization to teach that grade level, subject area, student group, etc.) and the number of
vacant teacher positions (not filled by a single designated teacher assigned to teach the entire course
at the beginning of the school year or semester). Please note that total teacher mis-assignments
includes the number of teacher mis-assignments of English learners.

D.1.b. Additional Qualifications for Staff
D.1.b.1. There are two members of the SHS staff who are National Board Certified Teachers.
D.1.b.2. As indicated above, there are no (0) teachers at SHS who are instructing outside of their
credentialed area.
D.1.b.3. No (0) teachers at SHS are currently enrolled in an intern program.
D.1.b.4. The number of teachers with advanced degrees can be found in the table below.

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information - Highest Education Level
Administrative
16-17 17-18 18-19

16-17

Teachers
17-18 18-19

Pupil Services
16-17
17-18
18-19

Doctorate

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

1

Master’s Degree
+ 30 units

2

2

2

42

42

42

4

4

3

Master’s Degree

1

1

1

13

11

10

2

2

2

Fifth Year with BA

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

Bachelor’s Degree
+ 30 units

1

1

1

19

18

18

-

-

-

Bachelor’s Degree

-

-

-

7

7

5

-

-

-

Less than
Bachelor’s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

D.1.b.5. Professional Development Programs/Activities
Professional development has been reorganized in the last three years to accommodate the varying needs
of the departments on campus. Departments are responsible for crafting their own plans. This process has
been directed by our District’s ILC (Intra District Learning Committee). For the past three years,
departments have created SMART goals, formal plans including a calendar, and a resource list. Samples
of these department goals and plans can be found HERE and HERE. All certificated staff participate in
after school collaboration periods (and five morning sessions during the fall of 2019) to address
professional development needs. Departments can also submit requests for conferences, trainings, and
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guest speakers as a part of of their plan. Administrators at the site review the goals and plans with
department chairpersons, and then the ILC grants final approval with funding allocation. This occurs in
the late spring. The department calendars detail what work will be done during the designated department
collaboration days (See Appendix E :2019-20 Site Collaboration Calendar) as well as the two full day
Professional Development days held in October and March of each year. Additionally, district TOSAs
and members of the ILC provide periodic trainings such as this year’s. Things like the ILC FOCUS
Newsletter show the depth of opportunities availability to staff.
D.1.c. Pupils Have Access to Standards-Aligned Instructional Materials
1
as described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card – published in 2018-2019
The district maintains a master list of approved textbooks. The table entitled “Quality of Textbooks”
outlines the criteria required for choosing textbooks and instructor materials.
The table entitled “Percentage of Students Lacking Materials by Subject” indicates that no students at
Saratoga High School are lacking the assigned instructional materials.
The most recent hearing that was held to adopt a resolution on the sufficiency of instructional materials
was on October 2, 2018.

Quality of Textbooks1

Percentage of Students Lacking
Materials by Subject1

2018-2019 School Year

2018-2019 School Year

Criteria
Are the textbooks adopted from the
most recent state approved or local
governing-board-approved list?
Are the textbooks consistent with the
content and cycles of the curriculum
framework adopted by the State Board
of Education?
Do all students, including English
learners, have access to their own
textbooks and instructional materials
to use in class and to take home?

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Reading /Language Arts

0%

Mathematics

0%

Science

0%

History/ Social Science

0%

Visual and Performing Arts

0%

Foreign Language

0%

Health

0%

Science Laboratory Equipment

0%

1

as described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card – published in 2018-2019

Textbook and Instructional Materials List1
Subject

2018-2019 School Year
Textbook

Adopted

Reading/Lang. Arts

English 9 Literature: The Reader’s Choice, Glencoe/McGraw-Hill

2003

Reading/Lang. Arts

English 11 Literature: The Reader’s Choice, Glencoe/McGraw-Hill

2007

Reading/Lang. Arts

English Language Lit AP: The Evolving Canon; Allyn & Bacon

2000

Mathematics

California Algebra 1: Concepts, Skills, and Problem Solving; McGraw Hill/Glencoe

2008

Mathematics

Algebra 1, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

2015

Mathematics

Geometry: California Geometry, Houghton Mifflin

2015

Mathematics

Algebra 2, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing

2015

Mathematics

Precalculus: Mathematics for Calculus, Brooks/Cole/Thompson Learning

2007
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Mathematics

The Practice of Statistics, W.H. Freeman & Company/BFW (2014)

2015

Mathematics

Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 5th Edition; Brooks/Cole (2003)

2006

Mathematics

AP Statistics: Statistical Reasoning in Sports, W.H. Freeman & Co./BFW

2016

Mathematics

Calculus: Brief Calculus: An applied Approach, Cengage (2013)

2014

Science

Chemistry Honors: Chemistry: Principles and Reactions, Brooks/Cole

2004

Science

Chemistry AP: Chemistry, Brooks/Cole

2014

Science

Biology AP: Campbell Biology in Focus, Pearson

2014

Science

Environ. Science: Environment: The Science Behind the Stories, Pearson

2008

Science

Astronomy: Astronomy Today, Pearson

2005

Science

Marine Biology: Marine Biology, McGraw-Hill

2000

Science

Physics AP: Physics (updated), Pearson

2009

Science

Biology, Pearson Prentice Hall

2004

Science

Chemistry, Prentice Hall

2008

Science

Physics, Glencoe/McGraw-Hill

1999

Science

Earth Science, Prentice Hall

2008

Science

Anatomy & Physiology: Intro. to the Human Body; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

2006

History/Social Sci.

World Geography, McDougal Littell

2002

History/Social Sci.

World History: Pearson

2019

History/Social Sci.

United States History: The Twentieth Century, Pearson

2018

History/Social Sci.

JA Economics, Junior Achievement

2018

History/Social Sci.

By The People AP Edition, Pearson

2018

History/Social Sci.

U.S. History: Pearson

2018

History/Social Sci.

Economics, Worth Publishing

2008

History/Social Sci.

AP European History: A History of Western Society, 9th Ed.; Houghton Mifflin Co.

2012

History/Social Sci.

AP United States History: The American Pageant, 16th Edition; Cengage Learning

2015

History/Social Sci.

Economics, Junior Achievement

2014

History/Social Sci.

AP Government: Government in America: People, Politics, and Policy; 2012 Election
Ed.(16th Ed); by George C. Edwards III, Robert L. Lineberry and Martin P. Wattenberg

2014

Foreign Language

Chinese Link, Pearson Prentice Hall

2008

Foreign Language

D’accord 1-3, Vista Higher Learning

2012

Foreign Language

Descubre 1-3, Vista Higher Learning

2012

Vis. & Perf. Arts

Tonal Harmony, McGraw-Hill

2008

The resolution adopted by the Board of Trustees to verify use of standards-aligned instructional
materials:
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D.1.d. School Facilities are Maintained in Good Repair
1

as described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card – published in 2018-2019

Saratoga High School was built in 1959. Additional buildings were added in 1968, 2000, 2002, 2006,
2015, and 2016. There are 72 classrooms and four portables, a large and small gym, a wrestling room,
dance room, and Olympic-size swimming pool. The library, built in 2002, includes two computer labs and
a tutorial center. The McAfee Theater, built in 2006, seats up to 550 people. Upgrades to the track and
football field were completed in 2014. In 2015, we renovated the tennis courts and installed three
portables. In 2016, we installed a new multipurpose field and softball field with synthetic turf and lights.
Recent upgrades to the cafeteria, drama center and staff lounge took place in summer of 2016. We
converted the former woodshop into an engineering lab with modern upgrades. We completed the new
music building in August 2017, and it has opened space on our campus for a Media Arts Program annex
with editing bays and a digital photo lab. Renovations to the 800 and 900 classroom wings are underway.
A new Student Center, Wellness Center and Teacher Collaboration Center was completed in the spring of
2019, part of our Measure E bond improvements that our community has supported since 2014.
The general condition of the school is good, and five evening custodians clean it on a daily basis. Repairs
are reported through work orders, inspections and preventative maintenance planning as well as teacher
and staff requests for repairs. Work orders are prioritized by the maintenance staff, taking safety into
consideration as a first priority. The site supervisor works with the MOT department to prioritize work
orders on a daily basis. The maintenance crew employs continual inspections and implements a
preventative maintenance plan that is followed on a month-by-month basis.
Items found to be not in “good repair” include stained ceiling tiles, which are replaced on an ongoing
basis. Upgrades to electrical systems are happening as part of the modernization of entire classroom
wings (800 and 900 wings of the school). Other such items are being addressed as we move through the
campus, completing Measure E modernization and routine and deferred maintenance resources. We
anticipate the completion of Measure E projects to result in “good repair” findings in all areas.
This table shows the results of the school’s most recent inspection using the Facility Inspection Tool (FIT)
or equivalent school form. This inspection determines the school facility’s good repair status using ratings
of good condition, fair condition or poor condition. The overall summary of facility conditions uses
ratings of exemplary, good, fair or poor.

School Facility Good Repair Status1
Item Inspected
Systems: gas leaks, sewer, mechanical systems (heating, ventilation and HVAC)

2018-2019
Repair
Status
Good

Interior: interior surfaces (floors, ceilings, walls, and window casings)

Poor

Cleanliness: pest/vermin control, overall cleanliness

Fair

Electrical: electrical systems

Poor

Restrooms/Fountains: restrooms, sinks and drinking fountains

Good

Safety: fire safety, emergency systems, hazardous materials

Good

Structural: structural condition, roofs

Good

External: windows/doors/gates/fences, playgrounds/school grounds

Good

Overall summary of facility conditions

Fair

Date of the most recent school site inspection

6/28/2018

Date of the most recent completion of the inspection form

6/28/2018
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1

as described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card – published in 2018-2019

The table lists the repairs required for all deficiencies found during the site inspection. Regardless
of each item’s repair status, all deficiencies are listed.
2018-2019
Deficiencies and Repairs1
Items
Inspected
Systems

Interior

Cleanliness

Electrical

Restrooms/F
ountains

Safety

Structural

External

Deficiencies and Action Taken or Planned
Report noted a broken exterior vent cover, a bathroom fan not
working, and a dirty vent. Vent was cleaned, fan function was being
addressed with electrical items, and the vent cover is going to be
replaced.
Various rooms have water stains on ceiling tiles, broken, or loose
ceiling tiles. 1 room noted torn wall paper. Some holes in floor tiles,
and a hole in wall behind door. Carpet lifting in some areas. Our
planned action is to replace the missing, broken ceiling tiles. In most
cases we use ceiling tile paint specifically made to cover stains that
resulted from leaks that were previously repaired.
Some rooms have unsecured items stored too high. Some bathrooms
have scale (lime) in urinals. A dirty drinking fountain was noted. Work
orders were sent to custodial staff to address these extended
cleaning needs as part of the summer work.
A number of light ballasts were noted as being out across campus.
Some light diffusers were noted as being loose. A broken switch plate
and some outlet covers were noted. Conduit was noted as loose in a
room. Some electrical cords are daisy chained. Hand dryer has no
power in 1 restroom. A motion sensor was broken/loose. These
electrical items were added to the work order list and are being
currently addressed.
Faucet leaks, a faucet drip, toilet leak, broken drain guard, low water
flow on drinking fountain, and a loose faucet were all noted. Faucet
leaks and needs are being repaired this fall. The low water pressure is
being investigated to assess where improvements can be made.
An Emergency Exit Light was broken, Plug in Air Freshener were
noted in a few rooms. A Blocked access to fire extinguisher, fire
extinguisher not mounted, and broken fire extinguisher case was
noted. Pesticides were present in a staff work room. Safety items
were added to the work order list and are being currently addressed.
Rusted support beam, broken exterior drain guard, and a trip hazard
on walkway were noted. Noted rust may be surface only. These items
are under investigation and we are working on a comprehensive plan
to address them during this school year.
Missing window screens and rust at the base of window trim was
noted. A few trip hazards were noted around campus. We are
planning to replace the missing screens. Trip hazards will be
addressed as part of our bond projects related to safety and
accessibility improvements.

Date of
Action
Fall 2018

Summer 2018

Summer/Fall
2018

Fall 2018

Fall 2018

Fall 2018

2018-2019
School Year

Summer 2019

1

as described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card – published in 2018-2019

Overall Saratoga High School is in fair status with 3 identified areas needing attention - interior (poor),
cleanliness (fair) and electrical (poor).
We have added additional custodial support personnel. For all items found not to be in good repair, a work
order was created and maintenance is in progress. Additionally, Measure E funds will continue to be
allocated to upgrade and improve facilities in order to address identified student health and safety issues.
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D.2. LCFF Priority 2 - Implementation of Academic Standards
Data collected from a survey of department chairs indicated that 90% of teachers, including alternative
program teachers, participated in four full Professional Development days during the 2017-2018 school
year focused on strategic plan initiatives and department specific Professional Development Action Plans
(PDAPs). These Professional Development days were held on August 14 and 15, 2017, October 9, 2017
and March 19, 2018. Each department customized their own PD day by creating their own goals and
actions, and arranged department specific training to meet their areas of need as it related to the needs of
their identified students. Many of the [District’s] topics covered were geared toward our English
Language Learners, students with IEPs or 504s, and underrepresented populations. While 93% of our
graduates go on to attend college, we are working to better support the remaining 7%, especially our
students with special needs and underrepresented youth populations.
We are continuing to work on expanding our collaborative classes which include mainstreaming our
special needs students in a regular classroom with the additional support of a credentialed special
education teacher working alongside the main classroom teacher.
D.3. LCFF Priority 3 - Parent Engagement
Saratoga parents participate in school decision-making in arenas such as School Site Council (charged
with reviewing and approving the Single Plan for Student Achievement), the Parent Teacher Student
Organization, the English Learner Advisory Committee, the Schedule Advisory Committee, the Saratoga
High Foundation (fundraising organization) and a variety of co-curricular and extracurricular booster
groups.
As described in the 2017-2018 School Accountability Report Card, which was published in 2018-2019,
one of the hallmarks of Saratoga High School is its extensive parental involvement. The Parent Teacher
Student Organization (PTSO) has more than 600 parent members who dedicate themselves to
volunteering for the benefit of SHS students and staff. This year, the Saratoga High School Foundation
and PTSO worked together to provide over $200,000 in grants to the school for technology, field trips,
guest speakers and many other services to enhance learning for all students. The PTSO sponsors six staff
lunches, two student lunches, final exam snacks, parent education, volunteer recognition, school forums
and Grad Nite activities for graduating seniors. The SHS Foundation supports learning environments
through advancing technology needs, supporting Social Emotional Learning, and facility improvements.
The foundation’s desire to take on large projects such as funding our performing arts center and stadium
projects have made SHS a showcase school. Parent groups such as Sports Boosters, Saratoga Music
Boosters, Saratoga Theater Arts Boosters, MAP Boosters, Robotics Boosters, and Speech and
Debate Boosters are essential to the many extracurricular programs. They provide invaluable support in
terms of time and resources. The presidents from each group meet monthly with the principal to
collaborate and inform the community of events and needs from each group.
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D.4. LCFF Priority 4 - Performance on Standardized Test
D.4.a. Results from the California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP)
This data was collected from caaspp.cde.ca.gov. It is reported as percentages. Number of students was
calculated from the available percentages and total number of students tested. In some cases the number of
students in the detailed data does not match the number of students tested, due to the rounding of percentage
values, especially in 2016.

California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP)
(formerly Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC))

English Language Arts/Literacy
Total 11th Grade Students
Total Students Tested
Means Score
Total Meeting/Exceeding Standard
Standard Exceeded
Standard Met
Standard Nearly Met
Standard Not Met
Detailed Data by Area of Achievement
Above Standard
Near Standard
Reading
Below Standard
Above Standard
Near Standard
Writing
Below Standard
Above Standard
Near Standard
Listening
Below Standard
Above Standard
Near Standard
Research/Inquiry
Below Standard

2016

2017

2018

Percentage (Students)

Percentage (Students)

Percentage (Students)

334
303
2695.5
87% (264)
67% (203)
20% (61)
9% (27)
4% (12)

324
294
2700.7
86.05% (235)
68.37% (201)
17.69% (52)
9.52% (28)
4.42% (13)

307
282
2712.2
92.20% (260)
72.34% (204)
19.86% (56)
4.26% (12)
3.55% (10)

64%
28%
8%
74%
21%
5%
49%
45%
6%
69%
26%
5%

(194)
(85)
(24)
(224)
(64)
(15)
(149)
(136)
(18)
(209)
(79)
(15)

65.99%
27.89%
6.12%
77.55%
17.01%
5.44%
59.52%
37.41%
3.06%
62.24%
33.33%
4.42%

(194)
(82)
(18)
(228)
(50)
(16)
(175)
(110)
(9)
(183)
(98)
(13)

73.40%
22.70%
3.90%
80.50%
14.89%
4.61%
52.84%
43.97%
3.19%
67.73%
27.30%
4.96%

(207)
(64)
(11)
(227)
(42)
(13)
(149)
(124)
(9)
(191)
(77)
(14)

Mathematics
Total Students Tested
Mean Score
Total Meeting/Exceeding Standard
Standard Exceeded
Standard Met
Standard Nearly Met
Standard Not Met
Detailed Data by Area of Achievement
Above Standard
Concepts and
Near Standard
Procedures
Below Standard
Above
Standard
Problem Solving and
Near
Standard
Modeling & Data
Analysis
Below Standard
Above
Standard
Communicating
Near Standard
Reasoning
Research/Inquiry
Below Standard

90%
74%
16%
5%
5%

306
2755.6
(276)
(226)
(50)
(15)
(15)

83% (254)
11%
(34)
5%
(15)
72% (220)
24%
(73)
4%
(12)
78% (239)
18% (55)
4% (12)

56

293
2725.4
87.59% (242)
58.02% (170)
24.57% (72)
10.24% (30)
7.17% (21)
72.70%
17.75%
9.56%
57.68%
34.13%
8.19%
63.48%
31.06%
5.46%

(213)
(52)
(28)
(169)
(100)
(24)
(186)
(91)
(16)

281
2752.7
88.26% (248)
71.53% (201)
16.73% (47)
8.19% (23)
3.56% (10)
79.72% (224)
14.59% (41)
5.69% (16)
69.40% (195)
24.20% (68)
6.41% (18)
68.33% (192)
27.76% (78)
3.91% (11)
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2017-2018 - California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP)
Disaggregated Data by Student Groups
English Language Arts/Literacy
Total 11th
Grade
Enrollment

Number of
Students
Tested

Percentage
Tested

Percentage
Met or
Exceeded the
Standard

All Students

307

282

91.86%

92.20%

Male
Female
Black or African-American
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
White
Two or More Races
Socioeconomically Disadvantages
English Learners
Students with Disabilities
Students Receiving Migrant Education Services
Foster Youth

154
153
184
14
80
25
26
-

140
142
175
13
68
22
21
-

90.91%
92.81%
95.11%
92.86%
85.00%
88.00%
80.77%
-

88.57%
95.77%
95.43%
76.92%
85.29%
100.00%
61.90%
-

Total 11th
Grade
Enrollment

Number of
Students
Tested

Percentage
Tested

Percentage
Met or
Exceeded the
Standard

308

282

91.23%

88.26%

Group

Mathematics
Group
All Students
Male
Female
Black or African-American
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
White
Two or More Races
Socioeconomically Disadvantages
English Learners
Students with Disabilities
Students Receiving Migrant Education Services
Foster Youth

154
140
90.91%
85.00%
154
141
91.56%
91.49%
184
175
95.11%
96.00%
15
12
80.00%
58.33%
80
68
85.00%
73.53%
25
22
88.00%
90.91%
27
21
77.78%
42.86%
This data was collected from the 2018-2018 School Accountability Report Card published in 2018-2019.
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D.4.b. Student Data on College and Career Indicator (CCI) Levels on the Dashboard

College/Indicator as Posted on the California Dashboard

Key to Dashboard Indicators:
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College/Career Indicator Reports & Data – Class of 2016
Class
of
2016

Number of Students
in the Four-Year
Cohort or DASS
Graduation Rate by
Student Group
Number and Percent
of Students In the
Cohort (Prepared)
Prepared Students:
Met via Career
Technical Education
(Measure A)
Prepared Students:
Met via Scoring Level
3 (Measure B)
Prepared Students:
Met via College
Coursework
(Measure C)
Prepared Students:
Met via Advanced
Placement (Measure
D)
Prepared Students:
Met via a-g
Coursework
(Measure E)
Number and Percent
of Students In the
Cohort (Approaching
Prepared)
Approaching
Prepared Students:
Met via Career
Technical Education
(Measure A)
Approaching
Prepared Students:
Met via Scoring Level
2 (Measure B)
Approaching
Prepared Students:
Met via College
Coursework
(Measure C)
Approaching
Prepared Students:
Met via a-g

34

336
100%

-

194
57.7%

4
1.2%

16
4.8%

98
29.2%

24
7.1%

13
3.9%

9
2.7%

298
88.7%

-

187
96.4%

-

10
62.5%

76
77.5%

21
87.5%

11
84.6%-

-

14
41.2%

12
4.0%

-

3
1.6%

-

1
10.0%

8
10.5%

-

1
9.1%-

-

-

257
86.2%

-

169
90.4%

-

6
60.0%

61
80.3%

19
90.5%

8
72.7%-

-

11
78.6%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

215
72.1%

-

152
81.3%

-

3
30.0%

45
59.2%

13
61.9%

7
63.6%-

-

3
21.4%

286
96.0%

-

179
95.7%

-

10
100%

74
97.4%

19
90.5%

10
90.0%

-

11
78.6%

15
4.5%

-

3
1.5%

-

1
6.3%

10
10.2%

1
4.2%

-

-

6
17.6%

1
6.7%

-

-

-

-

1
10.0%

-

-

-

1
16.7%

5
33.3%

-

3
100%

-

-

2
20.0%

-

-

-

1
16.7%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10
66.7%

-

1
33.3%

-

1
100%

7
70.0%

1
100%

-

-

4
66.7%
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Coursework
(Measure D)

American Indian, Pacific Islander, Foster Student and Homeless Student groups are not included in the data above because they
consists of 11 or fewer students, the minimum size for any reporting by the CDE.

College/Career Indicator Reports & Data – Class of 2017
Class
of
2017

Number of Students in
the Four-Year Cohort
or DASS Graduation
Rate by Student Group
Number and Percent
of Students In the
Cohort (Prepared)
Prepared Students: Met
via Career Technical
Education
Prepared Students: Met
via Scoring Level 3
Prepared Students: Met
via College Coursework
Prepared Students: Met
via Advanced
Placement
Prepared Students: Met
via International
Baccalaureate
Prepared Students: Met
via a-g Coursework
Prepared Students: Met
via State Seal of
Biliteracy
Prepared Students: Met
via Leadership/Military
Science
Number and Percent of
Students In the Cohort
(Approaching
Prepared)
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via
Career Technical
Education
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via
Scoring Level 2
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via
College Coursework

344
100%

0.3%

215
59.7%

3
0.3%

16
6.7%

86
23.0%

24
8.8%

5
3.6%

5
3.9%

5
13.0%

293
83.9%

-

206
95.8%

-

8
50.0%

60
69.8%

17
70.8%

-

-

16
31.4%

53
18.1%

-

29
14.1%

-

2
25.0%

19
31.7%

3
17.6%

-

-

2
12.5%

253
86.3%

-

187
90.8%

-

6
75.0%

45
75.0%

14
82.4%

-

-

10
62.5%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

202
68.9%

-

166
80.6%

-

6
75.0%

21
35.0%

9
52.9%

-

-

4
25.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

291
99.3%

-

204
99.0%

-

8
100%

60
100%

17
100%

-

-

15
93.8%

24
8.2%

-

22
10.7%

-

-

1
1.7%

1
5.9%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

34
9.9%

-

4
1.9%

-

5
31.3%

20
23.3%

5
20.8%

-

-

22
43.6%

3
8.8%

-

-

-

1
20.0%

2
10.0%

-

-

-

2
9.1%

8
23.5%

-

2
50.0%

-

-

5
25.0%

1
20.0%

-

-

6
27.3%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via a-g
Coursework
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via
Leadership/Military
Science

26
76.5%

-

2
50.0%

-

4
80.0%

16
80.0%

4
80.0%

-

-

15
68.2%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

American Indian, Pacific Islander, Foster Student and Homeless Student groups are not included in the data above because they
consists of 11 or fewer students, the minimum size for any reporting by the CDE.

College/Career Indicator Reports & Data – Class of 2018

83.9% Prepared
8.5% Approaching Prepared
7.6% Not Prepared
Maintained -1.2%

Number of Students in the
Four-Year Cohort or DASS
Graduation Rate by Student
Group
Number and Percent of
Students In the Cohort
(Prepared)
Prepared Students: Met via
Career Technical Education
Prepared Students: Met via
Scoring Level 3
Prepared Students: Met via
College Coursework
Prepared Students: Met via
Advanced Placement
Prepared Students: Met via
International Baccalaureate
Prepared Students: Met via
a-g Coursework
Prepared Students: Met via
State Seal of Biliteracy
Prepared Students: Met via
Leadership/Military Science
Number and Percent of
Students In the Cohort
(Approaching Prepared)
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via Career
Technical Education
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via Scoring
Level 2
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via College
Coursework

330
100%

1
0.3%

197
59.7%

1
0.3%

22
6.7%

76
23.0%

29
8.8%

12
3.6%

13
3.9%

43
13.0%

277
83.9%

-

182
92.4%

-

13
59.1%

57
75.0%

24
72.4%

6
50.0%

7
53.8%

16
37.2%

3
23.1%
10
76.9%

15
26.3%
36
63.2%

3
14.3%
19
90.5%

1
16.7%
4
66.7%

2
28.6%
6
85.7%

5
31.3%
10
62.5%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8
61.5%

24
42.1%

15
71.4%

1
16.7%

4
57.1%

4
25.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12
92.3%

52
91.2%

21
100%

3
50.0%

14
14.5%

-

-

-

-

-

6
85.7%
1
14.3%

39
14.1%
229
82.7%
3
1.1%
190
68.6%
264
95.3%
7
2.5%

-

18
9.9%
161
88.5%
3
1.6%
139
76.4%
175
96.2%
7
3.8%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

28
8.5%

-

5
2.5%

-

7
31.8%

11
14.5%

3
10.3%

3
10.3%

3
23.1%

8
18.6%

9
32.1%

-

2
40.0%

-

4
57.1%

2
18.2%

1
33.3%

1
33.3%

1
33.3%

4
50.0%

9
32.1%

-

3
60.0%

-

2
28.6%

2
18.2%

-

3
100%

1
33.3%

2
25.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via a-g
Coursework
Approaching Prepared
Students: Met via
Leadership/Military Science

15
53.6%

-

2
40.0%

-

1
14.3%

8
72.7%

2
66.7%

1
33.3%

2
66.7%

2
25.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

American Indian, Pacific Islander, Foster Student and Homeless Student groups are not included in the data above because they
consists of 11 or fewer students, the minimum size for any reporting by the CDE.

D.4.c. SAT and ACT Results

SAT Test Results
2016

2017

2018

81

72

69

647

685

n/a

692

700

702

Mean Writing

670

n/a

n/a

Mean EBRW (Evidence-Based Reading and Writing)

n/a

n/a

674

Percentage of Seniors Taking the SAT during
Senior Year( August – July)
Mean Critical Reading
Mean Math

Mean Total

2009

1383

1376

California State Mean

1476

1065

1076

National Mean Total

1484

1070

1068

2016

2017

2018

52.1

54.8

45.0

29.5
30.2
29.9
28.6
29.7
22.6
20.8

29.2
30.3
29.8
28.5
29.6
22.8
21.0

29.9
30.6
31.4
29.8
30.6
22.7
20.8

ACT Test Results
Percentage of Seniors Taking an ACT during
Senior Year( August – July)
Mean Reading
Mean Math
Mean English
Mean Science
Mean Composite
California State Mean Composite
National Mean Composite

National Merit Scholars
Total Senior Class
National Merit Commended
National Merit Semi-Finalists or Finalists

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018
320
327
322
70
75
53
34
38
27

2018-2019
305
79
25

Number/Percentage of Students Approved for
California State University (CSU) Early Assessment Program (EAP)
2016
The Four Possible EAP Status Levels

2017

2018

Eng

Math

Eng

Math

Eng

Math

67%

74%

68.37%

58.02%

72.34%

71.53%

20%

16%

17.69%

24.57%

19.86%

16.73%

Ready
Students who score at the highest performance level (“Standard Exceeded”
[Level 4]) are ready for English and/or mathematics college-level
coursework. These students will be able to register in college
degree-bearing courses upon entering the CSU or a participating CCC.
Students are encouraged to continue preparation during the twelfth grade.

Conditionally Ready
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Students who score at the “Standard Met” (Level 3) performance level
are conditionally ready for English and/or mathematics college-level
coursework. Conditionally ready students (Level 3) must take an approved
English and/or mathematics courses in the twelfth grade and receive a
grade of “C-” or better. Students who do not meet the conditional
requirement may be placed in the CSU’s Early Start Program (ESP) or in
supported baccalaureate courses, unless they meet the exemption criteria
through another pathway.

Not Yet Ready
Students who score at the “Standard Nearly Met” (Level 2) performance
level are not yet ready for English and/or mathematics college-level
coursework. Students with a “level 2” will be placed in the ESP and in
supported baccalaureate courses unless they meet the exemption criteria
through another pathway.

9%

5%

9.52%

10.24%

4.26%

8.19%

4%

5%

4.42%

7.17%

3.55%

3.56%

Not Ready
Students who score at the “Standard Not Met” (Level 1) performance level
are considered not ready for English and/or mathematics college-level
coursework. Students with a “level 1” will be placed in the ESP and in
supported baccalaureate courses unless they meet the exemption criteria
through another pathway.

D.4.d. AP Enrollment and Test Results

AP Enrollment and Test Results
2015-2016

A.P. Course

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

Percentage Percentage
Percentage Percentage
Percentage Percentage
Percentage Percentage
Number
of
of
Number
of
of
Number
of
of
Number
of
of
of
Students
Students
of
Students
Students
of
Students
Students
of
Students
Students
Students Taking the Scoring 3 Students Taking the
Scoring 3 Students Taking the Scoring 3 Students Taking the
Scoring 3
in Course
Exam
or Higher in Course
Exam
or Higher in Course
Exam
or Higher in Course
Exam
or Higher

Biology

59

93%

98%

85

88%

97%

88

93%

98%

83

96%

98%

Calculus AB

64

91%

100%

121

80%

100%

94

84%

100%

102

87%

97%

Calculus BC

60

100%

100%

54

91%

100%

72

97%

99%

96

100%

97%

Chemistry
Chinese Lang. &
Culture

88

98%

100%

88

93%

96%

107

96%

100%

117

96%

100%

10

90%

100%

27

85%

100%

21

95%

100%

24

100%

100%

Computer Science

74

91%

93%

76

79%

97%

110

85%

98%

116

97%

99%

English Lang. & Comp.

153

100%

97%

162

74%

98%

134

78%

96%

140

77%

95%

English Lit. & Comp.

37

100%

100%

30

57%

94%

27

85%

100%

29

97%

96%

Environ. Science

34

82%

61%

117

53%

77%

79

72%

79%

141

77%

77%

European History

57

88%

86%

31

77%

88%

36

89%

97%

30

97%

90%

French Language

1

100%

100%

16

88%

79%

9

56%

100%

11

100%

82%

Music Theory

15

80%

100%

9

56%

100%

17

94%

100%

0

2

100%

Physics 1

35

91%

91%

76

57%

91%

92

55%

86%

66

100%

94%

Physics 2

69

62%

91%

77

58%

96%

92

57%

87%

66

100%

92%

Spanish Language

2

100%

100%

37

78%

100%

28

86%

100%

38

38

97%

Spanish Literature

0

1

0%

4

0%

0

0

0

Statistics

17

131

91%

96%

127

85%

96%

141

86%

93%

US Government

94%

100%

245

69%

70%

226

66%

69%

238

63%

80%

US History

122

0
96%

85%

163

93%

89%

127

93%

88%

146

95%

94%

Summary All AP
Courses

707

90%

92%

1546

77%

91%

1490

80%

91%

1544

97%

95%

• Assistant Principal who oversees Guidance is the person responsible for maintaining course approval.

No. of Senior Class Students Who Have Never Taken an Honors and/or AP Course
Student Population
General Ed
General Ed %

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

11
4%

12
5%

21
8%

8
3%

15
5%
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504
504%
IEP
IEP%
Total School
Total School %

4
18%
18
55%
33
10%

4
17%
31
62%
47
14%

4
15%
28
68%
53
16%

3
13%
17
68%
28
9%

4
17%
29
69%
48
13%

D.4.e. English Learner Proficiency
Because there are fewer than 11 students in this category, data is not displayed on the California
Dashboard for ensure privacy for those students.

Language Fluency
2016-2017
English Only
Initially Fluent (I-FEP)
Redesignated Fluent (R-FEP)
English Learners (EL)
To Be Determined
Grand Total

753
342
212
15
0
1322

2017-2018
700
373
248
9
4
1334

2018-2019
687
361
281
11
1
1341

D.4.f. Other Local Programs
D.4.f.1. End of course assessments, district benchmark assessments, writing assessments:
Teachers design their own end of course assessments in collaboration with their course alike teams.
Additionally, the English Department conducts a writing assessment twice annually (fall and spring)
for each grade level. Teachers measure progress from year-to-year and over the course of a school
year. End of course assessments vary from course to course. Some assessments are the traditional,
multiple choice, paper and pencil exams. Some teachers opt for presentations or project work.
There are currently no district-wide benchmark assessments.
D.4.f.2. Other assessment/placement tests used by the school to diagnose and place students.
Several departments (Math, Science, and World Languages) conduct assessments that provide data for
families in course selection. Although these tests are scored and results are given to families, they are
for advisory purposes, not strictly for "placement." These optional assessments have recently been
administered by the math, world language and science departments, and the math department uses the
Algebra 1 interim assessment to help measure progress and suggest level progression.

D.4.f.3. Report card analyses - Percentage of D and F’s for the last three semesters.
At the end of fall semester 2018, 230 students had at least one D or F grade (17.1%). In instances
where D/F students are receiving I.E.P. services, meetings were held to consider additional support
services.
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Students by Term with at Least One D or F grade
2016-17

Fall

Term

Total
D/Fs

2017-18

Spring

No. of Students

110

102

Ds - Freshmen

23

Ds - Sophomores

Fall

160

Total
D/Fs

2018-19

Spring

89

95

20

23

38

33

Ds - Juniors

44

Ds - Seniors

Fall

140

Total
D/Fs

Spring

87

109

23

12

9

37

29

31

35

38

33

39

30

49

18

35

16

34

24

39

Fs - Freshmen

8

10

4

3

6

5

Fs - Sophomores

10

18

5

4

10

11

Fs - Juniors

11

8

20

8

10

14

Fs - Seniors

3

3

7

9

6

17

139

D.5. LCFF Priority 5 - Pupil Engagement
D.5.a. Graduation Rate

Graduation Rate
2015-2016
96.50%

2016-2017
97.70%

2017-2018
97.9%

2018-2019
97.9%

D.5.b. Chronic Absenteeism
A student is considered “chronically absent” if he or she is absent 10 percent or more of the
instructional days they are enrolled to attend. - California Education Code (EC) Section 60901(c)(1)
All attendance data are collected in CALPADS. Certification of data occurs during End-of-Year
(EOY) submission. This data was reported by schools for the first time in the 2018 Dashboard.
Saratoga High School’s Dashboard, however, does not yet include this indicator.

D.5.c. Dropout Rate

Dropout Rate
2015-2016
1.50%

2016-2017
0.60%

2017-2018
0.91%
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2018-2019
1.0%
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D.5.d. Average Daily Rate of Attendance

Average Daily Attendance
2016-2017

August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Average

Total
Percent
Cumulative
Actual
Enrollment Attendance
1328
98.63%
1330
99.05%
1328
99.23%
1328
99.46%
1325
99.47%
1326
99.39%
1326
99.61%
1327
99.68%
1327
99.58%
1326
99.58%
1326
99.91%
1327
99.42%

2017-2018
Total
Cumulative
Enrollment
1341
1341
1340
1342
1343
1349
1352
1351
1349
1349
1349
1346

Percent
Actual
Attendance
98.78%
99.01%
99.27%
99.41%
99.47%
99.44%
99.58%
99.57%
99.67%
99.61%
99.96%
99.43%

2018-2019
Total
Cumulative
Enrollment
1347
1346
1345
1344
1348
1349
1352
1351
1352
1351
1351
1349

Percent
Actual
Attendance
98.72%
99.06%
99.17%
99.36%
99.39%
99.47%
99.53
99.50
99.69
99.55
99.92
99.40%

D.6. LCFF Priority 6 - School Climate
D.6.a. Suspension Rate

Suspension Rate
2015-2016
1.7%

2016-2017
0.20%

2017-2018
0.50%

2018-2019
1.3%

A recent report from the district has indicated that our suspensions have actually decreased
significantly during the fall of 2019 as we have introduced a new Alternative to Suspension
option for first time drug and alcohol offenses. We have seen a drop from 13 to 5 suspensions
this term.
D.6.b. California Healthy Kids Survey
SHS participated in the California Healthy Kids Survey in the fall of 2018. The results were
received in the spring of 2019. They are linked HERE. THe District pursued the creation of an
executive summary of these results, and we are looking at the results to inform our Wellness
Center work. Significant efforts and our new Action Plan address many of the findings.

Alternative Programs (Students enrolled at SHS may enter one of these programs by choice or
necessity).
College Advantage and Middle College are partnerships with our local Community College, West
Valley. Home Hospital and Independent Study are primarily used for health related attendance
needs, and NOVA is the district sponsored alternative school to support general education
students who need extensive credit recovery or other supports.
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Alternative Program Enrollment
15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

College Advantage

1

1

1

2

Home Hospital

4

3

7

5

Independent Study

2

-

1

-

Middle College

10

8

9

14

Nova

6

5

-

-

Total

23

17

18

21

D.6.c. Expulsion Rate and D.6.d. Discipline Referral
Suspensions and Expulsions
15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

21

4

24

18

1.6%

0.3%

1.8%

1.3%

Total Days Suspended

74

17

63

39

Average Suspension Duration

3.5

4.3

2.6

2.2

Student Expulsion Recommendation

0

0

2

1

Actual Expulsions

0

0

1

0

Student Suspensions
Suspension % of Total Enrollment
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D.6.e. Student Participation in Co- and ExtraCurricular Activities

Athletic Participation
2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

Fall Sports

No. of Boys
F/S
Var.

No of Girls
JV
Var.

No. of Boys
F/S
Var.

No of Girls
JV
Var.

No. of Boys
F/S
Var.

No of Girls
JV
Var.

Cross Country
Field Hockey
Football
Golf
Tennis
Volleyball
Water Polo

30
-34
---14

16
-32
---14

31
13
--14
18
12

24
-33
---14

20
-30
---16

20
11
--14
14
14

21
12
-12
14
13
12

16
-30
---15

15
-30
---15

31
16

15

13 - Fr
9 - JV

12

14

12

17

21
13
-12
14
14
10

-14
15
8

13
15
-12
14
14
14

12

7

12

FS-1

Winter Sports
Basketball

13 13 - Fr
13 - F/S

10

Fr

12 F/S

Soccer
Wrestling

22
2

21
4

16
--

21
2

16
--

21
11

14
1

14
--

23
11

23
9

15
0

18
1

26
16
---19
14
12
31

22
11
12
31
-10
14
15
27

24
--14
15
16
--23

14
--15
12
12
--16

25
18
---17
14
14
35

15
15
12
21
-16
14
12
31

17
--13
11
24
--18

17
--14
10
13
--23

10
1
---19
14
-35

19
15
12
24
-21
14
15
26

9
--19
11
16
--27

16
--18
12
11
--13

24
6

24
4

21
8

18
6

23
5

24
6

18
5

18
7

20
1

25
0

18
9

18
3

Spring Sports
Badminton
Baseball
Golf
Lacrosse
Softball
Swimming and Diving
Tennis
Volleyball
Track and Field

Totals
Totals Athletes by Level

352

280

357

267

(non-repeating)

(non-repeating)

(non-repeating)

(non-repeating)

652

727

624

714

631

72%

61%

48%

45%

50%

50%

27

27

26

26

26

26

Total Athletes

490

404

School Enrollment
% of Students
Participating
Total Sports Offered

675
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Student Participation in Clubs and Organizations - 2018 - 2019
Clubs and Organizations
Recognized by ASB

No. of
Students

AI Club
App Dev
ASL Club
Astronomy Club
Be the Change
Benefit Fashion Show
Book Club
Bridge to Bytes
California Scholarship Federation
Chess Club
Chinese Club
Common Roots
Computer Science Club
Culinary Club
Democracy Matters
Drama Club
Drone/Aviation Club
Economics Club

8
18
10
12
15
176
13
9
21
8
30
15
15
15
20
21
16
26

Environmental Club/Green Team
ESL Club
eSports and Gaming Club

27
18
25

FBLA (Future Business Leaders of America)
French Club
Futures Doctors Club (HOSA)
Gay Straight Alliance
Geography Club
Girl Up
Girls Who Code
GSA
HERO Club
Illustrated Art Club
Indian Cultural Awareness Club
Interact

40
24
30
new club
new club
24
20
new club
15
13
160
30

Clubs and Organizations
Recognized by ASB
Interact
IoT Club
Japanese Club
Korean Club
Launch X
Leo Club
Math Club
Military History
Model United Nations
Mosaic Multicultural Club
Motivate Kids
Nanoseed Club
National Honors Society
Persian Awareness Club
Poetry Club
Psychology Club
Raising Interest in Sci. and Eng. (RISE)
Red Cross Club
Robotics (MSET)
Rocketry
Rubik’s Cube Club
Saratoga WiSTEM Club
Speech and Debate
Science Club
Science Olympiad
SHS Men's A Cappella
Social Justice
Spanish Club
Sports Analytics Club
STEAM Club
TEDx
Tri-M
UNICEF club
Interact
Zero Robotics

Total Number of Clubs and Organizations

68

Total Number of Student Members*

708

*not adjusted for duplication

D.6.f. Other Local Measures
Students Paticipating in Co-Curricular Programs
Program
Number of Participants (2018-19)
Instrumental Music

275

Vocal Music

72

No. of
Students
160
30
14
12
12
15
70
64
9
23
15
25
60
14
20
28
21
40
120
20
15
12
70
18
18
20
18
19
30
18
25
24
27
18
14
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Colorguard

26

Drama

69

Media Arts Program

300

Athletics (All seasons)

1345 (714 Boys/631 Girls)

D.7. LCFF Priority 7 - Access to a Broad Course of Study
D.7.a. Information on Students Who are Career and/or College Ready

Senior Class Profile
2016

2017

2018

2019

Female

331
320
157

337
327
160

331
322
149

305
304
152

Male

163

167

173

153

Total College Attendance (percentage of graduates)
2-year College
4-year College

98%
15%
83%

99%
9%
90%

99%
18%
81%

97%
20%
77%

15%
6%
17%
13%
19%
28%

9%
14%
14%
10%
24%
28%

18%
9%
18%
12%
17%
25%

20%
6%
18%
11%
16%
26%

Senior Class Members
Total Senior Class
Total Graduates

College Attendance

College Type (percentage of graduates)
Community Colleges
California State Universities
Universities of California
California Private 4-year Universities
Out of State Public Universities
Out of State Private Universities

D.7.b. Number of Students Meeting UC a-g Requirements

Number of Students Meeting UC a-g Requirements
Percentage of Seniors

2016
90.0%

2017
94.4%

2018

2019

86%

(296/329)

(318/337)

(282/326)

88.9%

D.8. LCFF Priority 8 - Other Pupil Outcomes
D.8.a. Copy of School Budget and Expenditures per Pupil (see following page)
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D.8.b. Other Pupil Outcomes
District Data That is Relevant to the Eight State Priorities
District
Enrollment

Total 2017-18 LCAP
Expenditures

% of Appropriately
Credentialed
Teachers

College and Career Readiness

% of Students
Meeting A-G
Requirements

Graduation
Rate

3,425

1,024,825.00

100%

Prepared: 77.6%
Approaching Prepared: 11.6%

2017: 84%

97.1%

% of Students
Meeting or Exceeding
Standards on CAASPP

AP Exam Pass Rates

College
Attendance
Rate

Attendance Rates

71

Suspension
Rates

Expulsion Rate
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93%

Math: 74%
ELA: 84%

89.27%

2017-2018: 92.3%

2016: 1.3%
2017: 2.4%

2016: 0.0%
2017: 0.06%

E. Schoolwide Learning Outcomes (See pg. 34)
F. Perception Data
WASC Home and Focus Groups reviewed the profile data during two sessions in the Spring of 2019.
There were many comments, corrections, and suggested additions that have for the most part been
included in this updated profile. The complete list of observations was reviewed and compared against
the data in order to develop the summary.

G. Summary of Profile
The students of Saratoga High School generally perform well and move on prepared to tackle their
post-secondary pursuits. While there are pockets of concern, namely the discrepancy of performance
results between general education students and students with IEPs and the performance results of
Hispanic students in relation to the other ethnic groups, the school staff feel that teachers, guidance
counselors, and case managers are cognizant and working on supporting these populations at an
individual level. For instance, the number of IEP students with Ds and Fs has decreased dramatically
even last year with a new protocol that triggers team meetings when a student’s earn a D or F in any
given period. A graphic of this work shows that of the 35 IEP students with 2 or more Ds and Fs at
the end of the first grading period was reduced to six students by the end of the year. The tiered
support for all students also stands out in the area of mental health support and special programs
offered through CASSY, our ASSIST and CBI programs, as well as the guidance and teacher driven
classroom supports. Another population that deserves more strenuous monitoring is the group of
students who do not have special services nor are they enrolled in Honors or Advanced Placement
level course. Although the number is relatively small, often referred to as the “Middle Student,” it
would be worth investigating how these students feel about their achievements at SHS.
Parents are major contributors of funding, resources, expertise, time and energy to the programs in
which students are engaged. Financial support from the various Booster and parent organizations
make activities and opportunities available year round. The Foundations and PTSO in particular are
generous in their funding of grant requests by teachers and programs.
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Required Appendices - Student/Community Profile
A. Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP)
LCAP
B. Results of Student Questionnaires /Interviews
Student Survey Results
C. Results of Parent/Community Questionnaires /Interviews
Parent Survey Results
D. Healthy Kids Survey
Healthy Kids Survey.
E. Master Schedule
Collaboration and Meeting Schedule 2019-20
Master Schedule
F. Approved AP Course List

Number of Teachers Approved to Teach AP Courses
Course

2016-2017

Art History
Biology
Calculus AB
Calculus BC
Chemistry
Chinese Language and Culture
Computer Science A
Computer Science AB
English Language and Composition
English Literature and Composition
Environmental Science
European History
French Language and Culture
Japanese Language and Culture
Music Theory
Physics 1
Physics 2
Physics B
Spanish Language and Culture
Spanish Literature and Culture
Statistics
Studio Art: Drawing
U.S. Government and Politics
United States History

-1
2
2
1
1
2
-2
1
1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
1
2
1
4
3

2017-2018
-1
1
1
2
1
1
-2
2
1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
1
2
1
4
3

2018-2019
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
-2
1
1
1
1
--1
1
-2
1
3
1
3
3

https://apcourseaudit.inflexion.org/ledger/school.php?a=NDg4MQ==&b=MA==
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G. UC a-g Approved Course List

UC a-g Approved Course List
★denotes UC Honors

A. History / Social Science - 2 years required
Course
AP European History★
AP Government and Politics United
States★
AP United States History★
U.S. Government
U.S. History
World Geography
World History

Learning
Environment

Discipline
World History /Cultures /
Historical Geography
Civics /American
Government
U.S. History
Civics / American
Government
U.S. History
World History /Cultures /
Historical Geography
World History /Cultures /
Historical Geography

Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

★denotes UC Honors

B. English - 4 years required
Course
AP English Language and
Composition★
AP English Literature and
Composition★
English 10
English 11
English 11 Honors★
English 12
English 9

Learning
Environment

Discipline
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based

★denotes UC Honors

C. Mathematics - 3 years required, 4 years recommended
Learning
Environment

Course
Algebra 1
Algebra 2
Algebra 2 Honors
AP Calculus AB★
AP Calculus BC★
AP Statistics★
Calculus

Discipline
Algebra I
Algebra II
Algebra II
Calculus
Calculus
Statistics
Calculus

Classroom-based

Geometry
Pre-Calculus
Pre-Calculus Honors★
Sequential Algebra 1 (Sequential
Math 1)

Geometry
Advanced Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Algebra I

Classroom-based

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
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Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Classroom-based

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based
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Sequential Algebra 1/ Geometry
(Sequential Math 2)
Statistics in Sports
Trigonometry/Math 4

Algebra I
Statistics
Advanced Mathematics

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

Classroom-based

UC a-g Approved Course List (cont’d)
★denotes UC Honors

D. Laboratory Science - 2 years required, 3 years recommended
Course
Anatomy and Physiology
AP Biology★
AP Chemistry★
AP Environmental Science★
AP Physics 1★
AP Physics 2★
Biology
Chemistry
Chemistry Honors★
Physics

Learning
Environment

Discipline
Biology / Life Sciences
Biology / Life Sciences
Chemistry
Interdisciplinary Sciences
Physics
Physics
Biology / Life Sciences
Chemistry
Chemistry
Physics

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based

Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
★denotes UC Honors
Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

E. Language Other than English - 2 years required, 3 years recommended
Course
AP Chinese Language and Culture★
AP French Language and Culture★
AP Japanese Language and Culture★
AP Spanish Language and Culture★
AP Spanish Literature and Culture★
Chinese 1
Chinese 2
Chinese 3
Chinese 4 Honors
Chinese 5 Honors★
French 1
French 2
French 3
French 4 Honors★
Latin American and Spanish Cinema
Spanish 1
Spanish 2
Spanish 3
Spanish 4 Honors★

Learning
Environment

Discipline
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 1
LOTE Level 2
LOTE Level 3
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 1
LOTE Level 2
LOTE Level 3
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 4+
LOTE Level 1
LOTE Level 2
LOTE Level 3
LOTE Level 4+

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
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UC a-g Approved Course List (cont’d)
★denotes UC Honors

F. Visual & Performing Arts - 1 year required
Course
Advanced Animation
Advanced Jazz Ensemble
AP Music Theory★
AP Studio Art: Drawing★
Art 1
Art 2
Art 3
Art 4
Art 4 Honors★
Band 1 Symphonic
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 4 Honors
Band 5
Band 5 Honors★
Cantare Chorale
Ceramics 1
Ceramics 2
Ceramics 3
Chamber Singers 2
Chamber Singers 3
Chamber Singers 4
Concert Choir 1
Concert Choir 2
Concert Choir 3
Concert Choir 4
Digital Photography
Drama 1
Drama 2
Drama 3
Drama 4
Drama 4 Honors★
History in Film
Media Arts 2
Media Arts Film 3 / 4
Modular Guitar Study
Orchestra 1
Orchestra 2
Orchestra 3
Orchestra 4
Orchestra 4 Honors
Orchestra 5
Orchestra 5 Honors★
Soprano/Alto Choir

Learning
Environment

Discipline
Visual Arts
Music
Music
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Visual Arts
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Visual Arts
Visual Arts
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
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Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
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UC a-g Approved Course List (cont’d)
★denotes UC Honors

G. College-Preparatory Elective - 1 year required
Course
AP Computer Science A★
Astronomy
Child Psychology and Development
Creative Writing
Digital Electronics
Earth Science
Economics
Engineering Design and
Development
General Psychology
Introduction to Computer
Programming
Introduction to Engineering Design
Introduction to Rhetoric
Journalism 1
Journalism 2
Journalism 3
Journalism 4 Honors
Marine Biology
Multi Media Journalism 4H★
P-Multi Media Journalism 1
P-Multi Media Journalism 2
P-Multi Media Journalism 3
Principles of Engineering
Sports Medicine

Learning
Environment

Discipline
Mathematics - Computer
Science
Laboratory Science –
Physical Sciences
History / Social Science
English
Interdisciplinary
Laboratory Science –
Physical Sciences
History / Social Science
Interdisciplinary

Years Offered
16-17 17-18 18-19

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based
Classroom-based

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

History / Social Science
Mathematics - Computer
Science

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Interdisciplinary
English
English
English
English
English
Laboratory Science –
Biology / Life Sciences
Interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinary

Classroom-based

Classroom-based

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Classroom-based

✔

✔

✔

Classroom-based

no

Classroom-based

no

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

I. Scope and Sequence
J. School Accountability Report Card (SARC)
The SARC is located in our Appendix A.
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Classroom-based

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based
Classroom-based

Classroom-based

no

Classroom-based

✔
✔
✔

Classroom-based
Classroom-based
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K. CBEDS/CALPADS School Information

CBEDS - Student Enrollment
Grade

2016-17
F
M

2017-18
F
M

2018-19
F
M

9
10
11
12
Subtotal
9
10
11
12
Subtotal
9
10
11
12
Subtotal
9
10
11
12
Subtotal
9
10
11
12
Subtotal
9
10
11
12
Subtotal

101
94
94
95
384
1
1
0
0
2
7
9
8
5
29
22
13
17
20
72
0
1
0
0
1
46
40
34
42
162

106
81
92
103
382
0
0
1
0
1
3
5
10
9
27
27
19
26
14
86
1
1
0
0
2
47
42
44
41
174

89
101
90
93
373
0
1
1
0
2
1
8
9
8
26
13
22
13
17
65
0
0
1
0
1
35
49
33
32
149

111
103
84
92
390
1
1
0
1
3
5
5
6
14
30
31
29
19
27
106
0
1
1
0
2
54
45
45
43
187

106
93
102
89
390
0
0
1
1
2
6
2
7
9
24
19
12
21
13
65
0
0
0
1
1
36
35
42
34
147

111
113
104
83
411
0
1
2
0
3
8
6
6
6
26
18
29
26
19
92
0
0
1
1
2
40
53
41
44
178

Gender Totals

650

672

616

718

629

712

Asian

Black or African American,
Not of Hispanic Origin

Hispanic
or
Latino

Multiple Races
or
Declined to State

Native Hawaiian
or
Other Pacific Islander

White,
Not of Hispanic Origin

Grand Total

1322

1334

1341

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information - Staff Count
2016-2017
Teachers
Administrative
Pupil Services

2017-2018

2018-2019

# Staff

FTE

# Staff

FTE

# Staff

FTE

78
4
6

69.580
4.0
5.800

75
4
6

67.880
4.0
5.800

74
4
6

69.400
4.0
5.800
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Itinerant or Pull-Out/
Push-In Teacher
Total

6

3.110

93

82.5

(unduplicated)

6

3.110

90

80.8

(unduplicated)

3

2.600

86

81.8

(unduplicated)

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information - Ethnic Groups
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
White (not Hispanic)
Two or More Races
None Identified
Total

Administrative
16-17 17-18 18-19
4
4
4
4
4
4

16-17
13
1
3
62
2
1
82

Teachers
17-18 18-19
14
20
1
1
3
3
60
60
1
1
1
1
80
86

Pupil Services
16-17 17-18 18-19
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
6

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information - Highest Education Level
Administrative
16-17 17-18 18-19

16-17

Teachers
17-18 18-19

Pupil Services
16-17 17-18 18-19

Doctorate

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

1

Master’s Degree
+ 30 units

2

2

2

42

42

42

4

4

3

Master’s Degree

1

1

1

13

11

10

2

2

2

Fifth Year with BA

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

Bachelor’s Degree
+ 30 units

1

1

1

19

18

18

-

-

-

Bachelor’s Degree

-

-

-

7

7

5

-

-

-

Less than
Bachelor’s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

CALPADS Professional Assignment Information – Years of Service
Administrative
16-17 17-18 18-19
Average Years of
Service in District
Average Years of
Service - Total

16-17

Teachers
17-18 18-19

Pupil Services
16-17 17-18 18-19

11

12

13

10

11

11

8

8

10

20

21

22

15

16

16

12

13

14
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L. Graduation Requirements

Saratoga High School Graduation Requirements
Subject

Required

Applied Arts

1/2 Year
(5 credits)

English

4 Years
(40 credits)

Health/Driver
Education

1/2 Year
(5 credits)

Mathematics

2 Years
(20 credits)

Physical
Fitness

2 Years
(20 credits)

Science

2 Years
(20 credits)

Social Science

3.5 Years
(35 credits)

Visual &
Performing
Arts
or
World
Language

1 Years
(10 credits)

Courses That Meet Graduation Requirements
• Academic Tutor
• Jazz Ensemble, Advanced
• Art 3, 4H & Studio Art AP
• Journalism 1, 2, 3 & 4H
• Art History AP
• Leadership
• Computer Science A AP
• Media Arts 1 (MA1)
• Drama 3, 4 & 4H
• Multimedia Journalism (SHSTV) 1, 2, 3 & 4H
• Digital Electronics
• Principles of Engineering
• Engineering Design & Development
• Psychology, General
• Intro to Business
• Senior Media Arts Lab
• Intro to Computer Programming
• Sports Medicine
• Intro to Digital Animation
• Stage Technology & Design Indep. Study
• Intro to Engineering Design
• English 9, 10, 11 & 12
• English Language Composition AP
• English 9, 10, 11 & 12 MAP
• English Language Composition AP MAP
• English 11H & English 11H MAP
• English Literature Composition AP
• Health / Driver Education
• Algebra 1,2 & 2H
• Calculus
• Calculus AB AP
• Calculus BC AP
• Geometry
• Beg. & Inter. Physical Fitness
• Color Guard and/or Winter Guard
• Dance
• Fall/Winter/Spring Sport
• Anatomy & Physiology
• Astronomy & Marine Biology
• Biology
• Biology AP
• Chemistry
• Chemistry AP
• World Geography
• World History/World History MAP
• U.S. History/ U.S. History MAP
• Art 1, 2, 3
• Art 4H
• Studio Art AP
• Art History AP
• Band 1, 2, 3, 4 & 4H Symphonic
• Band 1, 2, 3, 4 & 4H Wind Ensemble
• Band 5 & 5H Symphonic
• Band 5 & 5H Wind Ensemble
• Ceramics 1, 2 & 3
• Choir 1, 2, 3 & 4
• Choir 4H & 5H

• Pre-Calculus
• Pre-Calculus Honors
• Sequential Math 1 & 2
• Statistics AP
• Statistics in Sports
• Football Conditioning
• Independent Study (ISPE)
• Marching Band
• Spirit/Cheer
• Chemistry Honors
• Earth Science
• Environmental Science AP
• Physics
• Physics 1 AP / Physics 2 AP
• U.S. History AP/U.S. History AP MAP
• Econ & U.S. Gov’t/ Econ & U.S. Gov’t MAP
• Econ & U.S. Gov’t AP/ Econ & U.S. Gov’t AP
MAP
• Digital Photography
• Drama 1, 2, 3, 4 & 4H
• Independent Study Orchestra (SSO)
• Jazz Band 1
• Jazz Ensemble, Advanced
• Media Arts 2 (MA2)
• Modular Guitar Study
• Music Theory AP
• Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4 & 4H/Orchestra 5 & 5H
• Winter Guard / Winter Percussion

OR
• 1 year of Chinese, French or Spanish, any level
Electives

65 credits

• Additional courses in any subject beyond the minimum subject requirements that are listed
above
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M. Any Pertinent Additional Data

Quarterly Report on Williams Uniform Complaints
July ’17

Oct ’17

Jan ’18

Apr ’18

July ’18

Oct ’18

Jan ’19

through

through

through

through

Dec ‘17

Mar ‘18

June ‘18

Sep ‘18

through

through

Sep ‘17

through

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Facilities Conditions

0

0

0

0

Totals

0

0

0

1

General Subject Area of
Complaint
Textbooks and Instructional
Materials
Teacher Vacancy or
Misassignments

N. Budgetary Information - Including School Budget
Saratoga Discretionary Budget

81

(resolved)

Apr ’19
through

Dec ‘18

Mar ‘19

June ‘19

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

(resolved)
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O. Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

LCAP
Results of student questionnaire/interviews
Results of parent/community surveys/interviews
The most recent California Healthy Kids Survey
Master schedule
Approved AP course list: https://apcourseaudit.epiconline.org/ledger/; for SHS AP
courses see School Profile
Scope and Sequence
UC a–g approved course list: https://doorways.ucop.edu/list/app/home/ (See School
Profile)
Additional details of school programs, e.g., online instruction, college- and career
readiness programs, partnership academies, IB, AVID (See School Profile)
California School Dashboard performance indicators
School accountability report card (SARC)
CBEDS school information form
Graduation requirements
Any pertinent additional local data
Budgetary information, including school budget
Glossary of terms unique to the school:

Glossary of Terms Unique to Saratoga High School and Other Common Acronyms
ACSm - Adolescent Counseling Services--Pilot program for substance abuse intervention
Aeries - Grade and attendance student information system
APEX - Online provider for ASSIST program
ASL - American Sign Language, a popular World Language Course offered by WVC but taught at SHS
ASSIST - Onsite therapeutic program for students with high support needs
CAASPP - California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress
BNB - Bombay in the Bay, a two-night cultural event celebrating Indian dance and customs.
Canvas - Online learning management system
CASSY - Counseling and Student Support for Youth, a private counseling service that supports our
students onsite.
CBI - Community Based Instruction program for students with moderate to severe disabilities
Common Roots - Peer Counseling program
CTEIG - Advisory Board Career Technical Education Incentive Grant.
ELL and ELD - English Language Learner and English Language Development
HCRAP--Honors Chemistry Readiness Assessment Profile
IAS - Individualized Academic Support class for students with IEP (Individualized Educational Plans)
ILC - Instructional Leadership Committee (District Committee)
ILT - Instructional Leadership Team (District Administrative Team plus TOSAs)
LCFF - Local Control Funding Formula
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LCAP - Local Control and Accountability Plan. The LCAP is a three-year plan that describes the goals, actions,
services, and expenditures to support positive student outcomes that address state and local priorities. The
LCAP provides an opportunity for local educational agencies (LEAs) to share their stories of how, what,
and why programs and services are selected to meet their local needs.
MAP - Saratoga High School's Media Arts Program (MAP) invites students to learn in an academy
setting with a focus on rigorous academic standards in English and Social Studies while
developing skills in media-related performance and production technologies, including exposure to
several cutting edge programs for video, animation, graphic design, and other mass media. Core
English-Social Studies classes and select program electives offer students the opportunity to build
strong interpersonal relationships with their teachers and peers. MAP maintains community
partnerships to develop relevant curriculum and project-based learning opportunities for students.
These partnerships involve professional on-site performance and production opportunities in the
school's Multimedia Center as well as work with journalism and print production projects, as well
as industry based technology.
MAP Boosters - Media Arts Program Parent booster group
MDTP--Math Diagnostic Testing Project
Middle College - Alternative academic pathway for students accessing community college classes while
in high school
MMJ - MultiMedia Journalism--SHS-TV production course
MSET - Mechanical Science and Engineering Team (Robotics Team)
Naviance - College and Career readiness software provider
NCTE - National Council of Teachers of English
NGSS - New Generation Science Standards
NSTA - National Science Teaching Association
PLTW - Project Lead the Way, the pathway model used to structure our STEM engineering courses
PLCs and POG - Professional Learning Communities and “Portrait of a Graduate” - new
student-centered District Strategic Plan direction
PTSO - Parent Teacher Student Organization
SPSA - Single Plan for Student Achievement--the template for aligning how the school will accomplish
the goals laid out in the LCAP
Glossary of Terms (continued)

QPAs - ”Quick Passage Analysis”--a technique/writing strategy for practicing focused close
reading/writing. A formative assessment widely used in English classes.
QPR - Suicide Prevention Training system; “Question, Persuade, Refer”
SARC - School Accountability Report Card
SOAR - a support class for students with 504s or academic need
SLOs - Schoolwide Learning Outcomes
SBAC - Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium
SEL - Social and Emotional Learning
SHSF - Saratoga High School Foundation
SMASH’N - Saratoga Media Arts Showcase Honors Night, an Oscar-ish awards event of Media Arts
Program
SMB - Saratoga Music Boosters
SVCTE - Silicon Valley Career Technical Education
TEALS--SHS STEM teachers pair with local engineers to develop appropriate curriculum in their
classes through the program (Technology Education and Literacy in Schools).
Title 1 - Funds for LEAs for low income students.
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Title 2 - The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) is the most recent reauthorization of the 1965 act that
establishes the federal government’s role in education. Under ESSA, Title II authorizes programs
to improve teaching and leadership through professional learning at the state and district levels.
Under ESSA, professional development is more clearly defined and there are rules for evidence
of learning. Specifically, Title II Part A is used to increase academic achievement of students by
improving teachers and school leadership quality.
Title 9 - The U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) enforces, among other
statutes, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. Title IX protects people from
discrimination based on sex in education programs or activities that receive Federal financial
assistance. Title IX states that: “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”
TLC - The Testing and Learning Center. This space is used by students who need a separate setting or
extended time on tests.
TOSA - Teacher on Special Assignment
Tutoring Center - free peer tutoring in library
Tutorial - This is a 30-minute block of time set aside daily for students to seek individual help from
teachers, to make up exams and quizzes if they are absent, to work with peers on projects, or to
work on individual work or research in the library.
WVC--West Valley College, where a substantial number of students take further coursework
VPA--Visual and Performing Arts Department
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Chapter III: Self-Study Findings
Category A: Organization: Vision
Leadership, Staff, and Resources

and

Purpose,

Governance,

Team Leaders: Kristoffer Orre, Rick Ellis
Savita Agarwal, Math
Eileen Allen, Guidance
Jennifer Chong, Special Education
Lisa Ginestet-Araki, Math
Richard Ellis, Assistant Principal
Andrew Ford, Visual and Performing Arts
Jason Friend, English
Kevin Heyman, Library
Tim Lugo, P.E./Health
Kristofer Orre, Science
Erick Rector, English

A1.

Brian Safine, Administration
Joel Tarbox, Visual and Performing Arts
Matthew Welander, Science, STEM
Monique Young, Guidance
Kathy Tippetts, Parent
Fan Steinke, Parent
Cynthia Miller, Parent
George Bian, Student
Anouk Yeh, Student
Claire Smerdon, Student
Erica Lee, Student

Vision and Purpose Criterion

The school has a clearly stated vision and mission (purpose) based on its student needs, current
educational research, the district Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP), and the belief that all
students can achieve at high academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the district LCAP,
the school’s purpose is defined further by schoolwide learner outcomes and the academic standards.
Indicators with Prompts
Vision – Mission – Schoolwide Learner Outcomes – Profile
A1.1. Indicator: The school has established a clear, coherent vision and mission (purpose) of what
students should know and demonstrate; it is based upon high-quality standards and is congruent with
research, practices, the student/community profile data, and a belief that all students can learn and be
college and career ready.
A1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s statements has been
impacted by pertinent student/community profile data, the district LCAP, identified future global
competencies, current educational research and an overall belief that all students can learn and be
college and career ready.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Saratoga High School consistently and intentionally aligns its school
goals and departmental professional development goals to the
district-wide strategic plan.The stated mission of Saratoga High School
and the district continues to be “optimizing the learning of each student.
As a community of learners committed to excellence, we promote

School Wide Learning
Mission Statement
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lifelong learning, personal integrity, social responsibility and good
physical and mental health.”
The school goals as outlined in the SPSA focus on best instructional
practice in relevant and engaging learning and student resiliency.
As the district’s strategic plan goals will sunset in 2019, there is a
revision planned for the 2019-2020 school year. The district is
researching a “portrait of a graduate” model to guide our strategic
planning.
Though the school mission and SLOs are posted on the school website,
and the Strategic Plan is on the district website, a continued growth area
remains publicizing the mission and goals of both the school and district.

SPSA Report 2018-2019
SPSA Report 2017-2018
SPSA Report 2016-2017
District Mission & Strategic
Plan
Paul Robinson Email World
Cafe 2016
Paul Robinson Staff Email
World Cafe 2018.
World Cafe Flier
CASSY Support Services

Development/Refinement of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
A1.2. Indicator: There are effective processes in place to ensure involvement of all stakeholders in the
development and periodic refinement of the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
A1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that engage representatives from the entire
school, the district board, business, and the community in the development and periodic refinement of the
vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Working closely with stakeholders throughout the district, we have
aligned our LCAP to the District Strategic Plan and local school plan.
Stakeholders are included in forums such as school leadership
(department chair) meetings, school site council meetings, school board
meetings and world cafe meetings.

District Mission & Strategic
Plan
Board Meeting Calendar and
Contact Info
Board Agendas and Minutes
District LCAP
LCAP Update
School Site Council Agendas
SPSA Report 2019-2020

Understanding of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, District LCAP
A1.3. Indicator: Students, parents, and other members of the school and business community
demonstrate understanding of and commitment to the vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes,
and the district LCAP.
A1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the school ensures that students, parents, and other
members of the school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision, mission, and
schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Stakeholders are kept apprised of the mission and goals of the school
through attendance and participation in events such as back-to-school
night, guidance parent nights, school site council meetings, school board

Guidance nights (over 200 in
attendance at each of eight
separate annual events: one per
each grade level in the fall and
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meetings and world cafes.

spring).

Statements of mission, SLOs, and Strategic Plan are also posted on
school or district websites.

Guidance parent information
School Site Council Agendas

A2.

Governance Criterion

The governing board (a) has policies and bylaws and the school’s purpose is aligned with them to support
the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and college- and careerreadiness standards based on data-driven instructional decisions for the school; (b) delegates
implementation of these policies to the professional staff; and (c) monitors results regularly and approves
the single schoolwide action plan and its relationship to the Local Control and Accountability Plan .

Indicators with Prompts
Understanding the Role of the Governing Board and District Administration
A2.1. Indicator: The school community understands the governing authority’s role, including how
stakeholders can be involved.
A2.1. Prompt: To what degree does the community understand the governing authority’s role, including
how stakeholders participate in the school’s governance?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The school community has access to all district and school policies
through the Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District website.
Any community member can find Board policies by connecting to
Gamut Online as a username and login are provided to the public. A
complete list of board policies can be accessed through specific
links by topic.
The public is informed of board meeting times well in advance and
said meetings are open to the public, where all are invited to
contribute thoughts and opinions during time allotted specifically for
these contributions. Past board meeting agendas and meeting
minutes are available to the public.
In addition to board meetings, board members are frequently present
at public events and at school site events and make themselves
available to school community members.
An area of growth in this area is ease of access. While information
is accessible on the website, it can be difficult to navigate to the
information itself. One reason for this difficulty is that there is an
outside provider that houses board policy.

Board Governance Handbook
Board Policies
Board Meeting Calendar and
Contact Info
Board Agendas and Minutes

A2.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the policies related to online instruction for
effectiveness in clarifying the vision for the school’s use of various types of online curriculum, instruction
and support methodologies; this includes, upgrading or updating technology, acceptable use policies,
CIPA policies, and policies to ensure internet safety .
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

The district has established board policies and administrative
regulations pertaining to the use of technology by staff and students,
including policy specific to the use of technology in instruction.
The district offers a range of technology PD opportunities to staff
members. Teachers have support with using technology provided
by the Instructional Leadership Team in groups and individually; for
example, 1CoolThing Mini PD Sessions. Teachers on campus
continue to innovate by using various forms of technology in
instruction and employ different instructional techniques, i.e. flip
teaching.

Student Technology Use - Board
Policy
Student Technology Use Administrative Regulation
Student Acceptable Use
Agreement
Employee Use of Technology Administrative Regulation
Use of Technology in Instruction
- BP
District Technology Plan - AR
Online Courses for Credit
(Username: lgsuhsd; Password:
public)

All students are educated about appropriate technology use and sign
a contract as they register at the start of each year that outlines the
expectations for use of technology on campus.
A digital citizenship module was offered at our tech collaboration
session (Dec. 2017) and we have some developed curriculum for
Internet safety, though it is not consistently or widely used at this
point. This is a potential area for growth.

Staff Technology PD
Opportunities
Digital Citizenship Module

Relationships between Governing Board and School
A2.2. Indicator: The school’s stakeholders understand the relationship between the governing board’s
decisions, expectations, and initiatives that guide the work of the school.
A2.2. Prompt: Provide examples of how stakeholders understand the relationship between the governing
board’s decisions, expectations and initiatives that guide the work of the school.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

LGSUHSD Board policies and administrative regulations are posted
on the publicly-accessible Gamut Online, part of the California
School Boards Association. (Username: lgsuhsd; Password: public)

General Information on Board

The governing board meets regularly to review general operations in
the district; a minimum of twice a year, they meet with a specific
focus on examining the Strategic Plan. There are both open and
closed session meetings for the board and superintendent.

Mission Statement/Strategic Plan

Students, parents, staff, and board members work together to create
a district-wide Strategic Plan that includes areas of focus, a strategic
vision, and five key initiatives. The School Site Council’s budget is
connected to the Strategic Plan, as are the Single Plan for Student
Achievement annual goals.
Throughout the year, department chairpersons are asked to present
to the board and share evidence of progress towards meeting the
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Strategic Plan initiatives. Department chairpersons provide
information on curriculum, student achievement, department
strengths, and areas for growth.
The board works directly with the superintendent to collaboratively
develop the superintendent’s yearly goals.
Uniform Complaint Procedures
A2.3. Indicator: The school leadership understands and utilizes the Uniform Complaint Procedures from
the district.
A2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the school leadership ensures understanding and use of the
district’s Uniform Complaint Procedures. (Priority 1).
Findings

Supporting Evidence

This district has a clear grievance procedure in place for
stakeholders. Parents are notified yearly about the Uniform
Complaint Procedure, and this document is posted on the district
website.

Annual Notification to Parents
Uniform Complaint Procedure Board Policy

Most issues are resolved informally; however, the Uniform
Complaint Procedure has been used twice in the past three years.
Both issues have been resolved.

A3. Leadership: Data-Informed Decision-Making and Ongoing Improvement
Criterion
Based on multiple sources of data, the school leadership, parent/community, and staff make decisions
and initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic
standards, and college- and career-readiness standards. The school leadership and staff annually
monitor and refine the schoolwide action plan and make recommendations to modify the LCAP as
needed.

Indicators with Prompts
Broad-Based and Collaborative
A3.1. Indicator: The school’s broad-based, collaborative planning process is a continuous improvement
cycle that a) assesses data to determine student needs, b) collaboratively determines and implements
strategies and actions and c) monitors results and impact on student success.
A3.1. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the continuous school improvement planning process to
ensure that it is broad-based, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

All certificated staff participate in fifteen Department Collaboration
sessions throughout the school year, in additional to five Morning
Site Collaborations and two full-day Professional Development
Days, as outlined in the SHS Site Collaboration Calendar. In order
to better address the specific needs of teachers, SHS has shifted
toward a more dynamic and flexible model of Professional

2019-2020 Collaboration
Calendar
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Development design. Rather than a more traditional model, where
every teacher participates in the same professional development,
regardless of subject matter or department, the District’s ILC (Intra
District Learning Committee) has spearheaded an initiative where
each individual department designs and implements their own
Action Plans for professional development, as evidenced by these
2018-2019 and 2019-2020 Action Plans. These Actions Plans
include SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant,
Time-bound) goals that incorporate the District’s Areas of Strategic
Focus with department-specific initiatives that are centered around
data that is used to better understand student needs. As departments
develop their Action Plans for the next school year in late spring,
they can submit requests for various development opportunities
including specific trainings, conferences, and guest speakers. The
ILC grants approval of these plans after a thorough review by the
site administrators and department chairpersons.
In addition to department specific Professional Development,
teachers also have the opportunity to attend optional “Choice PD’s”
throughout the year that are led by the District TOSAs (Teacher on
Special Assignment) and members of the ILC. These Choice PD’s
are centered around technology training and ways to implement new
and exciting tools and applications in our classrooms. This includes
weekly lunchtime training sessions on tools that are used
schoolwide, such as Canvas and the Google Suite, but also include
training on various ways to enhance lessons with technology such as
Screencastify, Flipgrid, and Gamification. This gives teachers the
flexibility to attend sessions that most pertain to the student needs in
their classroom and to utilize technology in a way to meet those
needs.
In addition to department-driven collaboration, the school has relied
on data from the Healthy Kids Survey to determine how connected
SHS students are to the school, and areas for growth in this arena.
This has led to the formation of the SEL committee and to a series
of World Cafes in the evenings that bring together students, parents,
teachers, and administrators to discuss these concerns and to
brainstorm means to address them.

PD Action Plans by Department

Choice PD Cheat Sheet

Healthy Kids Survey

School Action Plan Correlated to Student Learning
A3.2. Indicator: The school’s Action Plan is directly correlated to and driven by the analysis of student
achievement data and aligned with district LCAP.
A3.2. Prompt: How do staff ensure that the school action plan is directly linked to and driven by the
analysis of student achievement of the major learner and college- and career-readiness needs, and the
California School Dashboard indicators?
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

The SHS Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) is directly
aligned with the district Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP)
and is correlated to various forms of student achievement data. Each
SPSA Strategy specifically references and correlates with one of the
three main LCAP goals outlined by the district.

California School Dashboard
District LCAP
LCAP Update
2019-2020 SPSA

Collective Accountability to Support Learning
A3.3. Indicator: The school leadership and staff demonstrate shared decision-making, responsibility, and
self-reflection on actions and accountability for implementing practices, programs, actions, and services
that support student learning.
A3.3. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
decision-making, responsibility, and self-reflection on actions and accountability to support student
learning throughout all programs.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The School Site Council (SSC) holds monthly meetings with a
group of all stakeholders--students, parents, teachers, and
administrators --to make decisions regarding updating the SPSA and
to recommend its approval by the School Board. To provide
transparency, the SSC publicly posts the agenda and minutes from
each meeting, such as this overview from the September meeting.

Agenda and Minutes from SSC
Meeting

As discussed in 3.1, the new professional development model, as
outlined by the PD Action Plans, relies on shared decision-making
between teachers and administrators, demonstrating an involvement
from various stakeholders in the process of implementing practices
and programs that support student learning.

PD Action Plans by Department

Another key component of shared decision-making is the bi-weekly
School Leadership meeting, in which department chairs meet with
school administrators to set school policies and goals. These minutes
are shared with all SHS staff after each meeting, as evidenced with
School Leadership Meeting
the September Leadership Meeting Minutes.
Minutes: 9/17
However, while department chairs are regularly involved in the
decision-making process, and sometimes get input from department
members on particular issues, not all teachers feel as though they are
regularly given input into school goals and policies, or that they are
given an opportunity to discuss such issues in an interdisciplinary
setting before a decision is made. This is one potential area for
growth.
Internal Communication and Planning
A3.4. Indicator: The school has effective existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences.
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A3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing structures for internal communication, planning,
and resolving differences among the staff or administration.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

SHS has various existing structures for internal communication,
planning, and resolving differences. Perhaps the most broad mode
of internal communication is the all-staff meetings, of which six are
scheduled over the course of the year, as detailed in the 2019-2020
Collaboration Calendar. These meetings are used for administrators
to communicate prioritized items to all teachers.

2019-2020 Collaboration
Calendar

As detailed in 3.3, there are bi-weekly Leadership meetings that
give department chairs the opportunity to more regularly
communicate and collaborate with administration and to resolve any
differences that might arise.
There are also monthly meetings between DTA and CSCA
representatives and administration to discuss any areas of concern
and to work together to devise solutions.
In 2018-2019, the new Superintendent, Mike Grove, held several
open forum meetings and invited teachers to have an open dialogue
with him about any ideas or concerns that they had. In addition, he
provided a general summary of the topics discussed and an outline
of various potential goals and areas of growth for the school.

Mike Grove: Office Hours
Summary

Mutual Agreement of Trust (pgs.
Finally, the DTA and the District have negotiated a formal grievance 14-16)
process for resolving any serious concerns, as outlined in the Mutual
Agreement of Trust.
SHS is a school committed to collaborative decision making;
teachers collaborate with each other and with administration, and
together they collaborate with district administration to accomplish
shared goals.

A4.

Staff: Qualified and Professional Development Criterion

Qualified staff and leadership facilitate achievement of the academic standards and the schoolwide
learner outcomes through a system of preparation, induction, and ongoing professional development.
There is a systematic approach to continuous improvement through professional development based on
student performance data, student needs, and research.

Indicators with Prompts
Qualifications and Preparation of Staff
A4.1. Indicator: The school has confidence in district procedures to ensure that staff members are
qualified based on staff background, training, and preparation. The processes to assign staff members
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and provide appropriate orientation for all assignments maximizes the expertise of the staff members in
relation to impact on quality student learning.
A4.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of district procedures to ensure all staff members in all
programs, including online instruction, are qualified for their responsibilities and that the process to assign
staff members and provide an appropriate orientation process, including online instruction and focused
programs, maximizes the expertise of all staff members in relation to impact on quality student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The district utilizes processes and procedures to ensure staff
members are qualified based on background, training and
preparation including recruiting teachers at recruitment fairs,
utilizing an electronic job posting and applicant tracking program,
conducting multiple round interviews including performance tasks.
Currently there are zero mis-assigned teachers at SHS. In an effort to
maintain academic excellence on campus, ninety seven percent of
the certificated staff have attained a California Clear credential and
are considered Highly Qualified. The remaining three percent have
preliminary credentials and are working toward clearance.
Ninety-seven percent (97%) of SHS certificated staff hold CLEAR
credentials; 3% hold Preliminary credentials; 0% hold Emergency
credentials.

SHS Teachers’ credentials

Staff are annually trained and/or given refresher trainings for
state-mandated requirements. The district uses online portals for
administering these trainings. The Keenan Training portal is used
for sexual harassment and mandated reporter trainings, and the
Kognito portal is used for suicide prevention. All of these trainings
are linked in the District Resources Canvas course, in which all staff
members are “students.” This approach allows Human Resources to
ensure all staff complete the required trainings. Additionally, the
district uses this portal to ensure all staff reads and understands
related board policies.

Suicide Prevention Training

Keenan Training Portal
Board Policies Refresher

All new teachers participate in the new teacher orientation and
receiving coaching and support from district teachers on special
assignment. In addition the district provides Beginning Teacher
Support and Assessment (BTSA) for all eligible teachers. The
district is part of a consortium run by Palo Alto Unified School
District, with Mountain View Los Altos High School District. This
consortium ensures all teachers working towards clearing their
credential follow all state requirements set forth by the CDE. Our
certificated evaluations as based on the CSTP's.

PAUSD New Teacher Induction

Every spring, site administration works collaboratively with
department chairs to ensure teachers are assigned to courses that are
within their teaching expertise (credentials) and meet all
requirements outlined in the Mutual Agreement of Trust.

Parameters for master
scheduling
Mutual Agreement of Trust
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Professional Development and Learning
A4.2. Indicator: The school effectively supports professional development/learning with time, personnel,
material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic, college- and
career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
A4.2. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the professional development support, time and resources
to the teacher and staff needs. Comment on the effectiveness of the process in place to assess the
measurable effects of professional development on teacher practice and the impact it has on student
performance.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

In the last two years the district has shifted to a department driven
focus on professional development. Departments create a PD Action
Plan that sets and prioritizes their goals. These goals are also in
alignment with the LCAP, district's strategic plan, and site specific
goals. Departments can propose to use the $6,000 district allocation
for PD in the form of subs for release days, hourly rates for course
level leads, outside speakers, conferences, or other related activities
or resources. Additionally other funding sources can augment as
needed, such as SHS Foundation, Booster groups, Title II money,
etc. Site administration and district C&I review proposals in the
spring, and notify department chairs of approval or need for
revision.

2018-2019 PD Action Plans

This move to departmental PD action plans is part of a two to three
year trend towards more personalized PD rather than a one size fits
all approach. This began in 2017-18 when district collaboration
days offered “Festival of Learning” where staff could choose from a
list of PD mini-sessions that were run by staff members. The 2018
school year featured departments planning these days through an
early form of the PD action plan. The 2019-20 school year is the
first year in which the entire collaboration calendar has been
determined by departments via the PD Action Plan. The
Instructional Leadership Team (ILC) comprised of Assistant
Superintendent of Instruction and HR Carrie Bosco, SHS principal
Greg Louie, Los Gatos principal Kristi Grasty, Manager of
Information Services Julie Grenier, LG Assistant Principal (former
SHS AP) Brian Thompson, and TOSAs Kristofer Orre, Stephanie
Rothstein, and Rick Ellis, have been revising this year’s templates
and protocols for writing these PD action plans for the 2020-21
school year.
What is currently lacking in this process so far is our ability to
measure the effectiveness of this personalized PD on student
learning and achievement. That is why our district is moving
towards the adoption of the Personalized Learning Community
(PLC) model. In the summer of 2019 the district sent some SHS
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and LGHS department chairs, along with district leadership, to
Solution Tree’s PLC conference in San Jose. As of the writing of
this self study, district leadership is engaging in conversations with
department chairs and site leadership of how to integrate the PLC
model into our current PD action plan process. Inherent in the PLC
model are the 4 questions of What do we expect all students to
learn? How will we know they are learning? How will we respond
when they don’t learn? How will we respond if they know it or not?
The direction we are headed is for departments to identify goals, use
PD resources to address those goals, and the PLC process to
measure the effectiveness of that PD and time towards
accomplishing those goals. In the 2020-21 school year, departments
will be keeping minutes of their collaboration and PD time as
evidence of this work.
In efforts to maximize the collaboration between the two schools,
the district has given four days throughout the school year
specifically dedicated to interaction between the two sites and joint
collaboration focusing on district goals. These four Professional
Development days integrate teachers from both sites, collectively
meeting district goals of interdistrict collaboration and mutual
agreement of academic and extracurricular goals. The district
supports these days financially.
We have five morning site collaborations where all staff gathers to
address student learning and school-driven goals. These morning
collaborations also allow administration to address concerns within
the school, upcoming goals, and discuss future professional
development opportunities.
We have six after-school staff meetings to address upcoming
professional development opportunities and address school-wide
concerns such as training for Run Hide Defend, other emergency
drills, student health and safety; and addressing general staff
information. This time is also beneficial for the staff to come up
with plans and actions towards the 2017-2020 LCAP goals from our
previous WASC.
In accordance with a school-wide survey regarding best spent time
and resources, we also have fifteen department collaborations where
individual departments work together to reach their LCAP Goals as
per our all-staff agreements and the inter-district PD day
agreements.
In addition to department driven PD, many teachers seek individual
support. Currently Kristofer Orre is a TOSA serving as an
instructional coach for the district and our school. His role is to
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support teachers in reaching their individual, department, school,
and district goals. He does this through one on one appointments
with staff members, small group sessions, and large all staff
sessions. This PD also blends into the digital space, as he utilizes a
YouTube Channel to post videos, shares out infographic newsletters,
and other digital platforms or tools.
A4.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the processes and procedures for involving
online staff members in professional development activities that enhance the use of technology in the
delivery of instruction and support student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

We do not have any online-only staff members; we do, however,
offer credit recovery through CyberHigh.

(NA)

Measurable Effect of Professional Development on Student Learning
A4.3. Indicator: There are effective processes in place to assess the measurable effect of professional
development on teacher practice and the impact it has on student performance.
A4.3. Prompt: Evaluate the measurable effects of professional development/learning activities, including
coaching and mentoring, on student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

SHS staff uses a variety of measurement tools for assessing the
effectiveness of PD/learning activities. Some examples follow,
organized by academic discipline/SHS department.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
SHS physical education teachers have attended CrossFit strength
and conditioning workshops and earned their own CrossFit
certifications for their professional development. Teachers then
implement the Crossfit strategies, and student end of the semester
reflection essays analyze the content and help measure the
effectiveness of the instruction.
MATH:
Math PD explored Kahoot, an online game-based learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play learning games or trivia
quizzes. To reach horizontal alignment, same-subject teachers work
together to align material and standards for Kahoot lessons. Kahoot
also has a recorder for student practice data and assignment data
which can be used as feedback for ascertaining the effectiveness of
the activities.Math also created a GoogleResponseForm to allow
students a voice in explaining their learning experience, and to
critique these kinds of activities, and how they can be improved for
future implementation. Math also looked at Desmos and Geogebra,
PD activities around technology tools for enhancing math
instruction. The Math Department also developed common
assessment MDTP tests for all math courses to check student

Physical education Plan
https://certifications.crossfit.co
m/ccft/
Student work 1
Student work 2
Student work 3
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readiness for a course. Students get a personalized report on any
critical areas that they would need to work on to be successful in a
particular math course. Again, department collaboration days are
used here to horizontally align subject standards and assessment
standards, especially as an indicator of proper placement for
students. In the fall, we use the MDTP as an assessment for proper
placement, and then again in the spring for future placement in
proper math courses. Students and parents are also given this data as
a tangible indicator of ability and justification for placement within
the math program at SHS.
ENGLISH:
The English Department focused on Media Literacy and developing
site-wide agreement and alignment for teaching grammar, focusing
specifically on English 9 and 10 during PD days.
The Media Literacy groups researched and developed materials to
teach and assess students’ abilities to work through audio and visual
texts and film, aligned with Common Core standards and
progressing throughout the four years of high school. English also
addressed a new standard for the E9-E10 grammar framework and
grade level agreements, aligning within the two grades the desired
outcomes and the transition from a now-discontinued grammar
workbook to an online resource, NoRedInk. The teams agree to
running aligned and common diagnostic assessments, and teach with
a collaboratively created curriculum.

SCIENCE: Science teachers attended several Next Generation
Science Standards workshops in the past three years and will
continue to do so in the future. One was hosted by us at the district
office in June of 2019, where we invited a professional from the
NSTA to run an instructional workshop for our two high schools;
eight teachers participated, learning how to incorporate phenomena
to increase coherent learning experiences and utilizing
three-dimensional teaching strategies. Science then used department
meeting days assessing the NGSS standards, assigning proper
placement of the standards per subject, and horizontally aligning
core select teams, and designing specific lessons to incorporate the
new standards aligned with our agreed upon subjects and standards
per subject.
In October 2019, several science teachers attended the California
Science Education Conference to learn more about the best practices
for implementing the teaching of the new science standards.
Department days for the remainder of the semester are dedicated to
subject-level implementation of these practices and standards.
For example, Physics students have worked as a class to create a
presentation on tectonic plates, and Chemistry students learned
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Presentation
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about plastics manufacturing, the carbon cycle, and the causes and
impacts of climate change. Science also aligned formative and
summative assessments, including labs and tests, hoping to see
evidence of the effectiveness of these trainings when the CAST test
results are released in January 2020. The department has also begun
giving all science students an Earth Science assessment in order to
measure the knowledge of students at each grade level, and will be
analyzing the results from this assessment during department PD
meetings throughout the year.
The SOCIAL SCIENCE department sent five teachers to Case
Method Project, a Harvard Business model of education in college
and high schools specifically focusing on the use of Case Method,
the study of specific and historically relevant court cases as a vessel
for teaching the fundamentals of US History. At least one teacher in
each specific subject, Gov/Econ, US History, and one World
Geography Teacher attended,so they could come back and share
their findings with the rest of the department. Department
collaboration days were used to share materials from the conference,
and work on the step-by-step implementation of the Case Method.
One of the largest impacts across Gov/Econ was the Madison Case
Trial, included here, with a selection of student surveys regarding
their understanding of the material and how they thought the lesson
and instruction went. There is a prerequisite to teach the Case
Method, which involves attendance at the Harvard Training, which
not everyone was able to do. Those of us who did attend have been
using the Case Method, and implementing it into our instruction.
Also, as the curriculum is largely used in Gov/Econ and US History,
we have also used PD days to differentiate between APGov/Econ
and MAPGov/Econ, MAPAPUSH and MAPRUSH. There was also
an initial implementation of the Case Method into World Geography
by one of the teachers who attended the training.
WORLD LANGUAGE:
Three teachers attended the Statewide California Language Teachers
Association Conference and brought back materials and ideas to the
department. It is difficult to horizontally align with all the world
languages, as they differ, and many classes are singletons, especially
in Chinese and French; however, the fundamental theory behind the
instruction is translingual and therefore we can apply similar
methodologies across the appropriate language levels. Within each
language, teachers align vertically and those that can be horizontally
aligned share common formative and summative assessments.
The CLTA Conference specifically included a STEM component,
where, primarily in the upper division classes, teachers teach a
STEM lesson in their subject language, and students apply that
lesson in their specific language. A student example of research on
Cheetah Endangerment is attached.
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Supervision and Evaluation
A4.4. Indicator: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in order to
promote professional growth of staff.
A4.4. Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Staff finds the current teacher assessment and evaluation procedure
effective. The evaluation options and tools are the result of
collaboration between the District Teachers’ Association and district
administration.

Teacher evaluation

A4.4. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: How effective is the school’s supervision and evaluation
procedures in order to promote professional growth of online instructional staff, including their
technological competencies and use of technology within the curriculum, and their fulfilling requirements
for quality student-teacher interaction?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

We do not have any online-only staff members; we do, however,
offer credit through CyberHigh.

N/A

A4.5 Clear Communication of School Policies & Procedures:
A4.5. Indicator: The school implements a clear system to communicate administrator and faculty written
policies, procedures, and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making
processes, and relationships of leadership and staff.
A4.5. Prompt: Evaluate the system used to communicate administrator and faculty written policies,
charts, pacing guides and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making
processes, and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and understanding of
these by administration and faculty.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Site Organizational Chart / Admin Responsibilities

Admin Responsibilities Chart
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A5.

Resources Criterion

The human, material, physical, and financial resources are sufficient and utilized effectively and
appropriately in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) and LCAP to support students in
accomplishing the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and college- and career-readiness
standards.

Indicators with Prompts
Resource Allocation Decisions
A5.1. Indicator: The school leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions. There
is a relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the district’s LCAP and the school
action plan, the school’s vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, major student learner needs,
academic standards, and college- and career-readiness standards.
A5.1. Prompt: Determine the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation
decisions. Evaluate the extent to which the resources are allocated to meet the school’s vision, mission,
the schoolwide learner outcomes, the major student learner needs, the student needs identified in the
district LCAP and the school plan, the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness
standards
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Each Saratoga department is allocated a defined budget each year.
In our bi-monthly Leadership meetings, the site principal shares
department funding and the process by which the funds are
allocated. The process has been relatively transparent and DC’s are
given the opportunity to ask questions for clarification.
Department Professional Development is requested each spring by
department chairs. The district’s ILC team reads through each
department proposal and allocates funding depending on the
number of requests.
The district Budget Advisory committee, comprised of staff,
community members, and two trustees, is designed to serve in an
advisory capacity specific to the district budget. BAC By-Laws can
be found here.

Department Budget Allocation

Budget Advisory Committee
Advisory Committee By-Laws

PD Budget for Departments

Practices
A5.2. Indicator: There are district processes and practices in place for developing an annual budget,
conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices.
A5.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes in relationship to district practices for
developing an annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business
and accounting practices, including protections against mishandling of institutional funds. (Note: Some of
this may be more district-based than school-based.)
Findings

Supporting Evidence

SHS is effective in developing an annual school budget. Saratoga
High is allotted a set amount of money; department budgets are

LGSUHSD LCAP
LCAP Goals and Actions
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based on the number of sections of each department.

SHS SPSA

For three years SHS has used an online tool, CHALK, for
department expenditures and reimbursements, a system intended to
make it easier for the district and school site to keep track of
expenditures.

CHALK link

Facilities Conducive to Learning
A5.3. Indicator: The school’s facilities are safe, functional, well-maintained, and adequate to meet the
students’ learning needs and support the educational program (i.e., accomplish the vision, mission, and
the schoolwide learner outcomes).
A5.3. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the facilities enable the school to maintain a learning
environment to meet the educational health and safety needs of students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since 2014 SHS has made significant improvements throughout
campus. Through the Measure E bond, our technology infrastructure
has improved. Currently, SHS is working to ensure every classroom
has a projection system, working audio and wireless capabilities.

Saratoga High Measure E
Expenditure Report 8/31/19

Measure E has also enabled us to improve our athletic facilities.
SHS has spent 3.2 million on improving the Upper field and softball
field with synthetic grass and lighting.

Saratoga Facility Inspection Tool
(FIT) Report 2019

The measure has also provided SHS with the necessary funds to
build a new music building, student center, and a wellness center.
The SHS weight room which is used by our physical education
program, athletic teams, individual students and teachers has been
upgraded. Roughly $60K was spent to upgrade the facility to
accommodate physical education classes and teams.
Currently there is a push to update/ add HVAC systems throughout
campus, especially in the Math wing and Engineering/Fitness
building.

Instructional Materials and Equipment
A5.4. Indicator: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional
materials and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support technology,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective.
A5.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining
adequate instructional material, resources and technology.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The district has Administrative Regulations and Board Policies
regarding the approval and procurement of instructional materials,

AR6161.1
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and is in alignment with the Instructional Materials Funding
Realignment Program which ensures that each student is provided
with standards-aligned textbooks or instructional materials, in an
electronic or hard-bound format, in the core curriculum areas of
reading/language arts, mathematics,science, and history-social
science (Education Code 60422, 60422.1).

BP6161.1

According to AR6161.1, the Superintendent or designee shall
review instructional materials in history/social science,
mathematics, reading/language arts, and science using a standards
map in order to determine the extent to which the materials are
aligned to the content standards adopted by the SBE. After the
Board has certified that all students have been provided with
standards-aligned instructional materials in the core curriculum
areas, the district may use any remaining program funds for the
purposes specified in Education Code 60242. (Education Code
60119, 60422)
Criteria for Selection and Adoption of Instructional Materials
As you will see in AR6161.1, there are 17 criteria by which
instructional materials are evaluated. When evaluating, the
Superintendent or designee may establish an instructional materials
evaluation committee to evaluate and recommend instructional
materials for Board approval. This committee shall substantially be
composed of teachers and may also include administrators, other
staff who have subject-matter expertise, parents/guardians,
community members, and students as appropriate. In regards to
textbook adoption, again AR6161.1 spells out 7 specific criteria for
evaluating and selecting textbooks. For each type of instructional
material, a textbook adoption form is used and completed as part of
the request an approval process.

Textbook Adoption Form

The librarian and principal of Saratoga High School confirmed
annual sufficiency in the Williams Act Confirmation in 2019.

Williams Act Confirmation,
August 2019

The Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District Board of
Trustees has a policy that requires the Superintendent or designee to
develop both short- and long-term plans for technology.

Board Policy: Technology Plan
(username: lgsuhsd, password:
public)

The Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District has an IT
Procurement Procedure to ensure adequate instructional technology.
The Instructional Technology Department manages and approves
the purchase of technology-related items in collaboration with the
District Business Office.

Los Gatos Saratoga Union High
School District IT Procurement
Procedure

Saratoga High School students are supplied with textbooks via the
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student check out system at the start of the year. The textbook room
provides students with other books, such as novels for English
classes, throughout the year. The school library is open to students
throughout the day to check out books, perform research, and study.
Saratoga High School students and staff have access to a wide array
of technology that includes classroom-based technology such as
short-throw projectors, large-screen televisions, and document
cameras. There is a variety of portable technology carts for student
and faculty use that include Apple MacBook Pros, Chromebooks,
and iPads. Through these devices, students and staff have access to
a variety of software that includes the Google suite of applications,
Adobe Creative Cloud suite of applications, and the Microsoft
Office suite of applications.
Saratoga High School’s Media Arts Program (MAP) also has a
computer lab featuring Apple iMacs and another lab featuring
Apple MacBook Pros. Both labs use the Adobe Creative Cloud suite
of applications. MAP also has DSLR cameras, digital audio
recorders, microphones, lighting kits, and tripods for student use.

Saratoga High School Library

Saratoga High School Media Arts
Program (MAP)

Resources for Personnel
A5.5. Indicator: Resources are available and used to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing
professional development of a well-qualified personnel for all programs.
A5.5. Prompt: Determine if the resources are available and used to enable the hiring, nurturing and
ongoing professional development of a well-qualified personnel for all programs.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District Board of
Trustees has a policy that encourages all employees to seek
participation in professional activities that improve individual
employee competence in his/her current assignment or preparation
for a future assignment and which contribute to the improvement of
curricular and instructional programs that further the educational
mission of the schools of the district.

Board Policy: Staff Development
(username: lgsuhsd, password:
public)

The Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District and the District
Teachers’ Association have developed a plan in their mutual
agreement of trust (beginning on page 35) to, “improve the quality
of instruction through professional development, instructional
support, feedback and evaluation.” This plan includes annual
professional goals, evaluation, observation, and support. (See A 4.1
Mutual Agreement of Trust.)
The Los Gatos Union High School District provides four
district-wide, daylong, Staff Development Days during the school
year. Saratoga High School provides five school-wide collaboration
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meetings a year and 15 department collaboration meetings a year.
(See A 4.2 Collaboration Calendar.)
The Los Gatos Union High School District provides staff and
administration support via 1.8 FTE Teachers on Special Assignment
(TOSAs), one FTE assigned to Saratoga High. District TOSAs are
available to support both new and experienced staff and
administration. (See A 4.2 TOSA job description.)
Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District uses uniform
practices and procedures (EdJoin) in hiring new staff. To ensure the
confidentialiy and non-discrimination of candidates in the hiring
process, all memebers of the interview committee review and sign
the districts “Statement of Non-Discrimination and Confidentiality.”

Process for hiring through EdJoin
Statement of Non-Discrimination
& Confidentiality

Long-Range Planning
A5.6. Indicator: The district and school’s processes for regularly and effectively aligning the Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) with site resource decisions ensures the availability and coordination of
appropriate funds to support students’ achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes, major student
learner needs, academic standards, college- and career-readiness indicators and standards, and
schoolwide learner outcomes.
A5.6. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of these processes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District Board of
Trustees has a policy regarding its accountability for the LCAP. It
states that The Board shall establish appropriate processes and
measures to monitor results and to evaluate progress toward
accomplishing the district's vision and goals set forth in the local
control and accountability plan (LCAP).

Board Policy: Accountability
(username: lgsuhsd, password:
public)
2018-19 LCAP Goals and Actions
Budget

Los Gatos Saratoga Union High School District prepares an annual
list of LCAP Goals and an associated budget to meet those goals.
This process is efficiently aligns goals, funds and funding sources.

ACS WASC Category A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance,
Leadership, Staff, and Resources: Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category A are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified major student learner needs (Task 2, Chapter II).
Summary (including comments about the preliminary identified major student learner needs)
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Saratoga High School consistently and intentionally aligns its school goals and departmental professional
development goals to the district-wide strategic plan; and professional development is aligned to site,
district, and department goals. School staff and community collaborate in assessing needs. Though we
have an online tool for purchases and reimbursement, greater transparency is needed in communicating
how resources are allocated, including Measure E funding and remaining projects. Given the success of
the school, we have concerns about increasingly large class sizes and threats to some of our more
expensive, but worthwhile, programs.
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category A.
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources:
Areas of Strength

●
●
●
●
●
●

Students on campus are highly supported in large part because PD, funding, and social emotional
support is highly student-centered.
PD is department driven, but well-aligned with district and site goals.
Practices and expectations match PD.
Funding, resources, and flexibility for PD are strong.
Community is an integral part of discussion and needs assessment.
Board Policies, meeting minutes, et cetera are on SHS or District websites.

Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and
Resources: Areas of Growth

● We need adequate allocation and funding for the resources required to sustain our diverse,
student-responsive, and research-based programs.
We need to explore ways to measure effectiveness of funding allocation.
● We need more transparency in how resources are allocated so all staff members can easily find
and understand the process from district level all the way to teachers and students.
● We need more systemized establishment of our priorities and publication of them, and we
need to publicize goals and priorities to all stakeholders.
● Teachers who are not in leadership have limited voice to be part of the decision making process.
We need a better way for their voice to be heard, especially related to the prioritized goal
referenced above.
● We need to ensure all students are instructed in Internet safety.
● We need more ways for staff to share learning from outside PD and measure its effectiveness.
● We need to make district materials (meeting minutes, board policies, etc) easier to find and
access.
● We still have needs (eg HVAC) that should be addressed by Measure E.
●
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Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
Team Leads: Jenny Garcia, Jennifer Lee
Kirk Abe, Social Studies
Yuko Aoki, P.E./Health
Jason Galvin, Special Education
Genevieve Garcia, Science
Suzanne Herzman, English
Jennifer Lee, Science
Megan Hunt, Special Education
Jill McCrystal, Science
Kathryn Nakamatsu, Science
Matt Granoff, English
Seema Patel, Math
Julie Scola, Math

Jerry Sheehy, Social Studies
Jason Shiuan, Visual and Performing Arts
Kimarette Bou, Special Education
Sarah Thermond, English, Visual and Performing Arts
Janet Verson, Classified- office/secretarial
Sarah Voorhees, World Languages
Kelly Wissolik, English
Monique Young, Guidance
Rita Cao, Parent
Anjali Sridhar, Parent
Sally Kim, Student
Joshua Yoon, Student

B1. Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum Criterion
All students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based curriculum that supports the
achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and the college- and
career-readiness standards in order to meet graduation requirements.

Indicators with Prompts
Current Educational Research and Thinking
B1.1. Indicator: The school provides an effective, rigorous, relevant and coherent curriculum based on
current educational research and thinking that supports the academic standards.
B1.1. Prompt: Evaluate how effective the school uses current educational research related to the
curricular areas to implement the curriculum and instructional program for students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Department members belong to a number of professional
organizations respective to their disciplines and attend professional
conferences to enhance curriculum.

Professional Organizations and
Conferences

Members of the Social Studies Department have attended Harvard’s
Case Study Seminars and have implemented several of the cases
into the AP Government curriculum. Also, AP Government teachers
attended an AP Government conference to learn the new redesign.

Madison Case Study I
Federal Negative Case Study
AP Gov’t Course Syllabus

Science teachers have attended conferences to help them implement
the NextGen Science Standards. They continue to update their
curriculum to absorb the Earth Science Standards into the other
classes (biology, chemistry, physics).
English sent a delegation of 6 teachers to the 2018 NCTE
Conference “Raising Student Voice.” Teachers returned with lesson
ideas for each grade level and the shared department goal of

Science Conference Agenda
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diversifying our core texts.
In Math, teachers attended the AP Statistics Conference to learn the
updated curriculum and how to implement it
Members of the World Languages Department have attended
numerous professional conferences such as the California Language
Teacher Association Conference and have incorporated new
curriculum developments taken from those conferences.
Communication techniques were incorporated into the lessons
focusing on different learning modes.
Physical Education has incorporated new methods gained from
attending Level 1 and 2 CrossFit conferences on strength and
conditioning. Improvements in movement and overall physical
health through these new practices have been shown via student
feedback.

Updated AP Stats Curriculum I
Updated AP Stats Curriculum II
Updated AP Stats Curriculum III
World Language Communications
Activity
Different Modes

Physical Education PD Plan
Student feedback #1
Student Feedback #2
Student Feedback #3

Academic and College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Each Area
B1.2. Indicator: The school has defined academic standards and college- and career-readiness
indicators or standards for each subject area, course, and/or program that meet or exceed graduation
requirements.
B1.2. Prompt: Determine the extent to which there are defined academic standards and college- and
career-readiness standards for each subject area, course, and/or program that meet state or
national/international standards and, where applicable, expectations within courses that meet the UC
“a-g” requirements. (This includes examination of the annual submission of course syllabus approval to
UC for all AP courses. Verify that the facility requirements for "wet labs" are met for all lab science
courses.)
Findings

Supporting Evidence

SHS has a clear academic goal, in line with state standards and
college readiness. We publish course descriptions, scope and
sequence charts, and recommendations for class appropriateness.

Course Selection Guide
Scope and Sequence

When guiding student course selection, we ensure that students have
options for UC approved courses in each a-g subject area. Science
facilities meet requirements for “wet labs” in the “D” area.

UC approved courses
Course Offering Chart

Counselors meet with students each year to discuss course selection.
They also ask students to complete career interest surveys to help in
future exploration. In junior year, conversations review in more
detail college readiness and future plans.

Example Junior Check in
Naviance prompts

The English Department helps guide students in their course choice
for following years. Each February, English 10 students receive
information about course options for their junior year (Honors v.
College Prep) and are asked to complete a self-assessment to guide
them to finding the course that matches their needs. Similar

English presentation: AP or
College Prep
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guidance is offered moving into the senior year (two AP choices and
college prep).
The Science Department is in the process of adopting the NGSS
NGSS conference agenda
standards. Most members have attended conferences (most recently
in June and October 2019) and developed lesson plans for new units
which help to absorb the Earth Science standards into the other
classes (biology, chemistry, physics). Teachers continue to update
their curriculum along the lines of the NGSS recommendations.
The Science Department is in progress on implementing
three-dimensional lesson design (student-driven).
The Visual and Performing Arts Department is working to align
Choir syllabus
current CA standard curriculum with New National Arts standards.
Drama Syllabus
Digital Photo Syllabus
Band Syllabus
Orchestra Syllabus
The Math Department collaborates on vertical and horizontal
alignment with the California State Math Standards and have
Math Course Outlines
adopted textbooks that align with the new standards.
The English Department divides into grade level teams to ensure
English 10 Shared Agreements
vertical and horizontal alignment. Each team shares learning
outcomes, essential skills, common assessments, and best practices.

B1.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate
curriculum/courses consistently meet state academic standards.

the

extent

to

which

the

online

Findings

Supporting Evidence

We do not have any online-only staff members; we do, however,
offer credit through CyberHigh.

SHS Online course providers

Congruence
B1.3. Indicator: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the schoolwide
learner outcomes, academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness indicators or standards.
B1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which there is congruence or consistency between the actual
concepts and skills taught, the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and the college- and
career-readiness indicators or standards.

Findings
The English Department continues to give a Fall and Spring Writing
Assessment for levels 9-11 and are constantly reworking the
prompts and rubrics to be relevant, meaningful, and current.
Assessment results showcase that the majority of the 11th grade
students exceeded level 4 standard in both English and Math.

Supporting Evidence
English Writing Assessment

Presentations and interpersonal skill-based assignments are widely

Debates and Socratic Seminars
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used across disciplines with rubrics and requirement sheets
reflecting the standards.
The English Department does skill-based writing assignments with
specific rubrics and requirement sheets/prompts that connect with
the standards.
Teachers are creating curriculum with an emphasis on technology
and real-world lessons for college and career readiness.
The Science Department is working on adopting the NGSS
standards into the curriculum.
The majority of courses offered at SHS have been approved for
UC/CSU credit.
The online providers utilized at SHS offer a variety of UC/CSU
approved courses.
The SHS school profile indicates that the majority of students
(88.9%) graduate eligible for a UC/CSU and achieve a high passing
rate on AP tests. Most Saratoga graduates are headed to community
or four year colleges upon graduation.
Special Education teachers have created and aligned a Study Skills
curriculum for Individualized Academic Study Courses.
Course outlines and rubrics demonstrate that courses are aligned to
state standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
All freshmen are enrolled in a Health course which addresses many
of the schoolwide learner outcomes regarding mental and physical
health and responsible decision making.

Presentations
English Writing Curriculum

English Dept Common Core
Rubrics
Agenda for NGSS training
SHS Course Catalog
Course Credit Reference Chart
www.cyberhigh.org
www.apexlearning.com
SHS School Profile
AP Score Report- detailed

SHS Special Education Study
Skills Green Sheet
SHS Course Outlines
Rubrics
Health Course Outline

Integration Among Disciplines
B1.4. Indicator: There is integration and alignment among academic and career technical disciplines at
the school.
B1.4. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and career technical
programs.

Findings
Strong Math/Science integration and alignment in Project Lead the
Way (Engineering Program)
English/History/Applied Arts integration and alignment in Media
Arts Program
Applied Arts graduation requirement (5 units) provides
opportunities for students to explore possible career interests.

Supporting Evidence
Project Lead the Way Program
Overview
STEM on SHS Website
MAP Program Overview

SHS Graduation Requirements
Course Catalogue

Community Resources and Articulation and Follow-up Studies
B1.5. Indicator: The school engages with community partners and resources, articulates regularly with
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feeder schools, local colleges and universities, and technical schools. The school uses follow-up studies
of graduates and others to learn about the effectiveness of the curricular program.
B1.5. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the school solicits and employs business and community
resources and partnerships to support and extend learning. Determine the extent to which the school
articulates curricular programs and expectations with its feeder schools, local colleges and universities,
and technical schools. Explain how the school uses follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn
about the effectiveness of the curricular program.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

The Guidance Department visits our feeder school, Redwood
Middle School, every year to help incoming freshmen determine
the best path forward for their abilities. This presentation covers
topics including course pathways and registration, support
resources available, and recommendations for the transition from
middle school to high school. This effort is then continued with
a follow-up counselor check-in with every freshman student on
campus within the first few weeks of high school.

Incoming Freshmen Presentation

In addition to transitional support for the students, school staff
also articulates behind the scenes with department-specific
needs. For example, the high school Math Department typically
articulates once to twice yearly with the middle school teachers
to coordinate curricular content, discuss textbook adoptions, and
provide recommendations for student placement in courses. The
music teachers actively work together to build a cross-site
program with shared events, and Special Education holds
transition meetings for every rising freshman student with an
IEP. Although these meetings are focused on articulating from
grades 6-12, there is some inconsistency between departments,
as well as with the implementation of recommendations; some
families self-select into coursework that may not be appropriate.

Articulation Meetings

Saratoga also partners with West Valley College through the
West Valley college, offering ASL as a World Language on site
at SHS. This course is open to all students.
SHS has programs in place to support students in extending their
learning beyond the core content curriculum in areas of high
interest. For example, Toga Junior Math Club allows students to
extend their thinking beyond the classroom and participate in
several math competitions. This is a collaborative effort between
current Saratoga High School staff as well as community
representatives (Los Gatos-Saratoga Recreation) and parent
volunteers. The events that students compete in also have
parallel levels at the high school, building a pathway for students
to continue their growth.
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Students who are interested in a career focused path have the
option of attending Silicon Valley Career Technical Education in
specialized areas. This allows students to take their core content
courses (English, Social Science) at the high school and spend
the other part of their day at SVCTE immersed in their focal
area.

Silicon Valley Career Technical
Education website

SHS’s Workability program connects students with IEPs to
resources that help them find work experiences outside of the
high school environment.

LGSUHSD Workability Program

The STEAM Team coordinates integrated Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Math curriculum for all
students in all grades.

STEAM Team document

SVCTE Course Offerings

MAP - CTEIG Advisory Board
MAP CTEIG Advisory Board
LGSUHSD receives funding through Career Technical Education Minutes 2019
Incentive Grant. MAP meets annually for input from an advisory
board of experts working in relevant industries.
STEM alumni have been surveyed about applicability and
helpfulness of STEM classes.

STEM Alumni Survey

School uses videos of past SHS alumni to help current students
Alumni Testimonials
choose the appropriate college for them. Posted on a YouTube
channel with access by all students, the videos cover a wide
range of post-high school options for those who are continuing in
the education system. Included are community college
perspectives, public schools within California, and private
schools in various regions across the nation. Interested students
benefit from testimonials of students who fit their own personal
profile: community/neighborhood background, high school
experiences, classroom exposure, and more.
SHS STEM teachers pair with local engineers to develop
appropriate curriculum in their classes through the TEALS
program (Technology Education and Literacy in Schools). These
volunteers bring to the classroom not only content-matter
expertise, but are also available to support the classroom
instructors, if they are not content experts already. The
collaboration between industry volunteers and students also
provides a loose mentorship model, through which students can
envision the possible career pathways and applications of what
they are learning to college and beyond.
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B2.

Equity and Access to Curriculum Criterion

All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided assistance with a
personal learning plan to meet the requirements of graduation and are prepared for the pursuit of their
academic, personal, and career goals.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard H: Equity and Access: A quality online program’s policies and practice
support students’ ability to access the program. Accommodations are available to meet a variety of student needs.
[iNACOL Standard H, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices
B2.1. Indicator: All students are able to make appropriate choices and pursue a full range of realistic
college and career and/or other educational options. The school provides for career exploration,
preparation for postsecondary education, and pre-technical training for all students.
B2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes to allow all students to make appropriate
choices and pursue a full range of realistic college and career and/or other educational options. Discuss
how the school ensures effective opportunities for career exploration, preparation for postsecondary
education, and pre-technical training for all students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Students have many options for classes in all departments.
Students have a misconception about what is required to be
successful in their post-secondary education. This leads to students
choosing courses that excessively challenge them. In science and
math, teachers give students several indicators and
recommendations throughout the year (during course selection time,
during the school year and at the end of the year) to help them make
the correct course level choice. Many students choose to go against
recommendations and tend to sign up for classes that they are not
suited for and then need to drop. This impacts enrollment numbers
for both the “higher” level and “regular” level classes as well as
contributing a “domino” effect for classes in the rest of the school,
while also impacting the general wellness of the students that have
been inappropriately placed. The selection of inappropriate courses
doesn’t seem to be as prevalent a problem in English and Social
Studies classes.

Electives Choices

In all academic departments, teachers and counselors strive to
educate students about what is required for and will be expected at
each course level. In English and Social Studies, students are given
lessons in and samples of the difference in curriculum and
expectations between Honors/AP versus regular college preparatory
classes. In math and science, students are given a readiness test
(MDTP in math, HCRAP in science). In addition, they are given
teacher recommendations and are reminded of other indicators
(grades in previous classes, performance in labs) to give them
adequate data to make appropriate decisions about courses.
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Add/Drop Analysis across SHS
2019 Math Drop Analysis
Chemistry Drop Analysis
English Self Assessment
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Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum, including Real World Experiences
B2.2. Indicator: A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum that includes real world applications is
accessible to all students through all courses/programs offered.
B2.2. Prompt: Evaluate students’ access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum across all
programs that includes real world applications. To what extent do the instructional practices of teachers
and other activities facilitate access and success for all students?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The Workability Program in Special Ed provides job support and
training
Service Learning is used, at least to some extent, by every academic
department in the school and brings students into the community to
tackle a variety of issues related to such things as immigration,
racism, gun violence, and homelessness, among others. Examples
include the following: AP Stats did an analysis of trash on the
Guadalupe River, Honors Chem helped in a river cleanup during
their unit on Water, and Physics students went to Sacred Heart
elementary to teach mini physics lessons; English 10 students may
complete an optional service learning project related to their Social
Issues research project. The Robotics team visited children with
disabilities to show their robots, but also to help the children rig
themselves “vehicles” to help them with their disabilities.

Workability Overview

Many departments have made changes to curriculum in an effort to
make learning more relevant to our student population and the
challenges and opportunities they face as 21st-century learners. As
an example, the English Department has made some revisions to the
texts used to reflect a greater diversity of writers and to vertically
align tasks that teach and practice media literacy at all levels.
Project Lead the Way and the Media Arts Program utilize
Project-Based Learning in order to teach students relevant skills of
collaboration, project design, and idea implementation throughout a
student’s four years of high school.

Multiple departments include in their curriculum artistic and
research projects that require students to apply their skills and
knowledge to real-world topics and issues. Many MAP projects, for
example, use the media and analytical skills of English to address
philosophical and political questions from Social Studies courses.
These projects ask students to take on new perspectives and think
critically about what they know about politics, war, and other ethical
dilemmas of the 21st century.
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Service Learning Overview Slides
Service Learning School
Webpage
Community Service School
Webpage
English 10
Literature/Research/Service
Learning project option
Robotics Service Learning
Example
English Curriculum Overview

Media Arts Program Overview
Flier
Sample MAP Project: American
Story
MAP Project Overviews: Choices
of War, Follow the Leader,
Daveyland, Be the Change
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The Math Department also incorporates several large projects that
are rooted in real-world implications, particularly in the Statistics
and AP Statistics courses. For example, students apply statistical
measures to the domain of sports to assess athlete performance and
likelihood of certain events. In the AP Stats class, students carry out
research on a topic of their choice for a final project, using statistics
to analyze a real-world topic of interest to them.

Stats in Sports Project Example

Students in various departments attend field trips, conferences, and
workshops that allow them to interact with and learn directly from
professionals in the industry that they are studying. These
opportunities not only provide students with an example of how
their studies could lead to future careers, but also give them a
chance to receive feedback on their work and encourage reflection
on their own skills. These opportunities exist across many
departments, including Arts and Science programs.

MAP Program Overview w/Field
Trips

Many courses also bring guest speakers to campus so that even
more students can learn about possible career paths and receive
advice on how they could work in the field in which they are
studying.
In recent years, we have not hosted a full career day, instead relying
more on individual departments bringing in relevant speakers for
students. Due to widespread interest, Career Day will be reinstated
in spring 2020.

AP Statistics Final Project
Example

Catalina Island Trip
Costa Rica Sea Turtles
Summary of Music
Trips/Conferences w/Professional
Musicians
Robotics Outreach Summary
Drama Leadership & Technical
Theatre Conference
International Thespian Society
Chapter Conference Handbook
MAP Speaker Series Calendar

B2.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure that students have
access to courses that meet the UC “a-g” requirements, including lab courses.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

SHS uses the CyberHigh and APEX to provide options to students
who need an online format for continuing learning.

CyberHigh homepage

Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration
B2.3. Indicator: Parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing and monitoring a student’s
personal learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational goals.
B2.3. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing, monitoring,
and revising a student’s personal learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational
goals.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

All students are required to complete a document called “Finding
the Right Balance for ME” administered by Guidance to help them

Course Selection Guide
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make informed decisions when choosing courses for the following
school year. This document has students consider the amount of
time that they have in a 24-hour period to attend school, complete
HW, do daily living activities, and participate in extracurricular
activities. The goal is to help students make better decisions in
order to achieve balance in their school and personal life.
While open access has significantly increased the number of
students taking AP and Honors classes, it has also increased the
number of students who are struggling in those Honors and AP
classes, especially in (but not entirely limited to) Math and Science.
Because of this, both departments have developed pre-assessment
tools, such as the Math Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) and
Honors Chemistry Readiness Assessment Profile (HCRAP), to help
students make better choices. Biology teachers give ratings of
“Recommend,” “Recommend with Reservations,” or “Not
Recommended” to each student regarding placement in Honors
Chemistry. Results of the assessments are posted in Aeries.
In spite of the assessment tools to help students make better
decisions regarding taking Honors Math courses and Honors
Chemistry, students/parents are ignoring the recommendations and
enrolling in the Honors level courses anyway. In the fall, students
have up to three weeks into the semester to drop from Honors
Chemistry to Chemistry and four weeks to drop from Algebra 2
Honors to Algebra 2 and Precalc Honors to Precalc. This has
caused a nightmare in scheduling as high numbers of students have
transferred classes.
The Special Education Department holds annual IEP meetings with
students and parents to review educational plans, goals and
post-secondary transition.

Guidance Department’s “Wheel”

Aeries registration directions,
with recommendations
HCRAP samples available from
science department. They are not
hyperlinked here for security
reasons.

School Data on Students
Dropping Courses
School Data on Students
Dropping Math Courses

Post High School Transitions
B2.4. Indicator: The school implements strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to college,
career, and other postsecondary high school options and regularly evaluates their effectiveness.
B2.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to
college, career, and other postsecondary high school options.

Findings
Saratoga High School students tend to be very focused on the
transition to college, and the SHS Guidance Department offers a
wide variety of programs to assist them. One such is the dense
calendar of college rep visits; over 100 colleges send representatives
to Saratoga during school hours every year. In addition to being
available to answer student questions, many colleges offer
presentations during tutorial and lunch blocks, to avoid forcing
students to choose between classroom time and college preparation.
In addition to traditional two- and four-year liberal arts and
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Testimonial from Sarah
Christeson
Naviance calendar screenshot
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technical colleges, students have the opportunity to meet with
representatives from art and trade schools and multiple branches of
the US Armed Forces.
Students and parents are alerted about these college visits through
emails from the guidance counselors, a calendar on Naviance, and
reminders over the PA system.
Saratoga High School is much stronger at connecting students with
job opportunities during their time here than preparing them for the
same post-graduation. The Guidance Department maintains a Job
Opportunities page with postings aimed at students in the local
community, and emails are sent to students and parents when it
updates.
The school also uses Naviance’s tools for career planning. Every
year, students complete an involved Career Assessment, at the end
of which they are presented with a selection of probable good fits.
Further exploration of these career paths is left for students to
pursue independently.
Some individual teachers offer further opportunities to learn about
career paths, such as AP Chemistry bringing in materials scientists,
electrical engineers and professional chefs.
Middle College offers students with college potential the
opportunity to complete their high school requirements on the
campus of West Valley College. Students take college level courses
while completing high school graduation requirements.
Students at Saratoga have access to a wide variety of AP courses,
enroll in them in large numbers, and (as shown through their test
scores) are generally successful. Beyond literally building college
credit to ease the transition, many of these courses, especially those
offered at the senior level, are structured more like a college class
than a high school one, with greater emphasis on independent
homework and fewer but higher-stakes assessments.
Saratoga’s Guidance counselors are available throughout the day for
individual meetings with students, both drop-in and by appointment,
for any questions or concerns they have about college planning or
course selection (in addition to other topics).
As well, counselors “push in” to English classrooms twice annually
to present to all students. Presentations are differentiated by grade
level; for example, seniors are reminded (or, potentially, informed)
of specific deadlines in the college application process, while
sophomores review the requirements for graduation as well as
prerequisites for admission to the UC schools and other systems.
SHS hosts a Senior Day to prepare exiting seniors for real life
college situations. In the past, there have been presentations about
healthy choices/cooking, how to change a tire, self-defense and
alumni panels focused on their post high school experiences.
Case managers complete transition plans for students with IEPs,
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Job Opportunities page
Naviance Career Quick Guide
Chemistry guest speakers

Description of Middle College

2015-2019 AP Test Scores
Course Catalog

Guidance Presentation Schedule
Fall ‘19
Sample slideshow from
presentation

Senior Day Presentation
Senior Day Schedule

Sample Transition Assessment
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including college and career assessments, student interviews and
questionnaires to guide student course choices and post-secondary
planning.
SHS Media Arts Program has a College and Career Thread running
through the four years of the program, including practice
interviewing with industry professionals and field trips designed to
expose students to post-secondary options.

Media Arts Program Strands

ACS WASC Category B. Standards-based Student Learning:
Curriculum
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Summary (including comments about the preliminary identified major student learner needs)

Though Saratoga High School is a relatively small school, it offers a varied, powerful curriculum meeting
state standards and SHS’s SLO goals for students of all abilities. Student options are clearly explained to
students and their parents and rigor levels emphasized, though there are issues with some student/parent
choices given the open access to Honors and AP courses. Post-graduate options are explored through
Guidance presentations and within courses through regular curriculum and guest speakers; the emphasis
is, for the most part, on college readiness, with growing inclusion of service learning. Standardized test
scores are high, exceeding state and national levels; career preparedness is less thorough than college
readiness, but it is addressed by key programs, notably Project Lead the Way, the Media Arts Program,
and the Special Education Workability program, as well as through individual course units.
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category B.
Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Strength

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

All disciplines utilize a variety of different rubrics, course outlines, requirements and technology
to showcase a current, relevant and meaningful curriculum that meets the standards and prepares
students for college and careers beyond.
Teachers are passionate about their subjects, and numerous teachers belong to professional
organizations, have attended seminars, and implement current educational research in their
curriculum design and instructional programs.
Students have many options that give them choices to enrich their education. Many students who
graduate meet UC/CSU eligibility requirements.
Special Education students may choose from a variety of classes and several programs designed
for their abilities.
Use of more interpersonal/presentation skills and technology in the classroom keep courses
current and fresh.
Open access has increased the number of AP/Honors students, and the AP test scores show those
programs successfully prepare students for AP testing. SAT scores are significantly above the
California state mean.
Saratoga High’s two established flagship interdisciplinary programs, Project Lead the Way and
the Media Arts Program, prepare students for possible career paths. Both programs center on
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●
●

●
●
●

project-based learning and focus on the 4 C’s: critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, and
communication. In addition, many departments have introduced new assignments and
experiences (guest speakers, field trips) that allow students to apply classroom knowledge and
skills to broader contexts and to practice those skills in real-life situations working with industry
professionals.
In meeting the Applied Arts graduation requirement, SHS students have a wide variety of elective
options to explore potential interests
The course recommendation process has become more accessible (teacher recommendations and
assessment scores are posted on Aeries). Because of this accessibility and numerous guidance
meetings, parents and students are now better informed when making course choices.
The Special Education Department’s Workability program helps our students with special needs
train and be placed with appropriate jobs for them, preparing them to enter the workforce.
Service Learning has increased in many departments. This allows students to practice their skills
while helping others or their environment.
Math, VPA, and STEM programs coordinate regularly with the middle schools and outside
resources.

Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Growth

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

We need to create time provisions for teachers to collaborate and implement curriculum changes
as well as fine-tune horizontal and vertical alignment of curriculum and articulate with Redwood
teachers.
We should examine the policy for grade bumps for Honors/AP courses and moving toward
unweighted GPA calculations.
We should continue to find ways to inform students and parents of the value of a “good fit
choice” for classes.
We should survey alumni after they have graduated to see how well SHS prepared them to
succeed in college and evaluate how we ascertain the effectiveness of our programs.
We should investigate establishing a cap for the number of Honors/AP courses that students are
eligible to take within a single school year.
We should design continued parent education to assist them in making more informed decisions
regarding course selection.
We should consider limiting the window of time that students have to drop from Honors/AP to
non-Honors/non-AP classes to reduce impact on individual teachers and the entire master
schedule.
We should explore the possibility of more non-Honors/non-AP core classes (math and science)
and expand career-focused course options for upperclass students.
We should bring back Career Day.
We should explore the logistical impact of the many course choices on a school of our size, as
well as how it affects our students’ ability to make informed decisions.
Science teachers should continue working on implementing three-dimensional lesson design
(student driven curriculum).
We should expand ways to help students return after a hiatus with CyberHigh or other on-line
resource.
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Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
Team Leads: Faith Stackhouse-Daly, Elaine Haggerty
Janny Cahatol, Science
Hana Chen, Social Studies
Sarah Christeson, Guidance
Faith (Stackhouse) Daly, Social Studies
Mariam Fan, World Language
John Felder, Visual and Performing Arts
Elaine Haggerty, World Language
Kristen Hamilton, Math
Janet Koch, Special Education
Cheryl Lenz, Science
Dan Marble, Special Education
Stephany Marks, World Language
Lisa McCahill, Special Education

Natasha Ritchie, English
Susanna Ryan, English, Social Studies
Lauren Taylor, Special Education
Diana Vanry, Visual and Performing Arts
Thomas Wang, STEM
Audrey Warmuth, STEM
Kat Wesolowska, Special Education
Dion Windom, SBI Special Education
PJ Yim, Math
Emma Hsu, Student
Saeyon Kim, student
Jolyn Tran, student
Naomi Wong, parent
Fawn Babbin, parent

C1. Student Involvement in Challenging and Relevant Learning Criterion
To achieve the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and college- and career-readiness
standards, all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences.

Indicators with Prompts
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work
C1.1. Indicator: The students are involved in challenging and relevant work as evidenced by
observations of students working and the examination of student work.
C1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning
to achieve the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness
indicators or standards. Include how observing students working and examining student work have
informed this understanding.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

All students are engaged in challenging and relevant work based on
department observations, student shadowing day observations, and
reflections on student work.

Peer Observation notes: AP
Statistics

Demonstration of such consistent engagement can be observed in
academic courses and electives.

AP Student classroom observations
MAP student observation
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English
English has homogenous 9th and 10th grade classes. In 11th grade
students can select English 11 College Prep (CP) or English 11
Honors. In 12th grade, students have three choices: English 12 CP,
AP Literature, AP Language & Composition. Additionally, there
are non-P course offerings within the CP classes.
Regardless of specific course, teachers use aligned rubrics across
grade levels.
Many English lessons are differentiated for ability level. In English
11 MAP, for example, all students study The Crucible; however, the
formative quizzes are differentiated for CP and Honors students.
For the end of unit assessment, a literary analysis essay, the
expectations and prompts offered differ between CP and Honors
students. While some students are just proficient (student 1), others
are above proficient (student 2) and some are excelling (student 3)
based on the 11th grade literature analysis trait rubric.

11th grade Trait Rubric (used for
CP and Honors)

Differentiated Quizzes: Student
Work
Differentiated Writing Assignment
Student Essay #1 CP
Student Essay #2 (Honors)
Student Essay #3 (Honors)

Additionally, many lessons are collaborative and students of
varying levels work together on a shared task. For example, in
mixed ability groupings created by the teacher, students work
together to populate a google doc with key tasks surrounding a
short story they read for homework.

Collaborative Activity

In MAP 11 and MAP 12, students can elect to take the Honors/AP
or CP version of their English courses. In contrast to other courses,
in MAP 11 and MAP 12 both CP and Honors/AP learn in the same
classroom, so there is daily differentiation.

Basic English 9/10 Double Entry
Journal/Literary Analysis linked to
The Bean Trees

In addition to the regular college prep options, Special Education
students have the opportunity to enroll in a Basic English 9/10 or
11/12 class aligned to state standards, providing a scaffolded
approach to grade level expectations.
Math
Students are involved in challenging and relevant work as
evidenced by differentiated courses that allow students to choose
college prep or Honors, as well as non-P course offerings within the
regular courses. Many math courses do project based learning to
access all learning abilities and to foster collaboration in applying
mathematical concepts to real-life situations.

AP school-wide pass rate
Calc AB: 96.6% pass rate.
Calc BC: 97% pass rate.
Statistics: 93.3% pass rate.
Overall: 95.4%

non-P sample modified calendar
Geometry, Precalculus
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We have a large number of students with 504 plans and IEPs who
are being challenged in both Honors and regular courses, but take
advantage of a separate testing environment with accommodations.
This allows students to better demonstrate their true ability.
Math course offerings include small classes of Sequential 1/2 which
is a scaffolded two-course program for students who find math
challenging . This allows students to be successful in the high
school math sequence. MDTP is being used as a formative
assessment tool to determine if a student will be successful in a
course or/and to give feedback on area of students’ growth and
strength.
Math teachers use varied practices to help all students succeed.
Many math teachers debrief after assessments, incorporate spiral
review as part of daily warm-up, or use exit tickets.

TLC student visits (names
redacted)
MDTP sample student results

Debrief

To challenge high level students, many teachers include
bonus/challenge questions in assessment. Often bonus/challenge
questions include relevant topics that are not necessarily a part of
the curriculum but are extensions of curricular concepts.
Physical Education

Back to School Slide Show

The SHS physical Education program is focused on teaching
functional, everyday movements to students of all ability levels. We
define functional movements as movements that are multi-joint and
that are, or can be, used in everyday life; examples include
squatting related to sitting in a chair and standing, or deadlifting
which in everyday life is like picking up a case of bottled water
from Costco safely and efficiently. To ensure that all of the
students in our classes are involved in challenging and relevant
learning we have ensured that all of our lessons can be scaled to
meet students where they are at physically. Examples of our entire
program can be seen in the attached powerpoint that is presented
parents and students at the beginning of each year.

Science
Science scope & sequence
Sample lecture notes of high and
low student
Non-P Modified Biology test
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In the freshman year, students take either Biology or Earth Science,
depending on their skill level. After biology, students choose either
Chemistry or Chemistry Honors, with some guidance from teacher
recommendations, a chemistry preparedness assessment, and a
self-assessment survey. For students who need extra support, we
have collab classes in Biology and Earth Science, where a special
education teacher team teaches with a science teacher. In addition,
we also have a teacher aide in some physics and chemistry classes.
In the junior and senior years, students can choose to take elective
science courses of varying difficulties, ranging from Marine
Biology/Astronomy and Anatomy/Physiology to AP classes.
Teachers provide a variety of support for students at the low and
middle levels. Students who are struggling on lab reports can get
feedback on rubrics in order to improve their work. Several
teachers have students grade assignments in class in order to help
them learn from their mistakes. During tutorials they can get help
with difficult concepts from the teacher, or they can review past
tests.
In class, during pair-share activities, students can learn from each
other. Some teachers use guided practice activities where groups of
students can explain difficult concepts to each other. Teachers also
have one-on-one conversations with students about study
techniques and ways to improve their grades, such as the linked
study plan made in collaboration between a struggling student and
the teacher.
Assignments are structured so the majority of the points can be
earned from basic skills, with fewer points coming from higher
level thinking skills. This allows a lower level student to pass the
class.
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Study plan for struggling student

Density Lab conclusion example
A, B
Antibiotic Resistance example A,
B, C
Model of Carbon cycle example A,
B
Chem POGIL - Light
AP Bio POGIL - Phylogenetic
Tree
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Social Studies
All students in Social Studies take Geography during 9th grade and
World History in 10th grade. These are heterogeneously grouped
classes, and there is a collab section of World History (course is
team taught with a Special Education teacher).
Teachers in 9th and 10th grade differentiate instruction and provide
scaffolding to meet student needs within a diverse classroom. For
example, in 9th grade, while studying scarcity of resources and the
legacy of imperial infrastructure, students focused on water rights.
During the unit, they watch Even the Rain, which looks at both the
Bolivian Water Wars and the colonization of Latin America. After
the film students write reflections demonstrating their connections
to the curriculum. While some students demonstrate proficiency,
others demonstrate a need for additional support in future
assignments.

Even the Rain Sample #1
Even the Rain Sample #2
Even the Rain Sample #3

In the 10th grade collab section of World History, students are given
a project menu for a writing assessment. They have several options World History Sample--Analysis of
Student Work
to choose from to show proficiency with historical writing. This
scaffolded assessment allowed students of various levels to
demonstrate their understanding in a variety of ways.
In 11th grade students have the option to take US History or AP US
History, and in 12th grade students take Government/Economics or
AP Government/Economics. In these classes, teachers provide
scaffolded support, including scaled reading level alternatives,
formative assessments, and test debriefs to ensure that all students
can access curriculum at their chosen level.
AP US History has started using AP Classroom to give formative
assessments that assess student understanding and provide
opportunities for reteaching. While most students are meeting
standards, some need additional intervention in order to pass unit
assessments and the AP Exam in May. The use of these formative
assessments increases pass rates on unit exams and reduces the
number of students who need to debrief unit exams.
In addition, MAP 11 and MAP 12 students are in a combined
AP/college prep AP class within a single classroom for US History
and US Government/Economics. Teachers use extensive
scaffolding and differentiation in order to ensure that all students
can access the curriculum.
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AP Classroom Student Breakdown
for Period 2 MC
Graphic organizer as formative
assessment
Sample APUSH Test Debrief

MAP 11 CP Notes Stamp Sheet
MAP US History Test Debrief
(student example)
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Social Studies also offers three elective classes: AP European
History, History in Film, and Psychology. These courses are open
access electives, and students opt in based on their interests. As
with required curriculum, teachers provide multiple pathways to
demonstrate mastery of curriculum to all students. For example,
Psychology is an upper class college prep elective course which
welcomes all kinds of students. An example of the scaffolding in
Psychology is the Neuroscience Unit. Students work to create
‘brain superheroes’ to help them learn the parts of the brain and
their functions.

Brain Superhero Project

Special Education
Special Education student placement is driven by IEP goals,
services, and assessed areas of need. Schedules are differentiated
and overall are representative of a continuum of services based on
student need (high to middle to low performing students). Student
schedules reflect the number of classes outside of General
Education classes. Higher performing students receive the majority
of their instructional time in general education classes and have less
Specialized Academic Instruction (SAI) time (specific minutes
listed on Services page reflects the number of minutes outside of
General Education). The IEP team determines whether or not a
student requires classes with a reduced number of standards to
master (non college-prep classes) and also have the option to take
collaboratively taught courses (e.g. Earth Science, Biology, and
World History) in the general education setting. Middle and lower
performing students who have more SAI time also have options for
enrollment in classes outside of the general ed classes, including
Independent Academic Study, VIP, Basic English, Basic World
History, Basic US History and Basic Econ/Government, and/or
CBI: Transition, Health and Cooking, Mathematics, Social Science,
and Science.
Along with SAI time, the IEP team can determine accommodations
for the student within the general education, as well as in special
education classes. Accommodations help to address specific
student needs based on student’s performance level and strategies
that help improve that performance.
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Special Education - IEP Services
page (highly mainstreamed
student)
Special Education - schedule of
higher performing student
Special Education - IEP Services
page (middle performing student)
Special Education - schedule of
middle performing student
Special Education - schedule of
lower performing student A
Special Education - IEP services
page - lower performing student A
Special Education - schedule of
lower performing Student
Special Education - IEP
Accommodations page
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Electives: STEM
The majority of the STEM projects are low floor, high ceiling. The
criteria for success has been specifically designed to allow for
maximum flexibility of student interest, ability, and time. With
instructor help, students choose the difficulty of the project. They
also are given extended time if necessary on projects, with the
ability to use the lab during tutorial and after school if necessary.

Reverse Eng. Notebook High
Digital Electronics High
Reverse Eng. Notebook Medium
Reverse Eng. Notebook Low,
Digital Electronics Low

The engineering classes are all non-Honors, non-AP to allow
maximum student access to the curriculum. Since the majority of
the coursework is collaborative and the criteria is flexible, students
of all abilities can successfully complete the course.
Engineering has conducted an alumni survey to solicit feedback
about the engineering pathway. Results indicate that the curriculum
supports students as they pursue Engineering in college.
Additionally, staff has reflected on the alumni feedback to update
curriculum (e.g. a CNC machining project has been added to the
4th year course).
Intro to Computer Programming is differentiated starting after the
first units. Students have the option of preparing for the AP CS
class if they are interested, or they can explore other options
including web design, if their passions lie elsewhere. Some students
know they want to continue programming; others want to have
some experience in high school. Students have the option of
changing classes to Intro to Computer Programming if AP CS is not
the best fit for them.

Engineering Alumni Survey
Responses

Platform to differentiated Intro to
Computer Programming

AP Computer Science partners with TEALS to bring in industry
volunteers to help support students during lab work. This
individualized support and attention helps maximize student
success in the large classes of AP CS.

Industry volunteers to support
students at all levels

Electives: Visual and Performing Arts and World Languages

In 2019, we had five total
submissions for AP Studio Art.
Four students received a "5" and
one student received a "3."

In introductory classes, students are challenged at different skill and
comprehension levels based on their background knowledge and
skill level coming into the class.
Students have the option of taking Honors and AP courses in the
Visual and Performing Arts if they choose to challenge
themselves and further advance their skills to prepare themselves
for post-secondary studies in the Arts.
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AP Studio Art Portfolio
Art 2 Geometric Shapes
Art1 Plant Contour/Value Study
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In World Languages, students at all levels are involved in
listening, speaking, reading and writing activities to meet the
learning outcomes and standards for foreign language learners.

High AP French Recording
Middle French Music Video
Low French Recipe

Student Understanding of Learning Expectations
C1.2. Indicator: The students understand the standards/expected performance levels for each area of
study in order to demonstrate learning and college and career readiness.
C1.2. Prompt: Examine and evaluate the extent to which students understand the standards/expected
performance levels that they must achieve to demonstrate learning and college and career readiness.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The majority of the staff use verbal and written instructions to
convey learning objectives. These methods of delivery include:
course syllabi, unit calendars, unit essential questions, Canvas
postings, white board posting, etc. Students across campus and
across disciplines are well informed about what to expect for new
units of study.

Staff survey

A large segment of our teachers also use pre-assessment and
formative assessment in daily lessons. Teachers create unit pre-tests
or goal-setting activities around these goals. As indicated by the
staff survey, 73.6% of the staff use pre assessments at some point
during units.
The Math examples show daily math objectives for a lesson.
Science students are given unit objectives at the beginning of the
unit so they know what the expectations are for their learning.

Math objectives for class #1
class #2, class #3
Chemistry H Unit 2 Atomic
structure Learning Targets

AP Biology students do a practice Free Response Question that they
grade in class before their first FRQ on the Unit exam. This helps
AP Biology Unit 2 Evolution
the students determine areas for improvement in their responses.
Objectives
Special Education students in Basic English 9/10 have daily
learning goals communicated through an ongoing Google slides
presentation which is accessible on Canvas via the classroom
homepage. The class discusses and deconstruct the goals at the
beginning of class and come back to them mid-way through the
lesson.They are also given a diagnostic comprehension
pre-assessment to determine their reading levels, informing novel
and literature groups.

Basic English 9/10 Daily Learning
Goals and Success Criteria

ChemH Pre-assessment to IMF
English Anticipation Guide
Basic English 9/10 Comprehension
Diagnostic
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2018/2019 9th grade Writing
Assessment Results (Fall
scores/formative assessment)
Math Formative Assessment
French Formative Quiz
AP Bio FRQ Practice: Water
AP History Classroom Standards
Assessment Topics;
AP History Classroom Standards
Assessment student data
As a formative pre-assessment, students in grades 9-11 English
classes complete a grade-level aligned writing assessment in the fall
to ascertain their writing abilities and assesses the grade level key
writing foci of each year. In the spring, they complete another
writing assessment to show evidence of growth. Students also
debrief and reflect on both assessments to assess individual growth
and areas of need moving forward. Writing is evaluated using the
department developed rubric at each level for the assessments as
well as throughout the year.
Teachers consistently use rubrics and models to introduce units and
throughout units.
In Science, teachers give lab rubrics, so students know the
expectations for writing their lab reports. This year Science is
having all students use a common rubric for a
Claims-Evidence-Reasoning format lab conclusion.
For each major MAP team (English, Social Studies, Media Arts)
assignment students receive project briefs and rubrics, as well as
view models, at the time the project is assigned so that they know
exactly what is expected of them and how it applies to the previous
learning they have engaged in. Student groups and teachers also
assess, using the same rubric, rough drafts of the projects during
fishbowl assessments. Additionally, at the conclusion of the
projects, groups self and peer assess individual contributions and
skill acquisition.
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Fall Formative Writing Assessment
Debrief
2018/2019 9th grade Writing
Assessment Results (Fall and
Spring scores)

Social Studies Socratic Seminar
Participation Rubric
Science CER conclusion rubric
Mealworm lab conclusion
MAP Collaborative Rubric
Infographic project: process and
final teacher & peer assessments
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Students regularly examine and evaluate the extent to which they
understand the standards/expected performance levels they must
achieve to demonstrate learning and college/career readiness by
reflecting and providing evidence of their learning.
At the end of each week in Study Skills/IAS, students complete a
reflective narrative based on the weekly focus, learning goals, and
activities in class and consider how to apply what they have learned
to improve their executive function skills and study habits.
At the end of each unit in English classes, students reflect on their
participation for the unit based on the rubric. Additionally, before
students participate in Socratic seminars the rubric is explained and
discussed and then after socratic seminars students self-assess their
participation against the rubric and against their own set goals for
the seminar. Also, many English students reflect on their overall
growth in end of year reflections.
AP US History students regularly engage in formative assessments
that are targeted on AP topics and skills.

IAS/Study Skills Weekly
Standards/Reflection
MAP English 11 Honors
Reflection
STEM Student work & reflection
MAP English 11 Socratic
Reflection Rubric (student
example)
Student Work: End of Year
Reflection English
MAP AP US History Test Debrief
(student example)
MAP US History Test Debrief
(student example)

C2.
Student Engagement through a Variety of Strategies and Resources
Criterion
All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences beyond the
textbook and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize creative and critical thinking skills,
and applications.
C2.1. Indicator: Teachers facilitate learning as coaches and are current in the instructional content taught
and research-based instructional methodologies including differentiation and the integrated use of
multimedia and technology.
C2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which teachers effectively use a variety of instructional and student
engagement strategies, including the use of instructional technology in the delivery of the curriculum.
Provide examples such as equitable questioning strategies, guided and independent practice,
project-based learning, and other techniques to engage students in their own learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers at SHS are using a large variety of instructional strategies.
Almost every department has content relevant videos provided by
their textbook publisher, a content-related program, teacher-made
videos, or internet based videos allowing students to learn and/or
revisit topics that are difficult to grasp. Some teachers in certain
subject areas have been given AV updates, such as HDTVs or
projectors, Lightspeed audio units + speakers, HDMI cabling &
iPevo document cameras that have aided in the delivery of
instruction in the classroom. Students are engaged by curriculum Instructional videos for Math,
that is collaborative, project or activity based, and interactive as Science, VPA, STEM, Health, PE,
well. Teachers in many departments are using differentiated World Language
instruction, homework, and projects. Students are able to work on
course content through guided practice and are able to self-assess
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and correct through rubrics and teacher solutions. Teachers are
using a variety of techniques and activities to engage all students in
authentic learning in the classroom.
With the Canvas LMS, teachers are able to use instructional
technology to deliver curriculum to students in an organized
manner. Students can access teacher made and internet based
videos to reinforce learning.
While lecture and direct instruction are still an important means of
delivering knowledge to students, many teachers incorporate
collaborative learning opportunities and activities into the
90-minute block periods to engage students in learning.

Collaborative activities for Math
(Geometry,
PreCalc),
Science
(modeling, estimate, lab), Social
studies (simulation), MAP

Teachers provide differentiated learning opportunities for students
in the form of choice and variation of projects, writing topics,
prompts for projects, etc. to accommodate learning styles and to
foster creativity and student directed learning. By providing clear
expectations for student roles within projects, students are able to
own and lead their work while working cooperatively with their
peers.

Differentiated prompts for English
essays

Guidance has a webpage full of tips for students regarding studying,
note taking, course selection and the college app process, a
webpage to which all students have access. These are great
resources for students to independently develop skills for learning
and to self evaluate strengths and find help for areas of growth.

Differentiated projects for MAP
Differentiated project for Art
Project based learning lessons for
STEM
Poster
Project
RUBRIC
directions for Social Studies

&

Group work Roles Chart for Social
Studies
Socratic seminar rubric for Social
Studies
World
benchmarks/rubrics

Language

Health rubric
PE Rubric
Guidance webpage
Creative and Critical Thinking
C2.2. Indicator: Students demonstrate creative and critical thinking within a variety of instructional
settings, using a variety of materials, resources, and technology beyond the textbook.
C2.2. Prompt: Evaluate and provide evidence on how well the representative student work that
demonstrates students think, reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities, such as
projects, discussions and debates, and inquiries related to investigation.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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Students demonstrate creative and critical thinking within a variety of instructional settings. Students’
learning experiences include a wide variety of practical learning exercises that go well beyond the
traditional model of direct instruction and the district-approved textbook. Students are challenged to
create, present, and demonstrate expertise via inquiry-based assessments and activities, performance
tasks, and product development. Below are examples:
English:
English 9 and 10 students perform Shakespeare. Students work in
“companies” to rehearse, stage, and perform their scenes.
English 11 students complete an individual research project on an
American Poet and his/her works. The goal is to develop and
answer original research questions about this poet and his/her work.
Creative Writing students are challenged to develop a short story,
personal narrative, script, novel, or poetry based on a “Passion
Project” of their own.

Eng. 10 Performance

Eng. 11H Research Project
Passion Project

Mathematics:
Math students frequently work in pairs to complete tasks, such as
solve a CSI mystery using math.

Math CSI

In Stats AP students investigate the effects of how different forms
of bias can affect the results of a survey.

Survey Bias Project

In Calculus BC, students explore the “Limits of Growth” in a
Post-AP unit. Students use spreadsheets to solve differential
equations, analyze different growth models, and conclude for
themselves if there are limits to growth.

Math Limits to Growth Unit

Multimedia Arts Program (MAP):
MAP is a rigorous, collaborative four-year English,
History, and Media Arts program that combines the latest
multimedia technologies in digital film, graphic design,
computer animation and Web design. Critical thinking and
creative design are integral to all projects.

English 9 MAP Group Project
MAP 10 Project
MAP 11 Documentary Project
MAP 12 Project

Physical Education/Health:
Physical Education classes moved beyond the “traditional” PE
model of fitness and team sports to completely fitness-based
curriculum focused on multi-joint, functional movements where
students of all abilities can participate, show improvement, and
maintain engagement.
Health students are challenged to critically think about their
nutrition, sleep, fitness, and self-care habits and develop plans to
improve their overall health, looking at areas of “Before,”
“Changes,” and “After.”

https://saratogafalconfit.weebly.co
m/

Health Self-Awareness Rubric

Science:
Science Distillation Lab
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In Science students acquire the lab techniques to perform scientific
experiments in order to investigate a problem or a question (the
Scientific Method: hypothesis, experimental design, experiment,
data collection, data analysis, conclusion). For example, in Chem
AP students learn how to perform a distillation.
Students learn and write about science by reading and summarizing
current events articles.

Genetically Modified Pigs Article
Organs Grown to Order Article
Conservation Biologist Project

In Biology students learn about conservation by creating a video
about an endangered biome and how to potentially save it. The
video is shared with “investors” that could help prevent the biome
from collapsing.
Social Science:
Students work in small groups to create a current events cartoon.
Additionally they can either simulate or enact the event

Political Cartoon on French
Revolution

Students create a presentation comparing the game of “Rock, Paper,
Scissors” and its relatability to an historical event.

Rock, Paper, Scissor Project

The “Paper Airplane Market” simulation helps students understand
the characteristics of a market economic system. The lesson plan
states a purpose; cites student objectives; suggests a time duration;
lists materials needed; and details a step-by-step teaching
procedure.

Paper Airplane Market

Special Education: Special Education students Basic English
9/10 analyze grade level text using the Double Entry Journal
method, a notetaking method used at all levels of general education
English, focusing on evidence, analysis, and commentary.

Basic English 9/10 Double
Entry Journal

STEM:
Computer Science classes use the Pair Programming model,
involving a driver and navigator role that rotates between the
students, is used to help students develop their skills.
In Digital Electronics students learn about combinational logic by
breadboarding an SSD to display their birth date.
In Intro to Engineering Design, students work in pairs to reverse
engineer an object. Students maintain a shared notebook to record
their work. Also, since the objects being reversed engineered are
unique, students must work independently to 3D model the object.
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Pair Programming

Birthday Project

Reverse Engineering Project
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Visual and Performing Arts:
Art students learn different techniques using a variety of materials
to produce works of art.

AP Art

Drama students learn on stage performing skills which culminate
with a musical or play that is performed live for an audience.

Sound of Music

Music students learn music theory, read advanced sheet music, play
various instruments, and participate in individual, small group and
large group concerts.

Student Art
Julius Caesar
2019 End of Year Concert
2017 Europe Tour

World Languages:
In World Languages current events projects, students watch videos
and read articles to reflect on and discuss topics such as the recent
college admission scandal.

World Languages Current Events

Application of Learning
C2.3. Indicator: Students demonstrate that they can apply acquired knowledge and skills at higher levels
and depths of knowledge to extend learning opportunities.
C2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which students demonstrate a) that they are able to organize,
access and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that they have the academic tools to gather
and create knowledge and c) that they have opportunities to use these tools to research, inquire,
discover, and invent knowledge on their own and communicate this.
Findings:

Supporting Evidence:

Students are given opportunities to apply skills and knowledge learned in class to other situations,
extending the depths of their knowledge and understanding beyond the classroom. Examples include the
following:
MAP American Story: Teachers communicate expectations clearly
in the many aspects of the project including planning, filming and
editing; students are required to research American history from the
year 1920 to 2000 and research cinematography to create a film.
Students are also required to work collaboratively to create this film
that moves the audience emotionally.

MAP 11th Grade American Story
Spec Sheet

AP Statistics: Students test the relationship between the highest
AP Statistics Project
audible frequency and the length of listening to music; students plot
the daily hours of use of headphones verses highest audible
frequency that the subject can detect. (They conclude that there is no
strong relationship.) The introduction and discussion of the project
shows students applying prior knowledge to provide the background
for their research. Some of the academic tools they use are surveys,
organized raw data, various graphs, and cited resources.
STEM: Students are asked to design an engineering structure to
solve a real life problem. Students demonstrate prior knowledge to
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creating a PowerPoint presentation to communicate ideas clearly.
They must have knowledge of various parts of their design to
synthesize it and fulfill the objective of their project.

Engineering Presentation Evidence
2

Chemistry: For the inquiry labs students are given limited
information and are asked to collect data to make a conclusion about
the identity of the unknown. Students demonstrate various lab skills.
They also use various ways to analyse data quantitatively and
qualitatively. For the Mass Spectroscopy Inquiry based worksheet
(POGIL) students study graphic modules to answer questions. Their
responses to the questions are used to construct their understanding
of how the mass spectroscopy works and how to use mass
spectrums.

Chemistry

World Languages portfolios: Students demonstrate their
knowledge of the Chinese language in written form and in verbal
form, and apply it to the culture. Students include reviews on stories
and on movies, research projects and anything that is relevant to the
Chinese culture. Students also post lessons on living and traveling in
China.

Mystery Mix Lab
Separation of Dyes
Mass Spectroscopy

Chinese 3 Student Portfolio I Simplified Chinese
Chinese 3 Student Portfolio II Traditional Chinese

AP Literature and Composition: Students are asked to read a
selected text for four weeks, meeting in their small groups to create
a persuasive presentation convincing the audience that their text
should be included in the AP curriculum and giving their
presentation unscripted to appear natural. Students demonstrate
organization to follow their agenda and powerpoint of their
presentation and include the historical context, social issues
addressed, style of writing, and artistic elements used by the author.

Literature Circle

Social Studies: Causes of the Civil War project. Students are asked
to read a sample article and brainstorm to decide on one thesis to
focus on as a class. Students research background information about
political tension prior to formulating the thesis. Students brainstorm,
categorize and organize important factors that are relevant to
addressing their thesis. Students used googledoc as a class to write
their article. This collaborative technique allows students to model
for each other their writing skills and informally evaluate each
others’ work to improve the quality of academic writing overall and
on the AP exam.

A Nation Divided

Student Presentation

Student Brainstorm: White Board
Causes of Political Tension
Class Created Thesis: Canvas
Screenshot

Career Preparedness and Real World Experiences
C2.4. Indicator: All students have access to and are engaged in career preparation activities.
C2.4. Prompt: Evaluate the degree of and the effectiveness of student access to career awareness,
exploration and preparation that may include such activities such as job shadowing, internships,
apprenticeship programs, regional occupational programs, career academy programs, on-the-job training
programs, community projects and other real world experiences that have postsecondary implications.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Saratoga High School offers a diverse range of opportunities for students to explore career opportunities
and prepare for the job market.
Service Learning Opportunities:

SHS Description of Service
The district’s Service Learning Coordinator helps teachers and other Learning link
staff create meaningful service learning opportunities for students.
As a class the students and teachers who participate spend a day in a
service oriented community project. The Coordinator facilitates
Email to staff announcing SL
connecting the classroom teacher to the community organization
opportunities
and helps to create a meaningful service opportunity for students.
Participating community organizations include: Second Harvest,
Fishes and Loaves, Sacred Heart and Our City Forest.
Newspaper and Yearbook provide a path to a career in Journalism
or related fields or workplace opportunities.

saratogafalcon.org

The high school publishes a newspaper, as well as an online
version, a weekly school wide broadcast, and yearbook for students
to participate in journalism and broadcasting career fields. Students
learn how to interview others, write news stories and explore how
to design newspaper and online formatting. In addition, students
learn how to produce and broadcast the news through television
media.

SHS Falcon Course Outline

Costa Rica Field Trip

Costa Rica Field Trip

Students are offered the opportunity to travel to Costa Rica in a
small group. The trip focuses on nature conservancy fieldwork and
research with sea turtles, exposing students to careers in science,
marine biology, conservation, and field research.

Costa Rica Trip Picture1

Shark Tank Economics

Shark Tank Simulation

SHS Yearbook Course Outline

Costa Rica Field Trip Picture2

Students in some Economics courses practice entrepreneurship,
working in small groups to come up with a business idea or product
that they pitch to a panel of ‘judges’ who decide whether or not they
are going to fund the project. The judges are community members
with business experience or investors in businesses themselves.
They offer the students expert feedback and insight into how this
aspect of the business world works.
Intro to Business provides exposure to aspects of careers in the
business world. This is a course that has been revived at Saratoga
High School and is being run for the first time in several years.
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Stock Market Simulation in some Economics classes give
students hypothetical funds to invest in real stocks that are live on
the market at the time. Students work in small groups tracking the
stocks and competing for the most successful portfolio, preparing
them for both a career in finance and for investment of their
personal funds later in life.

Stock Trading Assignment

Engineering

Engineering Final Presentation

In the fourth year engineering class students define, justify, and
develop criteria for evaluation and constraints for a problem of their
choosing. They brainstorm solutions, select a solution based upon
their criteria, build a prototype(s), test their prototype based upon
their criteria, and present their results. The process parallels
experiences they could expect to have in the engineering field.
Naviance

About Naviance

Naviance is an online assessment tool that allows students to
Naviance log on
connect interests to career fields, identify best-fit careers, learn from
leaders, and plan for life after high school. All students of SHS have
access to their own personal login to access their assessments and
the results of those assessments, with the assistance of guidance
counselors to help interpret the results.
Job Opportunities

Job Opportunities

The Guidance Department posts jobs currently available within the
community on the school website. Students have access to quickly
connect with potential employers within the local community.
Workability Program

Workability Program Description

The school district offers a program in which eligible students with
IEPs are matched with local job sites and a job coach for on-the-job
training. The workshift is one hour weekly, transportation is
provided within the school day, and students are paid hourly for
their work through grant funding. Approximately fifteen to
twenty-five students receive workability jobs throughout the school
year and approximately seventy-five students receive periphery
assistance including job help, career assessments, college and
SVCTE tours, and self-advocacy support..
Transition and Career Assessments for IEPs As part of routine
IEP development, students with IEPs are given multiple career and
transition assessments, dependent on student ability level and
focusing in on educational, career and independent living areas
beyond high school. From these assessments a transition plan is
created that indicate services and specific activities recommended
for the particular student. Transition and Career Assessments have
been effective tools in driving IEPs and identifying post-secondary
outcomes

Pictorial Interest Inventory

SVCTE/MetroEd

SVCTE/MetroEd website
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My Work Learning Style
Career Decision-Making
Assessment (CDM)
Transition Plan Template
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Students can co-enroll in SVCTE/Metro Ed classes which are
vocational and trade-based in curriculum. Popular fields include
automotive services, medical assistant, veterinary assistant, culinary
arts and film and video production.

School website link/Information
about SVCTE/MetroEd

MAP Career Thread

MAP Mock Interview

MAP 10 students participate in the job interview process with
parent and community volunteers and are assessed on a rubric based
on preparedness, confidence, body language and other items.
Students choose from a small list of possible careers, which they
research to ascertain what they would need to know for that career
choice; they dress to impress and complete the actual interview.
Interviewers give feedback and determine the most successful
interviews based on professional standards.
The MAP 11 L.A. Trip exposes students to industry professionals
and colleges with media industry majors.
The MAP Speaker Series brings industry professionals in as guest
speakers and panelists.
Tthe culminating event for MAP, SMASH’N is for all grade levels,
an Oscar-like extravaganza which also includes evaluation of the
best work by a panel of industry professionals.
Music Guest Professionals
Music brings in professional musicians and singers to address
students about careers in their field.
Drama Guest Professionals
Professional actors and state technicians also come as guest
speakers to the Drama classes.
Robotics Guest Professionals
Robotics brings in technical mentors and coaches.
Student Access to Internships
As students at SHS prepare for careers in various fields, they work
to secure summer internships that will build their resume and
introduce them to the specifics of career opportunities they want to
explore. To aid in this process, teachers write many letters of
recommendation for summer programs.
Student Letters to Congress

Evidence of Letters Written by
Science Department

Student Letter to Congress

Students in MAP 11 work to generate letters to members of
Congress on a relevant issue of choice. This prepares them for a
lifetime of civic involvement and potentially a career in politics or
public policy.
C2.4. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of opportunities within online
instruction for real world experiences, applications and research for students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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We engage the services of CyberHigh for our online
instruction.

ACS WASC Category C.
Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category C are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical student learning needs (Task 2, Chapter II).
Summary (including comments about the preliminary identified major student learner needs)

SHS provides students with a variety of instructional experiences, individual, collaborative, and
collective. designed to maximize critical and creative thinking and provide a knowledge base
which will act as a foundation for future learning. This instruction is governed by close
adherence to state standards and reflected in instruction and assessment tools, many of which are
rubrics, and utilizes an increasing variety of technological tools and apps. Career and service
learning skills and possibilities are addressed in academic classes and extracurricular
opportunities geared toward creating a thoughtful, responsible citizenship. We need to continue
our efforts with collaborative learning and use of technology, while examining use of tutorial and
the Tutoring Center; refining understanding of formative assessment and logistics of PD and
department goals; doing more to ensure student selection of Honors/AP classes is as appropriate
as possible;and finding some way to provide time to make instruction and effective and
differentiated as possible to meet all of our students’ needs. Most of these needs are continuing
efforts.
Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category C.
Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Strength

● Students at all levels have increased accessibility to meaningful learning opportunities.
● Instructors are well versed in their disciplines and well planned curriculum.
● Teachers use Canvas for a variety of purposes, enhancing instruction, allowing students
to anticipate demands made on their time in order to maximize time management, and
making it easier for students to catch up for missed school.
● We continue to engage students in collaborative learning.
● Students are offered a rich variety of ways to apply their knowledge and demonstrate
their understanding.
● Recent years have seen increased opportunities for technology integration: NoRedInk,
Google classroom/suite, Grade Cam, Chromebook carts, new projector systems and
document cameras, and in Science electronic data collection devices (Intro to CS and
CodeH).
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● Our new STEM program involves 3D printers, laser cutter, CNC machines, 3D modeling
software, microcontrollers, and simulation software.
● We have increased student projects using many multimedia tools as well as teachers to
demonstrate learning and understanding.
● Teachers provide structured support and rubrics, making class/project expectations clear
to students and establishing department standards across classes.
● We provide ample opportunities for students to reflect on their learning and thinking.
● The hiring of a technology coordinator helped to standardize and upgrade the range of
technology available for instruction and student activity across campus.
● We have increased service learning opportunities.
● Students as much as possible have varied learning experiences outside the classroom such
as the Stats and Sports baseball game, AP Euro’s trip to Legion of Honor, MAP’s field
trips at all levels.
● Graduates report that SHS really prepares them for college. They feel successful and
prepared for the academic rigors they find there and are able to find personal balance.
● Extra-curricular activities extend students’ learning, e.g. App Developers Club, MSET,
Math Club, History Day, Mock Trial, Speech and Debate.
Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Growth

● We should continue on-site discussions regarding pre-assessment and formative
assessment, with a goal of increasing use of formative assessment.
● We should foster a culture of observation, feedback, and collaboration about instruction
among staff.
● We need to focus on clear communication about class expectations and standards as it
relates to specific courses (APs, Honors) during the course registration process.
● We need to clarify the purpose of the Tutoring Center to increase student use.
● We should continue to assess effective tutorial use, specifically how it pertains to
instruction.
● We need to refine communication of site/district vision for professional development and
how our collaboration time fits with the larger department PD goals for the year.
● We need to ensure adequate time for teachers to provide timely feedback to classes and to
create opportunities for differentiation within mixed classes, but also to find ways of
keeping class sizes manageable for teachers to give rich feedback.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and
Accountability
Team Leads: Meg Battey, Meghan Pickett, Emily Wu
Marina Barnes, Tutorial Center
Meg Battey, English
Michael Boitz, Visual and Performing Arts
Lisa Cochrum, Science
Kelly Frangieh, Math
Takako Hasegawa, Classified- office/secretarial
Alex Hemmerich, Visual and Performing Arts
Lisa McCann, CBI--Special Education
Margarita Morelle, Social Studies

Michael Morosin, Special Education
Meghan Pickett, Math
Frances Saiki, Guidance
Robert Wise, Classified- office/secretarial
Emily Wu, English
Parul Samdarshi, Parent
Sandi Payne, Parent
Cynthia Zhang, student
Katie Chen, student

D1. Using Assessment to Analyze and Report Schoolwide Student Progress
Criterion
The school leadership and instructional staff use effective assessment processes to collect, disaggregate,
analyze, and report schoolwide student performance data to the school staff, students, parents, and other
stakeholders. The analysis of data guides the school’s programs and processes, the allocation and usage
of resources, and forms the basis for the development of the schoolwide action plan aligned with the
LCAP.

Indicators with Prompts
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process
D1.1. Indicator: The school uses effective assessment processes to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and
report student performance data to all stakeholders.
D1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s assessment processes to collect, disaggregate,
analyze, and report student performance data to all stakeholders. Ensure all student groups are included.
Findings

The collection, disaggregation, analysis, and
reporting of student performance data continues to
be a priority at Saratoga High School. Since the
last WASC report, Saratoga has implemented new
and innovative ways in reporting such data to
stakeholders.
Saratoga High School Guidance provides several
presentations and documents to keep current and
incoming students and parents informed on their
academic options and progress. The Freshman
Course Articulation presentations and FAQ allow

Supporting Evidence

Data reported from Canvas
● Canvas Data- what features are being used
● Canvas Data- what are students accessing
Guidance Documents
● Guidance freshman course articulation
● Guidance Freshman Course articulation forms
● Guidance-Electives Chart
● Guidance-Course Credit Reference Chart
● Guidance-FAQ for 8th Grade Parents
● Guidance-Freshman Information Sheet
● Guidance-Incoming Freshman Parent
Presentation
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incoming families to know what lies ahead while
the Course Selection Guide helps all students and
parents stay on track.

Math-Data on course grades and course
recommendations

On a yearly basis, Math teachers recommend
course selections to parents and students for the
following year based on the student’s performance
that current year. This process is also true for
incoming freshman as our math teachers work
with the middle school math teachers to make
candid recommendations. These methods have
helped keep all stakeholders informed and
provides the information necessary for parents and
students to make educated decisions.
Canvas is a new reporting tool that has been
implemented since the last WASC report. The
majority of teachers use Canvas as a way to
California Dashboard Data 2019
effectively communicate student progress to both
parents and students as well as other stakeholders.
SARC 2018-19
Students and parents are able to use Canvas on a
regular basis to help monitor progress. Data
SHSWebsite School Profile
pulled from Canvas supports this claim and
reinforces the effectiveness of this new reporting
tool. Grades in Canvas roll over to Aeries every
six weeks, another avenue of access for parents,
students, and other stakeholders as Aeries
functions as our long term database, which Canvas
is unable to do.
California Dashboard, School Accountability
Report Card, and Saratoga High School Profile
communicates course offerings, demographics,
school climate, and financial data to the
community as a whole while also informing the
district, administration, and teachers about areas
that may need improvement.

Basis for Determination of Performance Levels
D1.2. Indicator: The school leadership and instructional staff determine the basis for students’ grades,
growth, and performance levels to ensure consistency across and within grade levels and content areas.
D1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the basis for which standards-based grades,
growth, and performance levels are determined.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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Teachers use multiple online platforms to analyze
their students’ progress and modify curriculum.
For example, the English Department uses Canvas
to monitor student activity, written submissions,
and grades.
Numerous departments develop and implement
common rubrics to assess students and ensure
vertical / horizontal alignment. These rubrics
clearly outline expectations by defining specific
categories and outcomes from which students will
be assessed.
In addition, departments communicate both
academic and behavioral expectations through the
use of course outlines, sample curriculum plans,
and syllabi. These items accurately and concisely
describe the material that will be covered, as well
as provide clarity around the pacing of each
course. Finally, this information is disclosed at the
beginning of each school year to students and
made readily available in Canvas.

●
●
●

English-GradeCamAssessmentData
English-CanvasDataAnalysis
Math-6 week Grade Analysis by class

●
●
●
●
●
●

MAP-FollowtheLeaderRubric
English-Universal Essay Rubric
VPA-Adv Drama Split Screen Rubric
VPA-Shading Pencil Techniques Rubric
Social Studies-Writing Rubric
STEM-Problem Statement Rubric

●

VPA-Music Sample Curriculum Plan

●
●

SHS School Site Council Homepage
SHS SPSA

SHS also has a School Site Council comprised of
administrators, teachers, students, and a parent
committee designed to monitor school progress
and practices relative to curriculum. The SSC
administers student/ parent/ staff surveys related
to the Single Plan for Student Achievement. The
findings of these surveys help guide the SSC in
the allocation of SSC resources and funds in
support of SPSA goals.

Monitoring of Student Growth
D1.3. Indicator: The school has an effective system to determine and monitor all students’ growth and
progress toward meeting the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and college- and
career-readiness indicators or standards, including a sound basis upon which students’ grades are
determined and monitored.
D1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the system used to determine and monitor the growth and
progress of all students toward meeting the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and
college- and career-readiness standards, including the basis for which students’ grades, their growth, and
performance levels are determined.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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All departments create standards-based lesson
Standards-based Lessons and Objectives for
objectives and keep students accountable for
CCSSEnglish and CCSSMath and NGSS
meeting these objectives through both formative
and summative assessments. Teachers keep
students accountable for meeting these objectives
through various modes such as posting daily or
unit objectives on classroom whiteboards or
objectives and key terms from objectives on
assignment worksheets. For example, within the
Math, English, and Science departments, teachers
create lessons and lesson objectives that align with
academic standards (CCSS and NGSS) which then
influence formative assessments throughout the
unit to meet specific standards.
The guidance counselors visit each English
classroom in the fall semester to review
graduation requirements and post high school
options/college planning with all students.
Counselors then meet with each grade level (8th at
our feeder middle school, and 9-12th) to review
graduation requirements and course offerings in
the early spring.

Guidance presentation
● Freshmen Fall Classroom Presentation
● Sophomore Fall Classroom Presentation
● Junior Fall Classroom Presentation
● Senior Fall Classroom Presentation
● Incoming Sophomore Spring Presentation
● Incoming Junior Spring Presentation
● Incoming Senior Spring Presentation

Besides these class and grade level presentations,
counselors see each student individually at least two
times each year. Within these individual appointments,
counselors and students review individualized course
plans, graduation status, testing schedule, and college
preparation plans.

Individual Check-in Forms
● Sophomore check in form
● Junior check in form
● Senior check in form

Chemistry and Math have readiness/diagnostic
exams in order to assess student proficiency for
placement. These diagnostic exams allow science
and math teachers to monitor and communicate
with both students and parents about specific
students’ growth and progress toward meeting
academic standards in advanced courses. The
HCRAP or the Honors Chemistry Readiness
Assessment Profile assesses students on chemistry
objectives that should be met before taking the
Honors Chemistry course, and recommendations
are published in Aeries.. In a more detailed
report, the Math Diagnostic data allows teachers
and students to see which objectives/topics have
been mastered or are yet to be mastered.

HCRAP and Math readiness
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As a relatively new program, the STEM program
is beginning to create surveys for alumni
regarding SHS alumni readiness for their college
courses in STEM, data which will help direct the
program in the future.

Alumni survey

D1.3. Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the effectiveness for determining if a student is
prepared to advance to the next unit, course, or grade level.
Evaluate how teachers ensure academic integrity and determine students are doing their own work in the
online environment. Comment on the degree to which the results of state and local assessments are used
in decisions about student achievement and advancement.
Findings

We do not have any “online-only” staff members
or program.
Students at SHS have the option to use an online
credit recovery course through a website called
Cyberhigh. Students enrolled in the course take
tests and quizzes until they meet Cyberhigh
academic goals/standards in the online program
which will allow them to move on in their course
study. Case managers, Guidance counselors,
and/or designated instructors (8th period) monitor
student growth toward advancement through
Cyberhigh units.

Supporting Evidence

CyberHigh catalog with skills/objectives list for
each course
Student report from Instructor to monitor growth

Assessments are done with a proctor/teacher and
must be completed with supervision on campus.
Students can do work/practice independently.

Assessment of Program Areas
D1.4. Indicator: The partnership with district leadership, the school leadership, and instructional staff
periodically assess programs and expectations, including graduation requirements, credits, course
completion, and homework and grading policies, to ensure student needs are met through a challenging,
coherent, and relevant curriculum.
D1.4. Prompt: Evaluate the collaborative processes that the school leadership and instructional staff in
partnership with district leadership use to review and assess the programs and their expectations ,
including graduation requirements, credits, course completion, and homework and grading policies, to
ensure student needs are met through a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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The two high schools in the district work together
so that both LGHS and SHS Guidance Counselors
present their methods to the School Board on how
to reach out to all students and their needs
(graduation, college and career readiness,
community involvement, use of technology, tiers
of support).
Each department presents their updates on their
curriculum, future steps, technology use, and
department needs to the School Board. English
often uses a template to help organize thoughts
and information that helps to summarize the
updates for the Board Presentations.
The Special Education Department and Chief
Student Support Services Director for the district
work together to identify students with D/F grades
at each grading period, review progress report
grades, semester grades, and final grading period
data for student improvement.

LGSUHSD Guidance Presentation to the Board

Calendar of Reports to the Board
Template for Board Presentation (English)

SPED Final Grading Period Data District
Communication

Schoolwide Modifications Based on Assessment Results
D1.5. Indicator: The school uses assessment results to make changes in the school program,
professional development activities, and resource allocations demonstrating a results-driven continuous
process.
D1.5. Prompt: Comment on the overall effectiveness of how assessment results have caused changes in
the school program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations, demonstrating a
results-driven continuous process. Examine examples and comment on the overall effectiveness of
changes in the online opportunities, professional development of the staff, and the resource allocations to
support student achievement and their needs.
Findings

In looking at assessment results and student
achievement more broadly, each department was
allowed to design their own professional
development plan that centered on improving
student achievement, ensuring course equity, and
sharing best practices.

Supporting Evidence

English Professional Development Plan 18-D119
Math Professional Development Plan 18-19
Special Education Professional Development Plan
19-20
Social Studies Professional Development Plan
19-20
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Departments created professional development
plans for our sixteen individual department
meeting times along with our fall and spring
whole staff professional development days. This
has allowed teachers to work on horizontal and
vertical alignment, sharing best practices, creating
common assessments (both formative and
summative) and analyzing data from common
assessments
Our SBAC test scores are quite strong, as are our
AP test results and SAT results. Our Special
Education subpopulation has the lowest SBAC
scores, so we have focused our schoolwide efforts
on helping that population of students. Special
Education and general education teachers were
trained to use the Co-Teaching (Collab) model
during the fall of 2017 and our Special Education
students are preferentially enrolled in
Co-Teaching classes for their core academic
classes.

Horizontal Alignment document for Algebra 2 and
Algebra 2 Honors courses
School Profile -Test scores from CAASP 2018
CoTeaching training for Spec. Ed and Gen Ed
teachers
Spec Ed D's and F's grades 12 week vs. semester
2018-19
Tutoring Center website

The school wide focus by both special education
and general education teachers resulted in
increased student success. The number of D's/F's
decreased significantly from the start of each of
the semesters to the end. Through diligent parent
communication, proactive meetings, and creative
problem-solving, we saw significant student
progress.
While our assessment results are strong, we are
seeing an increase in student stress. Over eighty
percent (84.7%) of students listed academics as
one of the top three significant stressors in their
lives. In response we have:
● moved to a daily tutorial schedule.
Students have a 30 minute tutorial period
each day in which they are free to go to
any classroom and have time for more
focused, individual support
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●

created the Tutorial Center that provides
students a space where they can receive
additional academic support.

D2.
Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom
Criterion
Teachers employ a variety of appropriate formative and summative assessment strategies to evaluate
student learning. Students and teachers use these findings to modify the learning/teaching practices to
improve student learning.

Indicators with Prompts
Assessment Strategies to Measure Student Achievement
D2.1. Indicator: The school leadership and instructional staff use effective assessment processes to
collect, disaggregate, analyze, and report student and school performance data to all stakeholders.
D2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes for assessing student achievement of the
standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Through the work done in department professional
development time, common rubrics, formative
assessments and finals are widely used across
campus by all departments. The results of these
common assessment processes are then analyzed
and reported to stakeholders via Canvas and
Aeries.
The English Department has a fall Writing

Assessment for 9-11 graders. It is graded
normatively by the whole department; results are
reviewed and used as a formative assessment to
start the year, while directing foci in writing
instruction throughout the year, In addition, a
spring Writing Assessment is done as a summative
assessment in order to assess grade level
proficiency and the effectiveness of the writing
program overall.

Supporting Evidence

English Fall Writing Assessment Prompt E9
English-FallWritingAssessment Prompt E10
English-Fall Writing Assessment Prompt E11
Math-Scores for Common Final AP Calculus AB
Spring 2019
World Languages-Common Final Spanish II (2nd
Sem.)
World Languages-Common Final Spanish III- see
Department Chair Sarah Voorhees
Math- Common Finals are kept in locked cabinets
in Math Building - see Math Department

P.E. Common Rubric Graduated Skills
The Math Department uses department diagnostic
tests at either the beginning or end of a course to
P.E.-Spring Break Project Timeline
provide students with feedback on their mastery of
the key concepts necessary for the course.
PE-Spring Break Project Common Rubric
Students receive a summary report highlighting
their strengths and weaknesses in content areas.
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The Science Department has partnered with Los
Gatos High School Science teachers to create a
district wide Earth Science Assessment. Our
students progress towards achieving mastery of
the Earth Science NGSS is monitored in all
Science classes as the students learn the various
standards for Earth Science throughout their four
years.

D2.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the use of student work and other online
assessments (formative and summative) that demonstrate student achievement of academic standards
and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

We do not have any “online-only” staff members
or program.

Supporting Evidence

Cyber High Rigorous Curriculum
Cyber High Course Catalogue

Cyber High is the platform for our Online
courses. Students use this when they need credit
recovery. Tests and quizzes on Cyber High meet
the platform’s academic goals/standards, which
are aligned with the CCSS. A student’s progress
through the course curriculum is determined by
demonstrating mastery of course content through
online assessments. Once they have progressed
through the entire curriculum and demonstrated
mastery of the academic standards for the course,
they receive credit for the class.
Demonstration of Student Achievement
D2.2. Indicator: Teachers use the analysis of formative and summative assessments to guide, modify,
and adjust curricular and instructional approaches.
D2.2. Prompt: Examine the effectiveness of the processes used by professional staff to use formative
and summative approaches. (This may include how professional learning communities and subject matter
teams collaborate to collect, analyze, and use assessment data for the basis of curricular and
instructional decisions.)
Findings

Saratoga High teachers remain committed to
constant review, analysis, and modification of

Supporting Evidence

Staff Survey Question #20
Student Survey Question #30- Teacher use of
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curriculum, lessons, activities, and
formative/summative assessments by examining
data derived from both formative and summative
assessments.

formative assessment

Formative Assessments:
● Math_In class slope activity worksheet
Teachers use a variety of formative assessments to
● Math-End of class skills check on
drive their curriculum. Some examples include:
Boxplots
● Warm-up questions
● Science-Warm up gas laws
● Exit Tickets
● PE-Daily Skills Check (Deadlift) Rubric
● Daily Skills Checks
● PE-Daily Skills Check (Hang Clean)
Rubric
● Reading Quizzes
● Kahoot Quizzes
● PE-Daily Skills Check (Air Squat) Rubric
● Canvas Quizzes
● Science-AP Computer Science 2019-20
Exit Ticket
● Menti.com Quizzes
● Gimkit Quizzes
● Social Studies-US History-Historiography
Exit Ticket
● Diagnostic (ungraded) Tests
● Reflective Questions
● Social Studies-Geography-WarmUp and
Exit Ticket
● Four Corners
● Anticipation Guides
● World Languages-Exit Tickets
(menti.com)
● Reflective Questions
● Proficiency Checks
● World Languages-Exit Ticket (Gimkit)
● Intake Placements
● World Languages-Exit Tickets (Kahoot!)
These assessments are always low stakes or
● World Languages-Supersite Log In
ungraded and serve to inform both the student and
● Math-Formative Assessment Quadratics
teacher of student skills. These formative
Unit
assessments are frequently examined by grade
● STEM-Drawing Checklist
level teams and within departments to ensure
● VPA-Proficiency #1 Midwest Clinic
horizontal and vertical alignment and to drive both
Material
grade level teams and department creation and
● VPA-FO Proficiency #2
modification of curriculum and assessments
● VPA-SHS Freshman Band Audition
(e.g.projects, essays, tests).
Assessments
● VPA-SHS Wind Ensemble Audition
Teachers also use a variety of different summative
Assessments
assessments. Some examples include:
● VPA-Greek Term Hunt Quiz
● Quizzes/Quests
● VPA-Adv Drama Tech Theatre Quiz
● Tests
● English-WritingAssessmentData 18-19
● Socratic Seminars
● Debates
Summative Assessments
● Group Presentations
● Free Response (short answer and essays)
● Grade level assessments created by
teachers and course alike teams are with
● Projects
grade level team leaders.
● Performances
● Class Recitals
● MAP-FollowtheLeaderRubric
● Presentations
● English 10-Universal Essay Rubric
These assessments provide students with a wide
● VPA-Adv Drama Split Screen Rubric
variety of ways to demonstrate mastery. They are
● VPA-Shading Pencil Techniques Rubric
often examined by grade level teams and within
● Social Studies-Universal Writing Rubric
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departments as driving factors for the creation of
and modification of curriculum and assessments
that are used across course-alike classes. The
majority of grade level teams have common
summative assessments.
Collaboration is an essential part of the culture at
SHS. A scheduled period for collaboration has
been worked into the bell schedule. Occasionally,
this time is used for staff meetings and whole
school professional development; however, the
majority of the time is given to departments for
collaboration.
Departments create their own SMART goals and
outline their Professional Development Plan for
the year. Ongoing discussions about evaluation of,
and creation of both formative and summative
assessments are essential to all professional
development plans. In addition, lessons and
activities are both modified and created during
these collaborative periods based on Authentic
Assessment data and SMART goals. .

●

Engineering- Problem Statement Rubric

Sample Professional Development Plans
● Math Professional Development Plan
18-19
● Social Studies Professional Development
Plan 19-20

For example the grammar book used by both
English 9 and 10 is out of print. Last year,
teachers researched and piloted on-line programs,
deciding on No Red Ink. Teachers then explored
the program and created classroom activities to
augment the No Red Ink practice. A unit consists
of a diagnostic quiz, practice, teacher created
in-class lesson, and a summative assessment in the
form of a quiz. The diagnostic, practice, and final
quiz are created by No Red Ink while the in-class
lessons were and continue to be created by
teachers during collaboration. Collaboration time
during the 2019-2020 school year is set aside to
evaluate the No Red Ink data in grade level teams
to evaluate the program and modify in-class
instruction. In addition, teachers in grade level
teams also meet informally during lunches and
prep periods and both before and after school to
continue the work from the collaboration periods.
In Math, the department decided to use a
diagnostic test called MDTP as a formative
assessment. The MDTP is a test given through
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UCSD and it assesses the readiness for each level
(e.g. Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2 ) and is used
to inform students whether they are prepared for
the course. Teachers and students get a detailed
report about each student’s strengths and
weaknesses in key topics. Teachers can make
adjustments in curriculum as needed according to
this formative assessment.
The College Board disaggregates AP testing data
when reporting to schools about student success.
AP teachers regularly examine AP data in coursealike teams and make targeted revisions to
curriculum, lessons, activities, formative, and
summative assessments. In addition, over the past
few years, the AP tests in Biology, Calculus, and
most recently History (AP US History, AP
European History, and AP Government) have
significantly changed, and as a result teachers
have worked in course-alike teams to refine and
revise the curriculum.
Individual teachers, grade level teams and
departments have found that the advances in
technology help them assess students’ progress
more quickly and efficiently. In addition, many
apps generate data, which allows teachers to
access information such as the mean and the
median of a quiz/test in order to make
adjustments, revisit a topic, provide students with
more practice, and so on.
In addition, examination of assessment data has
prompted grade level teams to create alternative
activities for non proficient students to
demonstrate mastery of skills that they initially
struggled with; some examples of these activities
are test debriefs and corrections, growth quizzes,
and essay revisions.
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Teacher and Student Feedback
D2.3. Indicator: Teachers provide timely, specific and descriptive feedback in order to support students in
achieving learning goals, academic standards, college- and career-readiness standards, and schoolwide
learner outcomes. Teachers also use student feedback and dialogue to monitor progress and learn about
the degree to which learning experiences are understood and relevant in preparing students for college,
career, and life.
D2.3. Prompt: Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which students
understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes in relation to preparation for college, career, and life. Evaluate the effectiveness of the
student-teacher interaction and monitoring of student progress based on teacher and student feedback.
Findings

Teachers dialogue with students about their
expected level of performance in their courses
based on standards and school wide learner
outcomes through a variety of methods, which
include:
● course syllabi
● daily objectives
● essential questions for the unit
● daily/weekly formative assessments
In dialogue with students during the WASC
process, the Student Home group and the AdHoc
Student Group report that Canvas is an effective
tool to communicate and dialogue with teachers in
order to understand the course expectations and
progress toward mastery, toward meeting these
expectations.The latest advancements in
technology help such as GoogleDoc comments
and Canvas features: Canvas comments, Canvas
rubrics, Canvas quizzes, and Canvas Speedgrader,
In addition, the MAP 10 team has created a Career
unit including participation in a mock interview
with community volunteers who are professionals
working in various aspects of the tech field.
Students receive feedback from both the interview
panel and the MAP 10 team though a
collaboratively developed rubric.
Similarly, in the fourth year of the Engineering
course, EDD (Engineering Design and
Development), students select a real world
problem (e.g. Solar Planning Cleaning) and then

Supporting Evidence

Staff Survey
Parent Survey-Question22 Results on Timely
Feedback

Student Dialogues
● Student Survey Question #8- Canvas as an
effective communication tool
● Student Survey Question #9- Canvas
features most helpful
● Student Survey Question #16- Options to
demonstrate mastery
● Student Group Strengths #4
● Student AdHoc Group- Notes on
Formative Assessments
Technology & feedback
● Canvas Gradebook Comment feature
● Canvas Speedgrader feature
● English-Canvas Rubric
feature-"Pedestrian" QPA (E10)
● Social Studies-Canvas Rubric
feature-Colonial Ad Campaign (APUSH)
● Math-Canvas Discussion Board featureIran Poll Article (AP Statistics)
● Engineering- Canvas Rubric feature &
Google.doc integration (Engineering)
● VPA-Canvas comment feature used for
feedback on Performance Video (Band 1)
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define it, justify solving the problem, and develop
criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of
potential solutions. They then make presentations
to a professional panel, who critique their
prospective solutions.

●
●

English- Crucible Act 1 Character Jigsaw
feedback (E11)
Engineering Design & Development
Example project

English-MAP10-Interview Rubric
New teachers in the district give student surveys
to each class at the end of each semester in order
to collect ratings data on the class environment,
NewTeachers-LGSUHSD Student Survey on New
assignments, assessments, and general feedback
Teachers
on the course. New teachers then meet with the
district TOSA to discuss and reflect on the results. NewTeachers-Spreadsheet of Survey Results
New teachers use this student feedback to improve
instruction in the class, as well as to increase
student collaboration in that design.
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ACS WASC Category D. Standards-based Student Learning:
Assessment and Accountability:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category D are being met.
Summary (including comments about the preliminary identified major student learner needs)

SHS continues to align with state standards, while designing innovative and varied learning and assessment
experiences for our students. We have prioritized collaborating on assessments and sharing results in an effort
to align instruction across courses as well as vertically within the departments, and using new technology,
notably Canvas, to communicate both the course expectations and assessment results to stakeholders. We need
to continue our discussion and development of common formative assessments while educating stakeholders in
the function of formative assessment. A critical need is time to continue this work, as well as consideration for
how to continue using these varied assessments and giving timely feedback with increasing class sizes. We
also need to gather more data from alumni about their preparedness after graduation.
Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category D.
Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability: Areas of
Strength

●
●

●

●
●
●

SHS students consistently perform well on class assessments and standardized tests.
Many teachers are not only frequently using forms of formative assessment in their classes, but they
are also taking advantage of different options that are available to use technology in order to assess
students.
SHS has adopted a new learning management system, Canvas, that has changed the way students,
parents, and staff have been able to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and report student performance data
to all stakeholders.
Teachers continue to develop lesson objectives, lessons, and assessments that align to Common Core
State Standards and the New Generation Science Standards.
Students have a variety of different options to demonstrate mastery of skills ranging from tests,
writing, and project-based learning.
Strides are being made toward aligning course-alike teams for assessment weighting (tests,
homework, projects, participation breakdowns for classes).

Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability: Areas of Growth

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

We should continue discussions of current usage of formative assessment and share best practices
regarding ways to implement formative assessments.
We need to develop shared vocabulary and language for all stakeholders regarding what formative
assessment we already utilize.
With large and rising class sizes as well as increased grading load, survey results from teachers,
parents, and students have highlighted the challenge of giving timely feedback for assessments. We
need to address this issue.
We need to make more time for staff collaboration to create, design, and norm common formative and
summative assessments.
We need continued discussions on common weighting of students’ assessments within course alike
teams.
We need additional resources (training/professional development, research-based documents, data
banks etc.) for departments to develop and create new assessments that are standards-aligned.
We should explore and research ways to survey alumni in their college and career readiness.
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Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth
Team Leads: Alinna Satake, Brian Elliott
Pola-Michelle Alas, Classified- office/secretarial
Liz Alves, P.E./Health
Mandy Armes, Classified- office/secretarial
Courtney Crase, Special Education
Mike Davey, Social Studies, MAP
Kirk Davis, Science
Brian Elliott, Special Education
Joe Farwell, Special Education
Mark Hernandez, Campus Supervisor
Melissa Hesselgrave, Social Studies
Shannon Klein, Special Education
Jenn Mantle, Math
Rhonda Vierra, Speech therapist
Julia Peck, Classified- office/secretarial
Clare Rieber, Special Education

Gina Rodriguez, World Language
Alinna Satake, Guidance
Michael Slone, School Psychologist
Kristen Thomson, Science
Matthew Torrens, Assistant Principal
Sara Tseng, STEM, World Language
Michael Tyler, English
Aneesa Vaez-Iravani, CASSY
Danny Wallace, Special Education
Bret Yielding, World Language
Jane Graham, parent
Srividya Velchamy, parent
Risa Carter, student
Cameron Chow, student
Regina Lee, student

E1. Parent and Community Engagement Criterion
The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to encourage family and community
involvement, especially with the learning/teaching process.

Indicators with Prompts
Parent Engagement
E1.1. Indicator: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement of all
stakeholder support groups in the learning and teaching process for all students.
E1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of the family, and the
community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching process. Comment on the
effectiveness of involving parents of non-English speaking, special needs and online students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Principal’s Newsletter
One of the best means to communicate issues and events at SHS
with the community is through the Principal’s Weekly Newsletter. In
addition to highlighting student achievement in academics,
athletics, and other extracurricular pursuits, the principal also
notifies parents of upcoming events, reminds them of upcoming
deadlines, informs them of happenings around the school, and gives
his own personal take on issues affecting the students of SHS.
PTSO
The Parents, Teachers, and Students Organization (PTSO) is “a

Principal's newsletter 10/04/19
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non-profit organization established with an objective to promote the
education of Saratoga High School students and parents, to
strengthen the Saratoga High School community of students,
teachers, parents, and administration toward a common goal of
providing the highest standard of and administration toward a
common goal of providing the highest standard of the ‘whole-child’
education as well as to provide a safe and healthy climate within the
Saratoga High School community.” The PTSO provides grants for
special activities, supplies and programs designed to enrich student
education. They provide parent education programs through guest
speakers, powerpoint presentations, web resources. They also
facilitate many school-wide events such as the All School Picnic,
Breaking Down the Walls, food for finals, PTSO lunches, multiple
activities for Staff Appreciation Week, and the staff softball game.
Booster Groups
Parents and the community have the opportunity to be involved by
becoming members of booster groups designed to support a number
of different groups around our campus. These groups not only help
solicit much needed funding for these programs but are also
responsible for finding volunteers, providing food, running events,
chaperoning competitions, advising, training, and a variety of other
jobs which pop up to support the students and staff. The current
booster groups include Sport, Music, Speech and Debate, Robotics,
Drama and MAP. Support of these groups are always strong and
vary from year to year but without them we would not be able to
provide such a positive learning environment for our students.
Principal’s Council
This is a monthly meeting with all the leads of the Parent Groups
and the Principal. They discuss their Group’s needs, how they can
further support SHS needs, upcoming events, and so forth. This
allows every Group to be on the same page and create a cohesive
unit.
Stakeholder Support Groups
School Site Council
The purpose of the SHS School Site Council is to develop and
recommend the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) and to
review that plan with the principal, teachers, parents, other school
personnel, and students. The SPSA is a plan of action to raise the
academic performance of all students as required by California
Education Code and the Federal Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. The council is made up of students, parents and SHS
staff.
SHS Foundation
The SHS Foundation provides financial support to enhance the
educational environment for students and the wider SHS community.
The SHS Foundation’s primary method of fundraising is through
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parent and community donations and these have contributed to
projects including: 3D printers for STEM and Math, Elmo document
cameras, LED projectors, sound systems for science classrooms, and
a Sports Plaza including a new entrance, concession stand, and
bathrooms.
Ad Hoc Committees
Ad Hoc committees are called for by SHS and/or district staff in
order to gain parent input on some important school or district
matter. Examples include parent ad hoc committees called for the
purpose of providing feedback on the superintendent and principal
hiring process.
Schedule Committee
In 2015, a Schedule Advisory Committee consisting of twenty-sight
teachers, administrators, parents and students convened to research
effective scheduling and create a daily schedule to meet the needs
and decrease the stress levels of our students. We ended up adopting
a common rolling block schedule for both SHS and LGHS. Since
then, there have been slight tweaks of instructional minutes but this
transition to a rolling block was the result of collaboration among all
stakeholders.
Bond Measures
On June 3, 2014, voters residing within the Los Gatos-Saratoga
Union High School District passed Measure E, a $99 million bond
measure that authorizes funding for needed repairs, upgrades, and
new construction projects to the District’s schools. Each year, the
Citizens’ Oversight Committee, which includes parents of students
at SHS, review and approve expenditures which ultimately benefit
SHS students, staff, and community.
Community Involvement
Service Learning: SHS has done a phenomenal job involving the
community with a number of service learning opportunities. First
with Tim Galleher and now with Paul Robinson, a number of classes
(such as AP Environmental Science, Earth Science, Physics), math
(AP Stats), MAP (junior year), and Special Education have included
service learning in their curriculum. A list of possible volunteering
opportunities are on the Service Learning website, but if students are
interested in other areas, the Service Learning Coordinator is also
available to help find opportunities more aligned with their passions.
Use of School Facilities: Saratoga makes available its extensive
facilities to the community in ways that encourage school and
community-wide involvement. Many of Sararoga’s largest facilities
are available for club and community use and events through a
formal request process. Long standing facilities use agreements
between SHS and the Mandarin Language & Cultural Center, a
non-profit educational organization, as well as De Anza Cupertino
Aquatics (DACA), a local aquatics club, among others, also bring
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revenue to SHS which helps support other school activities and
programs. These organizations also often provide job and volunteer
opportunities to SHS students, parents, and staff. These
opportunities, events, and programs enrich campus life and make
SHS a meeting place for the diverse community at large.
World Cafe: World Cafe is an annual event including all
stakeholders (teachers, students and parents) focused on discussing
issues of concern such as respecting the value of culture, managing
student stress, raising community concerns, and exploring how to
leave SHS better than we found it.
Brown Bag Lunch: Periodically, Saratoga hosts lunch meetings
between parents, students and staff members to discuss different
cultures and traditions. These meetings are designed to help
students and staff understand how different cultures, beliefs and
traditions affect students and their parents.
Parent Educational Meetings
Incoming Parent Meetings: The Guidance Department leads
meetings each fall and spring for parents of each grade. These
meetings are designed to help parents understand what they can
expect each year and how they can help their students succeed.
Parents also have opportunities to ask questions via Google
Hangouts, and view the slides from each presentation.
Freshman Parent Bootcamp: This was the first year that SHS
implemented a Freshman Bootcamp for incoming Freshman Parents.
There were three sessions: what to expect for the next four years,
mental health, academic health, and social health.
Guest Speakers: The school often brings guest speakers to campus
to address topics of import to SHS students and parents such as
substance use, student stress, and parent involvement.
Sports Nights: This is a night where the eighth grade students and
parents meet the coach of the sport they are interested in and get an
overview of it. The principal and athletic director also give a
presentation about expectations and grading for that sport.
Electives Night: Parents and students are invited to a review of
elective options at SHS, including a Guidance Department review of
all the electives and informal presentations/ Q&A by staff teaching
elective options.
Back to School Night: BTSN is a way for parents to put a face with a
name, as they follow their student’s schedule through ten-minute
classes. Teachers review their curriculum and policies, do icebreaker
activities, and generally introduce parents to the courses and
themselves. This is usually the first connection between parents and
staff.
Special Education
SAI: Parents are involved in every IEP meeting as long as the
student is under the age of 18. In addition to regularly scheduled
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IEP reviews, the parent can request an IEP meeting to answer any
questions or concerns they have. The SAI program has a
GoogleDoc that is shared with the student and parents so they can
see the student’s grade and comments. Also, parents may email their
student’s case manager to ensure accommodations and services are
being met. The SAI main objective is to make sure accommodations
and services are being followed, and goals and transition plans are
being implemented.
CBI: The CBI program is to help provide adaptive learning skills for
the student and help them into a transition plan. The parents are
involved with the workability specialist to help support them with
the job search, resume building, and intervening skills. Also, they
have a connection with West Valley College for students to continue
the adaptive living skills all the way to the age of 22.
Online Resources
Cyber High: The SAI program uses an online resource called Cyber
High. The purpose of this program is to help support students with
alternative learning styles, if the in-class setting for that specific
class is not the right fit for them, and provide credit recovery to help
students reach high school graduation. Parents are given access to
their child’s program and progress.
APEX: This program is mainly used for students that are on a home
and hospital, though any student is allowed to use this program if
approved by the district. APEX is accepted by colleges.
English Language Learners
In addition to the English Language Development (ELD) course,
students who are English language learners are supported through
the collaboration of administrators, teachers, staff, and parents. SHS
also piloted a monthly information night during which parents of
English language learners and their teachers and/or administrators
met to discuss student and parent needs and support. Though this
information night has been discontinued as attendance was generally
lacking, the relationships between SHS staff and families of students
who are English language learners remains strong. As teachers
increasingly post class materials online via Canvas, students and
their parents are better able to access such materials in their
preferred languages. Students may also take home e-translators and
they are taught to use numerous online translation resources which
enable them and their families to better communicate with school
stakeholders. Additionally, the school’s Chinese translator, Jean Poo,
is on-call and available to all SHS staff in order to translate materials
and to help facilitate meetings between SHS staff, students, and
parents. Other bilingual staff are also generally available with
additional translations for various languages on an as-needed basis.
On the SHS website, there is also a Chinese translation request form
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which students, parents, and other community members may fill out
when they need school-related translation services.
Departments
Parent involvement depends on the needs of that specific
department. Some departments rely heavily on parental support
(drama, music, MAP, athletics), and many of them have their own
Boosters group. Other departments may have a sprinkling of parent
volunteers whose efforts may range from donations to chaperoning
field trips.
Parent Volunteers
SHS relies on parent volunteers to help student programs run
smoothly, and we are lucky to have a great number of parents who
are willing and able to volunteer for a variety of events.
Unfortunately, recent changes to the Ed Code requiring background
checks have made it difficult for parents to meet the requirements to
volunteer. Because of the fee and the limited availability of
fingerprinting on-site, the number of parent volunteers has decreased
dramatically. If we can promote parent volunteerism and provide
more opportunities for parents to be fingerprinted, the process can be
better streamlined and parents who would like to volunteer can do so
more easily.
Alumni
Saratoga maintains a web listing for alumni to remain connected to
their classmates and the school. Many alumni have returned to
teach, coach, volunteer and/or donate. Alumni are invited to join in
school events such as homecoming, and have alumni functions such
as historical walks.

See: Booster Group sections
above.

Volunteer Requirements

Alumni Connection Page

E2. School Culture and Environment Criterion
The school provides a) a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) develops a culture
that is characterized by trust, professionalism, high expectations for all students, and c) maintains a focus
on continuous school improvement.

Indicators with Prompts
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
E2.1. Indicator: The school has existing policies and regulations and uses its resources to ensure a safe,
clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety and Uniform Complaint
Procedures.
E2.1. Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the processes and procedures in place (e.g., School
Safety Plan), roles and responsibilities for ensuring a safe, clean and orderly learning environment that
supports students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
School Safety: Large strides have been taken in improving our
campus safety. In the past, members of our community had full

Campus Security
Campus Visitors Policy
Parent Volunteer Screening
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access to our track, athletic fields and tennis courts during the school
day, causing safety concerns. In the past six years, the school has
closed community access to these areas during school hours. The
upper fields also now have keyed entry.
We also enforce having campus visitors check-in to the main office
to take a photo and obtain a visitor badge. This practice has lessened
the number of strangers on campus without a clear reason for being
there. In accordance with State Law, parent volunteers are now
required to go through a screening process (Live Scan/TB test)
before beginning any duties with students on or off campus.
The number and effectiveness of security cameras on campus has
been expanded. In the past, those cameras covered only the parking
lots, and they didn’t work well. In recent years, security cameras
have coverage of all hallways, common areas such as the quad, and
all parking lots. This has provided the administration with better
tools to find vandals or others who commit crimes on campus. Two
campus supervisors (1.5 FTE) are responsible for enforcing rules
and protecting students during the school day.
Starting in 2017-18, our back staff parking lot was closed in the
mornings to parents for student drop-offs, reducing pedestrian safety
issues during crowded arrivals.
Safety drills (ie. Run, Hide Defend, Earthquake and Fire) continue
to occur annually. We had a fire in a ceramics room kiln in fall of
2018; emergency procedures (evacuation to the various spots on
campus) worked well, and everyone was safe while the fire was
being put out.
In an effort to decrease vaping in bathrooms, we revamped our hall
pass policy in 2018-19. Students are now required to carry a hall
pass with the teacher’s name on it upon leaving a classroom and are
required to leave their cell phone in the classroom to reduce
meet-ups in the bathroom. Student bathroom doors are also propped
open during the school day, and signage identifying the negative
effects of vaping has been added to student bathrooms.
This year our school is piloting a program with Adolescent
Counseling Services (ACS) in order to address substance abuse
disciplinary issues. If a student is a first time offender, they will be
referred to substance abuse counseling through ACS instead of
facing disciplinary consequences like suspension.
Recognizing that an increasing number of students are transgender
or non-binary, the school has added three gender-neutral
bathrooms.
Staff members have been strongly encouraged by administration to
wear their ID badges at all times while on campus. All teachers and
staff now have the ability to open the locks to the upper fields,
allowing better access in the event of an emergency without having
to wait for an administrator, as happened in the past.
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Mandatory Compliance Trainings: Each year, the district is
required to hold mandatory compliance trainings in a variety of
areas. In February 2019, the district piloted online compliance
training (Keenan SafeSchools).
The school has become more active in protecting the safety of
students with food allergies, including early teacher notification of
students with severe allergies and signage in and near the classrooms
of those students restricting use/consumption of those specific
allergens
Clean Environment: A night custodial crew cleans all classrooms
and common spaces (e.g. gym, bathrooms, and student center) daily.
Each summer, there is a campus “deep cleaning” of each classroom,
including floor waxing, whiteboard cleaning, and general dusting.
For facilities maintenance, however, several wings need HVAC
work; systems in the 00, 600, and 100 wings regularly malfunction,
leaving classrooms too hot or too cold, inhibiting learning. Teachers
do not have direct control of the HVAC in these wings.
Structured, Orderly Environment:
The school switched to a full rotating block schedule in 2016-17;
this schedule resulted in a consistent 8:15 starting time, 35-minute
lunch that always begin at noon and days that end at either 2:10 or
3:45.
Widespread use of Canvas began in the past five years by all
teachers. This learning management system brought consistency for
students where they can find materials, grades, and class information
as well as supplemental features such as quizzes and discussions. In
other words, it is an all-in-one spot for students to access the
information for their classes.

Keenan Safe Schools
Mandated Compliance Training

Custodial Crew

High Expectations/Concern for Students
E2.2. Indicator: The school culture demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in
an environment that honors individual differences, social emotional needs, and is conducive to learning.
E2.2. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the school has created and supported an atmosphere of caring,
concern, and high expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences.
Determine how effectively school policies, programs and procedures support student learning by
examining information such as: proportionality of discipline data, use of positive behavior strategies by
staff, restorative justice practices, celebrations of students’ heritage and ethnicity and other information or
practices that support a caring, learning environment.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

CASSY Counseling Services

-CASSY

CASSY is a nonprofit agency that partners with schools to provide
professional mental health services at no cost to students in their
academic setting. The CASSY therapists are compassionate,
competent and conveniently located on campus. High levels of
attendance show the effectiveness of locating highly qualified
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therapists on a school campus. Students have the option of making
regularly scheduled appointments with therapists or dropping in
when the need arises. Currently roughly twenty-five percent of SHS
students access CASSY.
By removing the social and emotional obstacles that make it
difficult to focus on academics, we give young people a chance to
get the most out of the educational opportunities that are provided to
them. When we improve students’ social and emotional well-being,
academic achievement tends to follow.
CASSY is housed in the Student Wellness Center, completed in
spring 2019 through the Measure E Bond. It is a state of the art
building that also houses a student center which is available to all
students as a study and meeting space.The Wellness Center is also
staffed by a school aide trained in Common Roots mindfulness
curriculum.

Wellness Center

Graduation Rate
Our graduation rate is ninety-nine percent.

-SBAC testing results
-EAP program

Tutoring Center

Tutoring Center

The Tutoring Center, located in the library/media center building,
was started three years ago, providing peer-to-peer tutoring and
1-on-1 tutoring with a staff member. Resources for finding outside
tutoring providers/organizations are also available in the Tutoring
Center. All students are welcome to come and use the space for
connecting with friends, for collaboration, and for using the
resources such as Chromebooks and printer.
Speak Up for Change

-Speak up for Change

Speak Up for Change Week focuses on building community through
empathy training and social emotional curriculum. Staff teaches
lessons all week on a variety of topics including stress, sleep, coping
with pressure, resilience, self-advocacy, academic identity,
positivity, and battling stereotypes. Teachers have been given
bracelets to hand out to students who are “caught” being kind to
others. The week begins with a motivational speaker and
culminates with a student organized school-wide assembly focused
on supporting the mission of empathy building.
Breaking Down the Walls
Breaking Down the Walls was SHS’s school’s first event to target so
many students at once and in such an intense way, Organized by
Learning for Living, the program hopes to develop communication
skills in students and foster positive relationships among peers,
bringing unity to campuses.
After the school’s Social Emotional Learning (SEL) team researched
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methods for helping build positive relationships on campus
including visiting Learning for Living, they and the administration
proposed Breaking Down the Walls to the Saratoga Foundation,
which agreed to fund the week-long program at the school. Many
who participated reported that the event was worthwhile and
inspiring.
New Bell Schedule

-Bell Schedule

In 2015, the district convened a bell schedule committee in order to
create a new student-centered bell schedule. The committee
included community members, students, teachers, and other staff. In
the end, the committee created a bell schedule with a later start time
in order to encourage healthier sleep schedules for our students,
block class periods, tutorial period every day to give students
opportunities to receive support from teachers through office hours
type appointments, and a consistent lunch time every day of the
week.
Peer Tutoring
Academic Tutoring is a class where students are assigned a period to
work with Special Education students in their study skills period or
in a general education setting. The students serve as extra support
academically and socially for these students.
Wellness Team
The Wellness Team is made up of a wide variety of employees of
LGSUHSD. Their vision is that employees of this district will feel
connected, supported and educated in the value and ways of
wellness in order to lead healthy balanced lives.

-Wellness Committee
-SEL team

The Wellness Team’s mission is to create a compassionate, caring
adult community empowered and encouraged to partake of the
wellness tools made available to manage life’s stressors, including
those that impact their work responsibilities.
A range of activities has been offered throughout the year such as a
cookie exchange, mindfulness practice opportunities, yoga and other
fitness classes, and nutrition workshops.
Link Crew

Link Crew

Link Crew is a transition program that welcomes incoming
Freshmen and helps them feel comfortable and supported
throughout the first year of their high school experience. The team
consists of both staff and student volunteers, Link Crew leaders.
Link Crew trains juniors and seniors to support others and be
positive role models for incoming ninth graders. Link Crew also
runs Freshman Orientation on the Friday before the start of the
school year. Once the school year starts, Link Crew leaders check in
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with their freshman periodically to make sure they are transitioning
smoothly.
Guidance Counselors

-Guidance counselors

Our school employs four full-time guidance counselors. These
counselors have caseloads of between 350 and 400 students,
providing a plethora of services to students for all four years of high
school.
Before the school year begins, the Guidance Department holds a
parent camp to talk about student support, school activities, and
school culture. In the fall, they hold grade level parent nights where
they present pertinent grade appropriate information to the
community. Electives Night is held in the winter and is an event for
incoming ninth graders and their families to come see some of the
academic and extracurricular programs we offer at Saratoga High
School.
In the springtime Guidance counselors offer a Spring Parent Night
where they detail the course scheduling process for the next school
year. Throughout the year, counselors work with students, parents,
teachers and school administration to set up SST meetings, and
write up accommodation plans.
Additionally, all freshmen receive a “Stinky Kit” that includes
toiletry items that teenagers need and may not have access to.

Guidance offerings:
● ELL Accommodation
Form
● Guidance Referral Form
● Parents Guidance Night
● Parent Camp:
- Student Support
- School Activity
& Culture
● Naviance- Official
- SHS
● SVCTE
● Brown Bag lunch
meetings
● General nonP contract
● English 11 Non P
contract:
● Freshman “Stinky Kit”

Atmosphere of Trust, Respect, and Professionalism
E2.3. Indicator: The entire school community has an atmosphere of trust, respect, and professionalism.
E2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which there is evidence of an atmosphere of trust, respect, and
professionalism. Examine the quality and consistency of communication and collaboration between and
among the school’s leadership, staff and stakeholders.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Mutual Agreement of Trust
The teacher contract is a negotiated agreement that formalizes
expectations and practices for certificated staff (e.g. workdays, prep
periods, notifications).
Teacher Evaluation Process
The LGSUHSD has two evaluation processes:
New teachers (first two years in district):
Evaluated formally three times a year, new teachers also
complete the Teacher Induction Process, which includes weekly
meetings with a TOSA mentor. Additionally new teachers are paired
up to observe teaching practices and to reflect on their personal
practices.
Veteran teachers:
evaluated on a 3-year cycle. Veteran teachers have the option of
being evaluated formally in their classroom twice a year by their

- Mutual agreement of trust
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administrator evaluator, or they may design a project to improve
their professional practice and student learning, including peer
observations and curriculum modification.
Both the new and veteran teachers’ processes are designed to be
collaborative efforts among the teachers, peer mentors and
administrative staff. Consistent with the district goals, peer
collaboration is designed to help improve teacher practice.
Professional Development
Starting in 2016-17, professional development was changed to be
department driven. In the spring, each department works
collaboratively to create a plan with SMART goals and objectives to
work toward throughout the year. The departments have also been
given the freedom to focus on their specific goals and plan their own
goal direction on the two professional development days (October
and March).

-PD planning within
departments
-Collaboration Calendar

The Leadership Team has bi-monthly meetings to address issues and
discuss the events of campus life. The minutes from these meetings
are shared with all staff as an avenue for transparency.
Additionally, the staff meets monthly to discuss school wide issues;
these staff meetings are a forum for administration to disperse
information and schedule necessary training (e.g. bloodborne
pathogens; run, hide, defend training; and vaping 411).
Principal’s Council
This is a monthly meeting with all the leads of the Parent Groups
and the Principal.(See E1.1)
School Communication
After the recommendations from the 2014 WASC self-study, the
principal instituted a weekly email digest communicating all of the
events of the school in one place to disperse information to all staff,
students, and community. The new principal has continued this
practice in 2019-20 with the Friday Letter to Families (Principal’s
Newsletter E1.1).

E3.

See Principal for calendar

-Week at a Glance
-Friday Letter to Families

Personal and Academic Student Support Criterion

All students receive appropriate academic and multi-tiered support to help ensure student learning,
college and career readiness and success. Students with special talents and/or needs have access to a
system of personal support services, activities, and opportunities at the school and community.

Indicators with Prompts
Equitable Academic Support
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E3.1. Indicator: Through the use of equitable support all students have access to a challenging, relevant,
and coherent curriculum.
E3.1. Prompt: Evaluate the school’s effectiveness in regularly examining demographic distribution of
students for disproportionality throughout the class offerings (e.g., master class schedule and class
enrollments).
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Student Course Load
The academic environment at Saratoga High School tends to
encourage students driven to succeed. Students take an average of
six or seven classes annually. The master schedule is developed to
reflect students’ interests and balance special programs and
students’ desires.
Saratoga High School allows open access across the curriculum and
has done so since 2006. While there are recommended prerequisites
and grades for AP and Honors courses, students are permitted to
choose the courses they desire. In order to support better
decision-making, students are provided with teacher
recommendations for course choices and self-assessment tools. This
includes guidance sessions where students receive data on course
rigor and their potential schedules.

Master Schedule
School Profile

With open access, concerns remain among faculty and staff about
students overextending themselves or taking AP courses simply for
the grade bump in subject areas in which they are not truly
interested. The school remains keenly aware that many students are
taking heavy loads of AP and Honors courses, and may be doing so
to the detriment of their health and well-being, focusing on outcome
and college goals rather than learning and process. Hence, teachers
and counselors continue to guide students to take an appropriate
balance of courses, while also supporting students’ and families’
desire to accelerate and achieve.
Enrollment data continues to reflect that a higher percentage of
Asian students take Honors and AP courses than their Caucasian
counterparts. Test data reflects that slightly more students are taking
AP examinations, and the pass rate has increased.
IEPS/504s
We operate on the RTI (Response to Intervention) model. This is
facilitated by the Student Study Team (SST).
● Tier 1: The guidance counselor first meets with the student
and/or parents and teachers to discuss academic and or
social concerns. If the student continues to struggle, a
formal SST meeting is held, including the student, parents,
teacher representative, school psychologist, guidance
counselor and an administrator. The team discusses student
strengths and current concerns and makes recommendations
for support. This can include: CASSY, Tutoring Center,
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reduced schedule, SOAR (academic support class),
extended deadlines, and other supports as appropriate for
the student. Sometimes a follow-up meeting is scheduled to
monitor student progress.
● Tier 2: If support from SST meeting is not successful, the
team reconvenes to discuss whether or not a formal 504
Plan is necessary for FAPE. Possible accommodations may
include: a separate setting for testing, extended time
(additional fifty percent) for testing, preferential seating,
and structured sensory breaks, if appropriate. A 504 also
accommodates for health needs. For example, physical
accommodations include readers, scribes, access to teacher
notes, audiobooks, and assistive technology. For mental
health support, accommodations include access to CASSY
and breaks as needed.
● Tier 3: If the 504 plan is not sufficient for FAPE, a referral
for assessment for an IEP may be made. If test results and
the IEP team determine the student qualifies for special
education, the student will receive accommodations listed
previously in the 504, plus services, goals and an
individualized transition plan. Service minutes are specific
to the student’s educational needs based on assessment data
and may include occupational therapy, Specialized
Academic Instruction, Speech and Language services,
Adaptive Physical Therapy, Behavior Support Services,
Orientation and Mobility.
Special Programs: Within Tier 3, we have a number of specific
programs to address student needs.
● SAI: We provide non-college prep, content courses as well
as Independent Academic Study classes which are designed
to support the student in their mainstream classes.
● Assist: Assist is our therapeutic day program for students
with mental health services. The program offers a separate
setting and a full-time therapist specifically assigned to
serve the needs of these students. Many of the students will
complete graduation requirements within the Assist program
via online instruction (Cyber High, APEX, UC Scout) but
may take general ed classes on campus as appropriate for
the student.
● CBI: The CBI program at Saratoga High School serves
students with increased support needs in all areas of student
life. Students participate in an individualized schedule
combining specialized classes within a small setting,
mainstream electives, and community-based instruction that
includes job training and community life-skills training.

Special Education Numbers:
ASSIST: 15
SAI:

108

CBI:

27
150

TOTAL

CBI Brochure

Multi-Tiered Support Strategies for Students
E3.2. Indicator: School leadership develop and implement strategies and personalized multi-tiered
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support approaches to learning and alternative instructional options.
E3.2 Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies and approaches used by the school
leadership and staff to develop and implement personalized multi-tiered support system.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

For students with IEPs, see above for specific, tiered interventions.
D/F Meetings In addition to Tier 3 Interventions, all students who
have an IEP and have two or more Ds or Fs on their six-week report
card will have an IEP meeting with their IEP team.
WorkAbility: Students with IEPs who need support transitioning
from high school to work, independent living and post-secondary
education, or training have access to the WorkAbility Program. The
WorkAbility grant programs provide comprehensive training in
work/ employment placement. It is designed to promote career
awareness and provide job shadowing, paid and volunteer work
experiences, and ongoing support and guidance.
Additional Programs
For students who do not qualify for an IEP but continue to struggle
academically, the SST team may explore alternative ways for a
student to succeed.
ELD: Newcomer students are given the ELPAC assessment to
determine English fluency. If they are a novice or intermediate EL
student, the ELD teacher, with support from classroom teachers and
the guidance counselor, will write an EL support plan, which is akin
to a 504 plan. Accommodations may include fifty percent extended
time on assessments, testing in a separate setting, access to an
English translator, and a modified, non-college prep curriculum.
Students are also provided with an English support class.
SVCTE: LGSUHSD provides access to Silicon Valley Career
Technical Education (SVCTE), formerly CCOC. For students who
benefit from hands-on, job-based learning, they can apply to attend
SVCTE for a two or three hour-per-day program that gives them
on-the-job training with real-world relevance. This may make up to
half of a student’s course load.
NOVA/Valor: If Saratoga High School is not an appropriate setting
for the student, they may be referred to the district alternative school
Nova (formerly Valor). Hosted at Los Gatos High School, students
are provided with small group instruction and a shortened school
day aimed at supporting students with meeting graduation
requirements. This program is staffed by a guidance counselor and
content teachers.
Credit Recovery: In the last several years, we have offered an “8th
period” credit recovery course that is overseen by a credentialed
teacher. Students are enrolled in Cyber High courses and make
progress toward course completion in an effort to remediate
curriculum in a more timely manner than summer school.
Concurrent Enrollment: As a smaller high school, our ability to
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Sample EL Support Plan
ELL Master Plan (Draft)

SCVTE

NOVA/Valor

Concurrent enrollment at West
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offer the breadth of course offerings students desire is limited. SHS
has a partnership with our local community college, West Valley
College, to allow students, with permission from the high school, to
take up to eleven units a semester in college classes. Some students
with unique interests may also choose to pursue additional advanced
coursework at the community college. In recent years, we have
collaborated with West Valley to teach American Sign Language as
an additional course at Saratoga High, in response to student interest
and in order to support a different learning modality.
Home Hospital Instruction (HHI): Students with a short-term
disability (twelve weeks or less) may qualify for at-home instruction
if they are unable to come to school because of a medical diagnosis.
This program provides a credentialed teacher for one hour/course
weekly to continue providing instruction to the student, as well as
test proctoring.
Summer School/Summer Testing: Summer school is primarily for
remediation, but at times, the 504/IEP team may determine a student
would benefit from an extended school year by taking a course in
summer school in advance of regular enrollment; the goal would be
to support FAPE by reducing the student’s course load during the
regular year. For example, an EL student may take English over the
summer, or an IEP student may take a science, social studies or math
course over the summer to reduce rigor/stress during the regular
school year. Summer testing center is also available by
appointment.
Middle College/College Advantage: For students who are
interested in more independent learning, LGSUHSD offers a Middle
College Program and a College Advantage Program, both of which
are housed on the West Valley Campus. A shared LGSUHSD and
Campbell Unified School District program, Middle College provides
humanities courses for high school students with the rest of the
student’s individualized coursework composed of West Valley
college courses. For College Advantage, all coursework is
individualized with West Valley courses but in both cases, students
are earning college credit and a high school diploma concurrently.

Valley website

HHI application

Summer School Information
Contact for Summer testing: Kim
Burlinson at
lg-summertesting@lgsuhsd.or
g

Middle College information
College Advantage information

E3.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Provide evidence that the processes and strategies are
effective for incoming students with regard to orientation or induction and the ongoing monitoring and
support of the students to ensure all have a full opportunity for academic success.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

For incoming students with an IEP, the Saratoga High team first
articulates with the middle school, and then convenes individual
articulation meetings. At these meetings, present levels, annual
goals, services and appropriate high school courses are discussed.
Diploma-track incoming students are hand scheduled with
collaboration courses, IAS classes with case managers, and priority
access to electives. For students who require more academic
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support and need continued education beyond high school, the team
discusses functional academic classes and community-based
instruction before scheduling.

Multi-Tiered Systems of Support and Impact on Student Learning and Well-Being
E3.3. Indicator: The school leadership and staff ensure that the multi-tiered support system impacts
student success and achievement.
E3.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the implementation of the multi-tiered support systems impact
student learning and well-being.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Saratoga High School offers a substantial support network that
focuses on engaging the students within and outside the classroom.
Support services focus on emotional and physical well being. The
school received the 2017 California Gold Ribbon Award for its
“umbrella” practices supporting student well-being.
Credit Recovery: Students use an online program called Cyber
High to remediate college preparatory course credits. Cyber High
delivers curricular content that draws on a variety of educational
theories and methods; activities focus on critical thinking and
performance based problem solving. Courses are structured using
pedagogical practices that create rigorous and meaningful content
which not only meets required California State and Common Core
Standards, but also emphasizes cultural validation and exploration to
promote student empowerment and confidence. Students are
enrolled in an 8th period class monitored by certificated staff for test
proctoring. This past year, twenty courses (200 credits) were
remediated.
CASSY: CASSY offers immediate and regularly scheduled
counseling services on campus. See E3.2
SOAR: SOAR is an academic support class for students to hone
their study and executive functioning skills. It is taught by a
certificated staff who works with students to learn test and
note-taking techniques, organization skills, and effective
communication with teachers. Staff liaises with content area
teachers and families when appropriate.
TLC: The Testing and Learning Center is for 504 and Special
Education students who have accommodations for testing. It
provides a quiet and specific testing space for students with extra
time or perhaps require a reader or scribe.
Collaborative Teaching (“collab teaching”) is a shared enterprise
between curricular departments and Special Education. As part of
the teacher’s assignment, a Special Education teacher co-teaches an
academic class to provide additional support for IEP, 504 and EL
students. In the last six years, there has been collab courses in
Algebra 1, English 9, Earth Science, Biology and World History.

2017 CA Gold Ribbon
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Current collab classes include Biology, World History and Earth
Science.
Tutoring Center/Peer Tutoring is funded by PTSO during and
after school to help all students. The Tutoring Center is housed
inside the library. (See E2.2)
ELD Program: See E2
● Summer School is a district-funded summer program
where students can make up 1 or 2 semesters of most
academic classes.
○ Extended School Year (ESY) is offered to students
with moderate severe disabilities. ESY criteria:
■ Without ESY, cause regression in critical
skills and/or difficulty in recovering those
skills within a reasonable period
■ Prohibit benefit from educational program
during the subsequent year

English Language Learners
SST
College Readiness Days

E3.4. Indicator: The school ensures that there is a high level of student involvement in curricular and
co-curricular activities that link to schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and college- and
career-readiness standards.
E3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the availability to and involvement of students in curricular and co-curricular
activities. Determine the effectiveness of the extent to which co-curricular activities link to the schoolwide
learner outcomes and academic standards. Examine the process that the school utilizes to evaluate the
level of involvement for all students in a variety of activities.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Saratoga students are active in the school and the community,
engaging in varied extracurricular activities. Such programs provide
students the opportunity to develop real world skills and extend
classroom learning, and a number of classes encourage students to
participate in such activities.
Out-of-Class Learning
SHS offers a variety of field trips focused on hands on/ real life
learning. The Media Arts Program provides field studies for students
each year, many of which provide an opportunity for students to
experience the challenges and opportunities of real life. Several,
including the LA Trip, the SF Amazing Race Trip, and the SJ
Documentary trip meet these objectives head on. In the LA trip
students see the media industry first hand; they tour colleges, visit
studios, and meet with industry professionals. The Amazing Race
trip provides students with a chance to explore the San Francisco
”on their own” with minimal input from chaperones. From arranging
their own travel to uncovering clues, students are continually
challenged to navigate real life and make it back home before time
is up. The San Jose Documentary trip requires students to research a
civil liberties issue, gather a series of interviews, and encapsulate it
all in a documentary within five days. The Science Department also
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SEE SCHOOL PROFILE FOR
THE FOLLOWING
• Athletic participation numbers
• Band Numbers
• Club numbers
• Drama Numbers
• Benefit Fashion Show
• Bombay in the Bay
• Breaking Down the Walls
• Club Rush
• Comedy Sportz
• Dances and homecoming
activities
• Dress up days
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has a number of annual trips to Catalina, Año Nuevo, Coal Mines,
and Costa Rica. Students are able to perform a variety of different
tasks as well as connect what they are learning in the class outside
of the classroom.
Leadership
SHS offers numerous opportunities for students to get involved in
leadership activities such as student government in our Leadership
class. It is made up of forty students; half are elected, and half are
appointed. In addition, students can get involved in area-specific
leadership throughout the school. Music, Robotics, Speech and
Debate, clubs and MAP all offer leadership opportunities for
students to make decisions that impact their community.
Community Service/Service Learning
Saratoga alerts students to opportunities in service learning through
a yearly service fair. Throughout the year, the community service
coordinator, Paul Robinson, works to connect teachers and students
with service learning opportunities. Service Learning opportunities
have included working with Sacred Heart Community Service,
Sunday Pals, City Team, Our City Forest, Saratoga City Council,
and many others.
Some programs require community service, while others make it
optional.
Clubs: More than sixty cultural and academic clubs are available to
students, ranging from language and cultural clubs to math and
science clubs. Clubs must show evidence that they are meeting
regularly and have a minimum number of members.
Dances: Students have the chance to attend several dances each
year, including the back-to-school dance, Homecoming, Winter
Formal, and Prom. Roughly half the school attends some of the
more popular dances such as Homecoming.

Rallies: SHS holds three rallies a year during tutorial in the
Large Gym. The rallies target specific groups of the school
community such as student music groups, the drumline, CBI
students, Dance, Cheer, and athletic teams.
School Spirit Events: There are also high profile school spirit
events such as Saratoga Idol, Mr. Saratoga, Trunk or Treat, and Lip
Dub held at night or over the weekend. Homecoming week includes
elaborate quad day productions involving hundreds of students put
on by each class.
Community Service Events: Annually, there are several
opportunities for students to participate in outreach and community
involvement with the goal of providing service to the local
community: Bombay in the Bay, Benefit Fashion Show, Community
Giving Tree, Canned Food Drive, Blood Drive, and Relay for Life.
Process to evaluate the level of involvement:
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• Field Trips Costa Rica Catalina
• Fun-run
• Giving Tree
• KSAR & community outreach
• Leadership
• Link Crew
• Lip Dub
• MAP Field Trips (A.R.)
• MAP Leadership
• MAP Speaker Series
• March Madness
• Movember and Turkey Trot
• Mr. Saratoga and Saratoga Idol
• Powder-puff football
• Principal’s weekly email
• Quadside Lands
• Relay for Life
• School Spirit & Rallys
• Service Fair/Service Coordinator
(e.g.Blood drive/Benefit)
• SMASH’n
• Speak Up for Change Week
• Summer Internships
• Trunk or Treat.
• Tutoring center
• World Cafe
Non-curricular field trips.
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1.

Digital Student Participation System (5-Star): We use
5-Star to track student participation for both proms and the
three dances as well as encourage voting for Homecoming
Court in Fall and student elections in the Spring.

E3.5. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the school’s processes to address the needs of
socialization for the students and involvement in the school. Provide evidence about the effectiveness of
the students’ involvement in school and community activities, such as clubs, yearbook, newsletter,
newspaper, field trips, volunteer work, service projects, college courses, etc.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

We do not have any online-only staff members; we do, however,
offer credit through CyberHigh.

• CyberHigh

Newspaper: Two classes of almost eighty students produce twelve
print issues of the Saratoga Falcon newspaper each year. Content is
also placed online.
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ACS WASC Category E. School Culture and Support for Student
Personal and Academic Growth: Summary, Strengths,
and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category E are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the preliminary identified major student learner needs (Task 2, Chapter II).
Summary (including comments about the preliminary identified major student learner needs)

Saratoga High School’s varied co-curricular and extracurricular offerings provide our students
with many options for applying learning beyond the classroom, personalized to their interests
and needs. Our students spend much of their time outside the regular classroom on campus
engaged in meaningful, constructive activities, helping them to develop their potential as
individuals and as members of the larger community. Providing the experiences that help shape
our students into responsibly aware citizens is a collaborative effort among staff, parents, and
community members, all committed to giving SHS students the richest education possible.
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category E.
Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Strength

● The campus continues to be secure and well-maintained, and security on campus has
been increased overall
● The revised bell schedule corrects some of the problems with the earlier schedule,
making it better for students.
● We have increased access to mental health services.
● We have regular community-focused events.
● We have addressed social-emotional wellness for staff and students, including completion
of The Wellness Center., creation of the tutoring center, expanded TLC, and the addition
of CBI student academic tutors. The school received the 2017 California GOld RIbbon
Award for its umbrella services in this area.
● We have varied opportunities for students to develop leadership skills.
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Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Growth

● We need to continue to evaluate and improve campus security, especially access to rear of
school.
● We need to explore means to increase utilization of CASSY, including addressing student
concerns regarding confidentiality now that Wellness Center is in the central part of
campus and addressing the stigma regarding accessing mental health services.
● We need to reduce vaping, especially on campus.
● We need to address larger class size concerns campus-wide.
● We need to continue improving current bell schedule, especially the lack of morning
collaboration and concerns regarding instructional minutes/tutorial usage.
● We need to address concerns about consistency regarding discipline, particularly
regarding academic integrity.
● Facilities concerns include issues of having a consistent protocol regarding timely
campus maintenance/work orders; HVAC improvements, especially the 00, 600, and 100
wings; the need for improving the rally sound system.
● We need improved communication, particularly regarding timely updates of the school
webpage and ease of locating information.
● We need to continue to ensure that all students have their needs met by exploring
questions such as: How do we identify the “average” Saratoga student? Who is it that
needs support? Is it academic or social/emotional support? Which students are
struggling with self-confidence, despite strong academic performance?
● We need to persist in addressing the issue of student stress on campus by revisiting the
possibility of limiting AP courses, readdressing the topic of grade bumps, and
reconsidering advanced coursework for lowerclassm
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Chapter IV: Summary from Analysis of Identified Critical Student
Learning Needs
●

Summarize the identified major student learner needs based on profile and Focus Group
findings and California School Dashboard Results for student groups.

What we did:
In organizing and carrying out our self-study, we met regularly over the course of some fourteen
consecutive months in both Home and Focus Groups comprised of staff, faculty, students, parents,
and other community members. We revisited and fine-tuned our Schoolwide Learner Outcomes,
ensuring that they were aligned with our LCAP, relevant to our students’ needs, and received
consensus from all parties. Through focused surveys of various stakeholder groups, student
shadowing, interview panels, analysis of student work, peer observation, and home and focus group
collaborations, we thoroughly explored the growth we had made since our last WASC cycle, and
identified and achieved consensus around ongoing areas for growth.
What our self-study revealed, and how we are responding:
Our examination of our school program revealed a robust academic program, vibrant in its
development of critical thinking and academic skills; an academically motivated and talented student
body with a wide range of interests; a highly skilled, professional, creative, and deeply committed
staff; and an exceptionally interested, engaged, and supportive parent community. Our students
continue to achieve at extraordinary levels on standardized tests, in extracurricular pursuits, in the
maths and sciences, humanities, arts, service learning, and myriad other areas.
However, our self-study revealed several areas for growth, some of which we have been addressing
for years and will continue to explore the means of ameliorating as a community.
One major area of concern among all stakeholders is that of student stress, particularly emotional
stress brought on by extracurricular and academic overextension in combination with intense grade
point average expectations. Despite our best efforts to make their SHS community a nurturing and
exciting aspect of our students’ lives, we are painfully aware of the pressures from varied sources on
our students’ emotional and physical well-being. Our Schoolwide Action Plan Goal #1, therefore, is
“To increase student well-being and agency in learning,” a goal that will support students in
choosing coursework according to their interests and passions, as well as in balancing their academic
and extracurricular lives; will support families by educating parents as well as students about diverse
educational pathways, methods to support students, and the need for healthy balance; and will support
teachers in developing “growth mindset” oriented pedagogy, among other objectives. By grounding
our SWAP in this goal, we hope to become a major engine for positive change and to be a
counterforce for the often unspoken but ubiquitous pressure to raise the academic stakes further on
our students.
Second, our self-study indicated that in order to facilitate protection of our students from the negative
effects of stress, communication between all stakeholders is critical. Our SWAP Goal #2, “Broaden
and bridge communication among school community stakeholders,” intends to further foster
relationships with parents, who clearly see their children’s academic success as paramount, and to
continue enlisting them as discerning and enlightened partners in the healthy lifelong education of
their children. Communication between all parties about our choices as an institutional and
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educational community will be critical in sustaining an enriching and balanced educational program,
and indeed our self-study also revealed the need for increased communication between all
stakeholders, which we aim to address through diverse objectives and tasks.
Third, the SHS community also recognizes the need to “Fine tune pedagogical practices to
prepare students to become adaptable citizen learners equipped for the demands of a rapidly
changing world” ( Goal #3). In the course of our WASC self-study process, we as a community
recognized anew the pressure the school as a community and an institution faces to continue to
improve test scores and to offer a course of study increasingly assessed as “rigorous” according to
narrowly defined standardized test scores and other College Board measures--measures by which our
students already excel. However, rather than further tracking students and raising the stakes for their
quantitatively measured success only, SHS teachers, students, and administration value a more
innovative, inclusive, dynamic definition of educational success, and our action plan aims to offer a
rich course of study meeting the needs of a wide range of learners, and to provide sufficient time,
collaborative opportunities, technology and technological instruction, and other resources for
teachers and staff to develop and hone best pedagogical practices in instruction and assessment.
An important epilogue: This spring our district is forming a committee whose goal will be to develop
a Graduate Profile. While many of our learner outcomes will likely be incorporated, there will
undoubtedly be shifts in emphasis going forward. Our efforts have been informed by knowing work is
on the horizon and our site goals will remain collectively supported by all stakeholders as this
develops.
Major areas of need:
✓ student health and happiness (esp academic and social emotional stress and need for balance,
esp in course selection; connection to others and the school community)
✓ growth mindset and valuing learning over “doing school”
✓ time for collaboration within and between departments
✓ greater focused and constructive communication between stakeholders
✓ Developing and sharing best instructional and assessment practices
✓ continued vertical and horizontal alignment of curriculum.
Last SWAP goals:
1. Provide ongoing support in attaining high academic achievement through a variety of best
instructional and assessment strategies.
2. Value learning over “doing school.”
3. Be able to make healthy choices and create a life of balance.
New SWAP goals:
Goal 1: To increase student well-being and agency in learning.
Goal 2: To broaden and bridge communication among school community stakeholders.
Goal 3: Fine tune pedagogical practices to prepare students to become adaptable citizen learners equipped
for the demands of a rapidly changing world.
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Chapter V: School Wide Action Plan
1. Rationale: Our community is marked by hard working, motivated, and academically ambitious
students and their families, resulting at times in unhealthy competition. Additionally, the drive for
academic success can lead to a fixed growth mindset, as well as a loss of authentic, intrinsic
motivation. The intense academic atmosphere of SHS has led to conversations about appropriate
ethical responses to academic stress, and we are now seeking to more effectively support students in
making wise and appropriate choices, balancing stress while developing resilience, and seeing
learning and growth as a process, not a product.
Related School-Wide Learner Outcomes: 1.1-.5, 2.2.-.3, 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, 5.1, 5.2

Goal 1: To increase student well-being and agency in learning

Goal 1-Objective A: Build understanding of needs for balance and perspective in course selection
within our stakeholder groups
Task

Responsible
Persons

A1) Research
Guidance
other schools’
Department
systems
Teams
for/practices in
effectively
guiding
students and
parents in
course
selection--teach
er and guidance
counselor
recommendatio
n process.

A2)
Communicate

Depts

Resources

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Other
comparable
local schools
and beyond

Evaluate data of
students’
“schedule
settledness”-The number of
students that
change classes
after the
beginning of
the year.

Timeline

Spring
2021

Methods to Report

Guidance reports to
Leadership
Staff meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site Council
PTSO

Assess the
balance of
course loads
and student
numbers within
courses, as well
as master
schedule
balance.
Collaboration/PD

Notes from
department
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Leadership and
Department report to
Board

Starting
Spring

Leadership minutes
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with Redwood
regarding
placement and
course
selection.

Guidance

time/Depart
ment
meetings

interactions

2021;
ongoing

A3) Explore
curricular
offerings to
engage student
and staff
interest,
passion, and
need.

Guidance
and Admin
Teams
(Guidance
admin)

Survey
students and
staff on
elective
desires.

Survey results
Student
registrations

Spring
2021

A4) Address
peer academic
pressure
experienced
and created by
students.

Student
Leadership

Conferences

Student surveys

Meetings
with other
ASBs

ASB meetings

Interactions
with other
student
groups
(student
forums and
focus
groups)

California
Healthy Kids
survey

Leadership meeting
notes
School Board

Leadership
Team

Student
Clubs
(Common
Roots)
Student
Publications

Guidance

Spring
2020 (SoS)

Student Survey
Student Forums

Fall 2020
(BDW)
Link Crew
(ongoing)
Spring
2020
(Forums)

Funds for :
Sources of
Strength
Breaking
Down the
Walls (10th
grade; annually)
Link Crew
A5) Learn and
promote best
practices to
reduce
academic

Whole staff

Speaker
series

SEL Team
Department

Alumni
panels

Student Surveys Spring
2022
Parent Surveys

Surveys

SSC surveys

SSC
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pressure and
competitivenes
s.

Chairs
PLC teams

Speak Up
for Change
week

Data from
Guidance,
Assist, Cassy

Surveys:
Staff,
parents,
students

Surveys

PTSO

PTSO
A6) Revisit
discussion of
grade bump for
and/or
limitation of
number of
Honors and AP
classes.

Whole staff,
Leadership
Guidance
Admin
(Principal)

Research
into and
resources
from other
comparable
schools

Data of student
college
acceptances

Spring
2021,
Fall 2021,
Spring
2022

Leadership meeting
School website
Dept Board reports

Data of student
course
selection/registr
ation and
settledness

Information
from college
admissions
officers

Goal 1-Objective B: Encourage and value Growth Mindset
Task

B1) Foster a
culture of
student
mastery rather
than “doing
school” by
developing and
implementing
growth
mindset
learning
strategies
within the
classroom

Responsible
Persons

Resources

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Department
chairs

Collaboration/
PD

Student
surveys

Teachers,
coaches,
advisors

Guest speakers

Admin
classroom
observations

Book groups
Department
meetings
Conferences
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Timeline

Spring 2021

Methods to
Report
Surveys
Principal’s
newsletter
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B2) Develop
and implement
growth
mindset
teaching
methods and
varied means
of assessment
within the
school
curriculum

Admin

PLCs,

ILC

Book groups

Depts

Collaboration/
PD

B3) Actively
value growth
mindset by
awarding and
publicly
recognizing
growth.
Evaluate
awards
currently/
previously
given and
include
site-based
awards at the
junior and
senior awards
function in
each of the
core
departments
recognizing
improvement.

Guidance

B4) Revive the
school tutoring
center.

Admin
(Principal)

Leadership
Conferences
Dweck module

Student
surveys

Fall
2020-Spring
2021

California
Healthy Kids

Leadership
minutes
Canvas

Student
reflection
(possibly in
Canvas)

Growth Mindset

Classroom
teachers

Awards
program

Spring 2021

Principal’s
Newsletter

Depts
Student work

Funding

Awards
ceremony

Hours of
Operation

Spring 2020
And onward

Principal’s
Newsletter

Personnel
Students:
Upperclassmen
teaching/tutoring
underclassmen

Head count of
numbers of
students
participating
(both
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Guidance
Nights
Website
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Goal 1-Objective C: Teach and promote Student Citizenship and Academic Integrity
Task

Responsible
Persons

C1) Further
educate
students about
dangers of
substance
abuse and
examination of
other schools’
responses to
the problem.

Admin

C2) Healthy
technology
use: Actively
teach
appropriate use
of social media
and being a
responsible
“cyber
citizen.”

Depts

Health
Teachers

Resources

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Time
Schedule
Funds for
materials/class
room resources

Timeline

Spring 2020

Tech team
School
psychologists

Leadership
Minutes

Student
surveys

Student
Leadership
(Outreach
Commission)

Guidance

Methods to
Report

Time to
develop
campaign and
teach it
(tutorial);

Pre and post
student
surveys

Fall 2020 to
develop
lessons select
logistics/areas
for lessons
(tutorial or
subject areas);
Spring 2021
implementation

Principal’s
Newsletter

Policy in
student
handbook--ne
w student
handbook

Spring 2021

Principal’s
newsletter

Small
materials
budget
SHS TV
Guest
Speakers

C3) Discuss
adoption and
implementation of uniform
cell phone
policy.

Admin
Leadership
Team
Possible
Teacher
Subcommittee

Other schools’
policies
Subcommittee
presentation to
leadership
Time (PLCs,
Collab)
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C4) Academic
integrity:
actively
promote value
of one’s
integrity.

Departments
Teachers
Admin

Time to
develop
campaign and
teach it
(tutorial);

Reduced
referrals on
academic
integrity

2020-21
School Year

Number of
referrals

Spring 2021

Principal's
Newsletter;
Teacher syllabi

Small
materials
budget
C5) Promote
current
academic
integrity policy
and review for
appropriatenes
s.

Admin

Student
Leadership
team

Time

Student
Handbook
update

Tutorial
session with
all students

Tutorial
session with
all students

C6) Actively
address racial
comments and
stereotype
perpetuation.

Admin

Guest speakers

Teachers

Alumni panels

Leadership

Review other
schools’
policies

Healthy Kids
Survey

Beginning
Spring 2020

Leadership

Healthy Kids
survey
Student survey

Parents

Visits to other
schools

SEL team
Outreach
Commission-ASB

Trainings for
teachers and
students (RIR
protocol)-tutorial
Common
Roots
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Saratoga High School Action Plan
2. Rationale: We desire to have richer conversations and open dialogue where stakeholders’ opinions and
ideas are heard for the benefit of our students. Despite there being rational reasons for centralized
decision-making, there are times when these reasons need to be more broadly communicated.
Related School-Wide Learner Outcomes: 2.1, 2.2, 3.1-3.6, 5.2, 6.2

Goal 2: Broaden and bridge communication amongst school community
stakeholders.
Goal 2-Objective A: Promote opportunities to discuss and evaluate wellness resources and practice
self-care for all our school stakeholders.
Task

A1) Evaluate
the
effectiveness
of existing
support
services and
programs.

Responsible
Persons
Department
chairs
Administration
CASSY

Resources

Time
Access to
collect data

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Methods to
Report

Survey
stakeholders
about existing
programs

Annual but by
the end of Fall
2020

Reports to
PTSO,
Leadership,
Staff, and
students

Surveys:
parents, staff
Attendance
numbers

Fall 2020

Newsletter

Healthy Kid
Survey Results

Summer/Fall
2020
And ongoing

Leadership
Notes

CASSY
Report
Any collected
data from
schoolwide
SEL events

A2) Continue
Admin
to promote
wellness,
Guidance
student support
and connection Teachers
to campus.
CASSY

Time

A3) Facilitate
conversations
embedded in
the school day

PD Time
before school
starts to
develop

Admin
Departments

“Parent camp”
(freshman
parent
orientation)
focusing on
wellness and
self care.

Principal’s
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addressing
topics
including
stress
management,
resiliency,
healthy sleep
habits,
interpersonal
communication
(Schoolwide
lessons).

Wellness
Coordinator

A4) Foster
opportunities
for parent
participation
via cocurricular and
extracurricular
activities.

Admin

SEL Team

newsletter

List of
Published
resources

Student
Leadership

Departments
PTSO
Booster
Presidents
Wellness
Coordinator

A5) Continue
supporting
staff wellness

lessons

District Office
Admin
Leadership
Team

field trips,
competitions,
performances,
volunteer
activities

Parent
volunteer
participation
rates

Ongoing

Parent Corner
in Principal’s
Newsletter

Staff surveys

Ongoing

Leadership

Parent Corner
in Principal’s
Newsletter
(volunteers
sought and
opportunities
offered)
EAP
Time
Ongoing
conversations
about factors
that influence
staff wellness
(eg class size,
challenges of
timely
feedback)
Letter writing
days
Grading days
First Friday
Falcon Lunch
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Goal 2-Objective B: Demonstrate the variety of perspectives and pathways to post-secondary success
Task

Responsible
Persons

B1) Survey
stakeholder
groups to
find out
which
professional/post-hig
h school
perspectives and
views they
will find
compelling.

SSC-Oversee

B2) Offer a
variety of
opportunities to
engage
with active
industry
professionals
speaking
about
essential
career
skills.

MAP

B3)
Convene
Career Day
with broad
representati
on of
occupations.

Guidance
Admin (Kerry
Mohnike)

B4)
Convene
(live and
videotaped)

Admin

Resources
Time

Means to Assess
Improvement
Participation rates for
all stakeholder groups.

Timeline
Fall 2021

ASB-- to ask
students

Methods
to Report
Parent
Guidance
nights
School
website

PTSO--to ask
parents
Leadershipto ask staff
SEL

Guidance
Admin
PTSO
Service
Learning
Coordinator

Forums
Panels
Career Day
Teacher
curricular
connections
and
supplemental
credit

Participation rates for
all stakeholder groups.

Local school
community
members

Participation rates for
all stakeholder groups.

Held
throughout
the school
year;
intermittently

School/Pri
ncipal’s
newsletter
ASB
Facebook
page
Career
Day

Spring 2020

Principal’s
newsletter

Survey:
Spring 2020

Video:
Student
grade level
guidance

Follow up surveys
Leadership meeting
discussion

PTSO

Access to SHS
Alumni
database

Participation rates for
all stakeholder groups.

Video: Fall
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forums
featuring
recent SHS
graduates
highlighting a
variety of
collegiate
perspectives and
pathways.

Guidance

SEL team
Video Project
w/MAP

2020

Range of
students from
varied types of
post-secondary
tracks

sessions or
tutorial
sessions
Principal’s
newsletter

Goal 2-Objective C: Cross-Cultural Communication
Task

C1) Continue
to host general
community
outreach
events.

Responsible
Persons
Admin
PTSO
SEL Team

Resources

Funding
Principal’s
Newsletter
Parent
Volunteers
Staff and ASB
volunteers
World Cafe,
“brown bag
lunches, etc.”

Means to
Assess
Improvement
Participation
rates for all
stakeholder
groups.

Try a monthly
student World
Cafe.
Lunchtime
“passion
project”
sessions
Booster
President
Meetings
School Site
Council
Admin/Parent
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November
2020
Spring 2021

Methods to
Report
Principal
newsletter
School website
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Tea
C2) Continue
to host
topic-driven
community
conversations
for
stakeholders.

District Office

C3) Staff
training on
cultural
sensitivity/inte
rcultural
communication.

SEL

Outside
speakers

Participation
rates

2022

Follow up
report/infograp
hic

Staff surveys

ongoing

Leadership

Admin
Topic survey
PTSO
Department
Chairs

PTSO
Admin
TOSA

Admin-Parent
Teas

Outside
experts (ie,
EPOCH)
PD/Collaborati
on time
Brown Bag
Lunches

Goal 2-Objective D: Transparency in Decision Making
Task

D1) Evaluate
and explore
current modes
of communication between
stakeholders.

Responsible
Persons
Admin

Resources

Time

Means to
Assess
Improvement
Task force
minutes

Timeline

Methods to
Report

Fall 2020

Leadership

Spring 2021

Principal
newsletter to
faculty/staff

PTSO
Site Admin
“Office Hours”

ASB
Board
SHSLeadership

D2) Explore
ways to
improve
transparency
of communication around
site-level

Admin
Department
Chairs/SHSLeadership

Meeting
minutes
Canvas

Faculty survey
Canvas
Analytics

PTSO
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decisionmaking
processes.
D3) Implement Admin (Site
streamlined
and District)
communication protocols
and systems,
particularly as
items impact
the classroom
(i.e. class size
determination,
schedules)

ILC
Newsletter
Canvas
Principal’s
newsletter

Faculty survey
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Saratoga High School Action Plan
3. Rationale: Learning remains the primary mission of the school. Ensuring that students are learning and
not simply “doing school” requires teachers to know and use the best practices available. Students benefit
when staff truly collaborate. Class and tutorial time are currently under review at the district level.
Whatever the new bell schedule may become, the need to focus on pedagogical practices during times
dedicated to tutorial and collaboration is critical to the mission of maximizing learning for all.
Related School-Wide Learner Outcomes: 1.3, 4.1-4.5, 5.1-5.3,6.1

Goal 3:Fine tune pedagogical practices to prepare students to become
adaptable citizen learners equipped for the demands of the rapidly changing
world.
Goal 3-Objective A: Dedicate collaborative time for staff to communicate, coordinate, and develop
curriculum and instruction that provides purposeful learning experiences for all students.
Task

Responsible
Persons

Resources

A1) Provide
professional
staff
development
for
implementing
effective
professional
learning
communities
(PLCs).

District office

Time
Models of best
practices
Professional
staff-wide
development
training
Site visits to
other schools

PD schedule
Teacher survey

Training in
2020-21

Leadership
Team,
Principal’s
newsletter

A2) Update
and enhance
vertical
alignment
within
departments.

Departments

Time
Template for
standardized
format

Clear, revised
scope and
sequence
documents

June 2021
Annual
revisions

Department
Board Reports;
PTSO reports
Staff Canvas
course

A3) Solidify
and enhance
course-alike
learner

Course-alike
teams within
departments

Time
Template for
standardized
format

Outlines of
course alike
learner outcomes

2021-22
school year

Leadership
team
Staff Canvas
module

Admin
Staff

Admin

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Leadership
Team
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outcomes.

Administration
Dept. Liaison

A4) Update
School
Website with
updated
department
pages.

Departments

A5) Create
Canvas PD
page with
updated links
and resources.

Admin

School
Webmaster

Time
Template for
standardized
format

Website
improvements

Beginning
of 2020-21
School
Year;
Updates
annually in
early spring

Online
postings

Time
PD/Collaborati
on
PLCs
Curriculum

Track staff
accessing and use
of page

Spring 2021

Canvas

TOSA

Goal 3-Objective B: Enhance and evaluate the effectiveness of tutorial as a tool for personalized
learning.
Task

Responsible
Persons

B1) Determine
and implement
tutorial
attendance
policies.

District office
Tech staff
Admin
(Principal)

Resources

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Methods to
Report

An adopted
software;
Time for
training;
Funding

Evaluate
tutorial
attendance
data

By Fall 2020

Leadership
Team;
Principal's
newsletter;
Canvas
announcements

Time
Potential
funding need
for release
time for
planning

New options
for students to
choose

Begin spring
2020; 2020-21
School year;
ongoing

Tutorial
“master
schedule”

Leadership
Team
B2) Explore
ways to
showcase how
tutorial is/can
be used
effectively.

Admin
Leadership
Team

Research how
other schools
use tutorial

Annual
Benchmark
survey to
measure
effectiveness

Staff sharing
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of Best
Practices in
tutorial.

Goal 3-Objective C: Use technology to support best pedagogical practices.
Task

C1) Survey
staff regarding
current
technology
successes &
needs.

Responsible
Persons
TOSA
Staff

Resources

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Methods to
Report

Time
“1 Cool
Thing” board
Staff
Collaboration
Staff outreach

Survey results

Spring or Fall
of 2020

Leadership
Team minutes
SHS Staff
Canvas page
Staff
Collaboration

C2) Develop
an archive of
best
pedagogical
practices
enhanced by
specific
technologies.

TOSA

C3) Teach
parents and
incoming
students how
to best use
Canvas.

TOSA

District office
(ILC)
Tech Team

Site visits
Time
Collaboration/
PD
Instructional
videos
Newsletters

Surveys
Student
self-reflections
and course
reflections

2020-21
School year

“How to”
Video tutorial
embedded in
Canvas

Survey
stakeholders

Fall 2020;
ongoing

District
Resources
modules on IT
website and
Canvas

Teachers to
beta test and
give input on
practices

ILC
Julie Grenier

Canvas
analytics

Parent Camp
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newsletter

ILC
Newsletter
Principal
newsletter
Parent Camp
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

LCAP
Results of student questionnaire/interviews
Results of parent/community surveys/interviews
The most recent California Healthy Kids Survey
Master schedule
Approved AP course list: https://apcourseaudit.epiconline.org/ledger/; for SHS AP
courses (see School Profile)
Scope and Sequence
UC a–g approved course list: https://doorways.ucop.edu/list/app/home/ (See School
Profile)
Additional details of school programs, e.g., online instruction, college- and career
readiness programs, partnership academies, IB, AVID (See School Profile)
California School Dashboard performance indicators (See School Profile)
School accountability report card (SARC)
CBEDS school information form (See School Profile)
Graduation requirements (See School Profile)
Any pertinent additional local data (see School Profile)
Budgetary information, including school budget (see School Profile)
Glossary of Unique Terms

Glossary of Terms Unique to Saratoga High School and Other Common Acronyms
ACSm - Adolescent Counseling Services--Pilot program for substance abuse intervention
Aeries - Grade and attendance student information system
APEX - Online provider for ASSIST program
ASL - American Sign Language, a popular World Language Course offered by WVC but taught at SHS
ASSIST - Onsite therapeutic program for students with high support needs
CAASPP - California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress
BNB - Bombay in the Bay, a two-night cultural event celebrating Indian dance and customs.
Canvas - Online learning management system
CASSY - Counseling and Student Support for Youth, a private counseling service that supports our
students onsite.
CBI - Community Based Instruction program for students with moderate to severe disabilities
Common Roots - Peer Counseling program
CTEIG - Advisory Board Career Technical Education Incentive Grant.
ELL and ELD - English Language Learner and English Language Development
HCRAP--Honors Chemistry Readiness Assessment Profile
IAS - Individualized Academic Support class for students with IEP (Individualized Educational Plans)
ILC - Instructional Leadership Committee (District Committee)
ILT - Instructional Leadership Team (District Administrative Team plus TOSAs)
LCFF - Local Control Funding Formula
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LCAP - Local Control and Accountability Plan. The LCAP is a three-year plan that describes the goals, actions,
services, and expenditures to support positive student outcomes that address state and local priorities. The
LCAP provides an opportunity for local educational agencies (LEAs) to share their stories of how, what,
and why programs and services are selected to meet their local needs.
MAP - Saratoga High School's Media Arts Program (MAP) invites students to learn in an academy
setting with a focus on rigorous academic standards in English and Social Studies while
developing skills in media-related performance and production technologies, including exposure to
several cutting edge programs for video, animation, graphic design, and other mass media. Core
English-Social Studies classes and select program electives offer students the opportunity to build
strong interpersonal relationships with their teachers and peers. MAP maintains community
partnerships to develop relevant curriculum and project-based learning opportunities for students.
These partnerships involve professional on-site performance and production opportunities in the
school's Multimedia Center as well as work with journalism and print production projects, as well
as industry based technology.
MAP Boosters - Media Arts Program Parent booster group
MDTP--Math Diagnostic Testing Project
Middle College - Alternative academic pathway for students accessing community college classes while
in high school
MMJ - MultiMedia Journalism--SHS-TV production course
MSET - Mechanical Science and Engineering Team (Robotics Team)
Naviance - College and Career readiness software provider
NCTE - National Council of Teachers of English
NGSS - New Generation Science Standards
NSTA - National Science Teaching Association
PLTW - Project Lead the Way, the pathway model used to structure our STEM engineering courses
PLCs and POG - Professional Learning Communities and “Portrait of a Graduate” - new
student-centered District Strategic Plan direction
PTSO - Parent Teacher Student Organization
SPSA - Single Plan for Student Achievement--the template for aligning how the school will accomplish
the goals laid out in the LCAP
QPAs - ”Quick Passage Analysis”--a technique/writing strategy for practicing focused close
reading/writing. A formative assessment widely used in English classes.
QPR - Suicide Prevention Training system; “Question, Persuade, Refer”
SARC - School Accountability Report Card
SOAR - a support class for students with 504s or academic need
SLOs - Schoolwide Learning Outcomes
SBAC - Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium
SEL - Social and Emotional Learning
SHSF - Saratoga High School Foundation
SMASH’N - Saratoga Media Arts Showcase Honors Night, an Oscar-ish awards event of Media Arts
Program
SMB - Saratoga Music Boosters
SVCTE - Silicon Valley Career Technical Education
TEALS--SHS STEM teachers pair with local engineers to develop appropriate curriculum in their
classes through the program (Technology Education and Literacy in Schools).
Title 1 - Funds for LEAs for low income students.
Title 2 - The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) is the most recent reauthorization of the 1965 act that
establishes the federal government’s role in education. Under ESSA, Title II authorizes programs
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to improve teaching and leadership through professional learning at the state and district levels.
Under ESSA, professional development is more clearly defined and there are rules for evidence
of learning. Specifically, Title II Part A is used to increase academic achievement of students by
improving teachers and school leadership quality.
Title 9 - The U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) enforces, among other
statutes, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. Title IX protects people from
discrimination based on sex in education programs or activities that receive Federal financial
assistance. Title IX states that: “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”
TLC - The Testing and Learning Center. This space is used by students who need a separate setting or
extended time on tests.
TOSA - Teacher on Special Assignment
Tutoring Center - free peer tutoring in library
Tutorial - This is a 30-minute block of time set aside daily for students to seek individual help from
teachers, to make up exams and quizzes if they are absent, to work with peers on projects, or to
work on individual work or research in the library.
WVC--West Valley College, where a substantial number of students take further coursework
VPA--Visual and Performing Arts Department
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